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There exist several situations in the field of aero-

dynamics/hydraulics, where boundary layer like shear flow

nas to pass through a wall-cylinder function. Some examples

are • 1) wing-fuselage junctions in aircraft and fln-bo y

junctions in rochets in aerospace engineering, ii) passages

in axial flow compressors and turbines in turbomachinery,

lu) river bridge piers located on sand bed in civil engineer

ing. and iv) tall buildings and structures in wind engineer

It is a complex fluid mechanics problem as three dimen-

sional separation of the boundary layer upstream of the

fn the formation of a strong horseshoe

junction results in e

vortex flow around the body.

problems like additional drag and modifi

. romolex secondary flows in

rates in aerospace engrneerrng. complex

. , .cour holes around river bridge picK

turbomachinery, local
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and strong ouffeting currents in wind engineering. Because of

the great difficulties in analysing locally separated flow

problems, most of the scientific efforts in the past have been

experimental and empirical in nature, and in particular have

been concentrated towards determining the local maximum scour

depths around river bridge piers in civil engineering. In the

fifties, a few inviscid analytical investigations predicting

the streaniwise vorticity generated due to the turning of the

vortex filaments of boundary layer shear flows have also been

reported with major emphasis on the problem of secondary

flows in cascade aerodynamics*

A vertical circular cylinder mounted on floor represents,

perhaps, the simplest geometry of a wall-cylinder junction.

This configuration has been studied quite extensively in the

past in laboratory experiments. A recent detail experimental

investigation carried out in low speed wind tunnels on this

geometry has shown that che horseshoe vortex flow structure

formed upstream of the wall-circular cylinder junction depends

upon the Reynolds number. Re = -37-- , -rj; , and -g where
®

D, L, S and \) are freestream wind speed, cylinder diameter

and length, displacement thickness of the approaching boundary

layer and dynamic viscosity of the fluid respectively® An

even number of voirtices upto six were observed in the upstream

plane of symmetry with increasing Re, as long as the approaching

boundary layer remained laminar; and as it became turbulent.
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a constant number of four vortices were identified in the range

of 4,000 < Re < 90,000 and 4< D/S* <30 for L/D of about 5,

Clearly, an additional parameter for non-circular cylinders

will be the leading edge geometry, whose effect has been

observed in local scour investigations, but has not been studied

in detail in wind tunnel experiments.

Another aspect of the problem of flow past wall-cylinder

junction is the hydrodynamic modification of the horseshoe

vortex flow structure with the alleviation of local scour

problem as one of the objectives. Recently an aerodynamic

delta-wing-like passive device has been employed to modify the

horse-shoe vortex flow structure significantly as demonstrated

by the flow visualization experiments. The leading edge

separation vortices from the passive device appeared to modify

the structure of the streamwise arms of the horseshoe vortex.

Subsequent experiments in an open channel flume with the sand

bed also showed reduction in local maximum scour depth around

a semi-circular leading edge pier model fitted with the delta-

wing-like passive device. The detail mechanism of this hydro-

dynamic modification of horseshoe vortex, however, remains to

be investigated.

The present experimental investigation was undertaken

to study the mechanism of the above mentioned hydrodynamic

modification around semi-circular leading edge shaped pier.
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its effect on the upstream separation and the static pressure

distribution on the floor. This vortex flow modification was

also investigated for circular cylinder and piers with blunt

and streamlined nose shapes. The effect of the leading edg®

geometry of the pier on the horseshoe vortex flow structure

was investigated in detail for Doth the laminar and turoulent

boundary layers to bring it in line with the understanding

obtained for the circular cylinder case. It was also found

during the course of the present experiments that the oscillating

behaviour of the vortex flow around the circular cylinder was

not as random as reported earlier. This aspect was also inves-

tigated for pier models having other leading edge shape Sj along

with the modification of the oscillating behaviour brought

about by the passive device for different pier models. '

The experiments were conducted in low speed, low turbulence,

closed jet, open circuit wind tunnel of test section size

of 30,5 cm X 40.5 cm at two nominal wind speeds of 1 m/sec.

and 5 m/sec corresponding to Re ~ 1450, D/S ~ 4.5 and

Re ^ 8600, D/S* 11.5 respectively. The flow visualization

tests at low speed were carried out using Titanium tetrachloride

technique, and surface oil film patterns were obtained at

higher wind speed. Other tests included floor pressure

measuxements, total head survey of the streamwise vortices, and

hot wire probing of the oscillatory behaviour of the horseshoe

vortex, prior to and after its modification using the passive
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device. A shallow water-table of width 25 cm and depth 7.5 cm

was also used for dye flow visualization studies.

The pier model of 25 mm width with semi-circular nose

fitted with the above mentioned passive devide was extensively

used in both the wind tunnel and water table facilities, A

series of circular cylinders with diameters ranging from 1 mm

to 50 mm were employed for flow visualization. The Reynolds

number range for TiCl^ flow visualization varied from 60 to

2900, and for surface oil film patterns Re ranged from 970 to

15540. Most of the other data on circular cylinder was

collected on 25 mm diameter cylinder. ^ To study the effect of

the leading edge geometry of the pier, three additional

models : one with truncated flat nose (rectangular) and the
/

other two with streamlined shapes, i.e,, wedge and lenticular,

were used! All these models were 25 mm in width, 100 mm in

length and 150 mm in height. The geometry of the delta-wing-

like passive device was the same as used in the earlier

reported investigations. The base and the altitude of the

delta plate being 37,5 mm and 50 mm respectively and the oase

height equal to 12.5 mm.

Several interesting results have been found from the

present experimental investigation and these are summarised in

the following :

The delta-wing-like passive device considerably reduces

the adverse pressure gradient on the floor upstream of the semi

circular nose pier by creating a low pressure region on the
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leeward side of the passive device. The large separation region

epstream of the wall-cylinder Junction gets reduced to a small

lecalired separated region around the apex of the passive devrce.

The original vortex filaments of the approaching shear flow

wrap around the apex and move parallel to the spinal rib as

considerably weaX strea^ise vortices rotating in the same

sense as the original horseshoe vortex. These weak apex vor ex

lines appear to somersault on reaching the pier nose and came

out along the sides of the pier. In addition, strong

edge separation vortex is formed which is rotating in a re

opposite to the original horseshoe vortex. This delta w ng

separation vortex is the dominant streamwise vortex which

interacts with the apex vortex in the side region of the pier.

AS the Reynolds number of the flow is slightly increased the

apex vortex seems to become part of the much stronger de a

+-5 r»n vortex in the side region of the pier. s

wing separation vortex m u

dominant feature of the delta wing separation vortex

xevealed for the modified turbulent horseshoe vortex at

by means of total head contours of the streamwise vortices.

2 The horseshoe vortex structure in ring form in laminar flow

14b0. 0/a*~- a.b). all around the circular cylinder

. . an for the first time using TlClc fumes. Upto

was visualized for vne liJ-

4- nrfina downstream were observed in the lam

vortex rings, extending
iavp*r

turbulent boundary layer,

case. For Re > 7700 in approaching t

observed in accordance with e e

four vortices were
structure in turbulent flow

investigation. However, the vor ex
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was observed to depend upon Re, as two vortex structure was

observed from the surface oil film patterns. The conitant

total head contours obtained by traversing a shielded pitot

probe in a vertical Y-Z plane normal to the free stream, at

the mid-span of the cylinder also revealed four vortex structure

at Re 8300 and D/S 11.3, thereby confirming the observations

from surface oil film patterns.

3, The number of vortices around semi-circular nose shape pier

in laminar flow at Re 1450, D/S - 4,5, were observed to be

six from TiCl^ fumes. Under the same test conditions, the

rectangular pier exhibited oscillatory oehaviour of the vortex

flow, and wedge nose shape and lenticular pier models exhibited

four and two vortex structure of the horseshoe vortex respec-

tively. In turbulent flow, four vortex structure was observed

upstream of rectangular and round nose pier and the two

vortex structure for both the wedge nose and lenticular pier

models from surface oil film patterns, at Re - 7800, D/S - 11

Probing of the streamwise arm of horseshoe vortex in each of

these four pier models confirmed the number of vortices as

observed from the surface oil film patterns. 'It is, therefore,

found that the number of vortices in horseshoe vortex around a

pier model is a function of the leading edge geometry. It was

further observed from TiCl^ flow visualizations that the modi-

fication of horseshoe vortex by the passive device was also

dependent upon the pier nose geometry as was evident from the
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difference in the movement of the apex vortex and its lift «p

as it came out from below the passive device. The constant

total head contours provided patterns of the modified vortex

flow at the mid-span of each pier model, showing that the

leading edge separation vortex was the larger and the stronger

vortex.

4, It was observed that the oscillating behaviour of the

laminar horseshoe vortex flow around circular cylinder was

not as random as reported earlier. For the circular cylinder

of L/D = 6, BR = 3'/. and 2200 < Re < 4400 , 6 < D/6* < 10, the

Strouhal frequency of laminar oscillations was about 0,21.

Steady higher harmonics were also observed. Semi-circular

nose shape cylinder exhibited identical unsteady behaviour.

There was an early onset of steady oscillations in the case of

rectangular pier model whereas for the streamlined nose shewed

pier models, the onset of the vortex oscillations was delayed

as compared to the corresponding Reynolds number of circular

cylinder. These oscillations of laminar horseshoe vortex

were found to oe almost absent when the passive device was

mounted at the leading edge foot of the pier models. Weak

oscillations, hov«ever, seemed to appear at Re close to the onset

of the turbulent boundary layer on the tunnel floor.



CHAPTER 1

introduction and literature review

Whenever a boundary layer like incoe».reeslble ehear flow

„„ves past a cylindrical body kept vertically on a flat wall,

a typical flow phenomenon is observed around its base. The

presence of the body causes an adverse pressure gradient in

the upstream flow. As the flow approaches the body, the

adverse pressure gradient grows stronger and separation of the

now takes place upstream of this body. The separated shear

layers experience downward gradient of the Bernaullr constan

on the upstream facing end of the body, which makes these

Shear layers roll up ahead of the body. This results in^e

formation of a strong vortex region which wraps around the

hase Of the body, with its two ends extending downstream as

two distinct strea™,ise vortices, rotating opposite to eac

other. This vortex system is know, as the horseshoe vortex

X tk «5ide view of this phenomenon

due to its shape in the plan view. A side view P

IS Shown in Fig. 1.1s. These two arms of HSV interact with

the periodically shed vortices in the body wake.

^
IS Shed, its low pressure pulls the opposite arm o H V t -

u fg ,«-r+ATf itself moves downstream. In tne

it, and the shed vortex itseii ro

time, another vortex is shed from the other ^

similar manner pulls the opposite arm of HSV. Thrs re

X Irsork* tvoe region downstream of the

in the formation of a neck YP
^vstem is

active view of the horseshoe vortex system is

body. A perspective view

shown in Fig.
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There exist several situations in engineering, where

boundary layer like shear flow has to pass through such geo-

metrical Doundaries, conveniently called a wall-cylinder

junction. Some important exanples are ;

(i) Wing-fuselage junction, wing-strut junction and fin-body

junction in aerospace engineering,

fii) Passages in axial flow compressors and turbines in turbo-

machinery,

(iii) River bridge pier located on sand bed in civil engineering,

(iv) Tall buildings /structures in wind engineering.

This is a conplex fluid mechanics problem involving three

dimensional separating boundary layer. The flow field is

entirely different from the two dimensional case, and results

in additional drag in case of wing fuselage junction, modified

heat transfer rates at the fin body junction, conplex secondary

flows in cascade passages and strong buffeting currents in

wind engineering. High shear stresses are developed on the

surfaces beneath these vortical flows and in case of soft

erobible surfaces, this results in erosion of the sand like

bed material. Thus, around the river bridge piers on sand-like

bed, erosion of the bed material called local scour hole takes

place. This scouring process produces large ditch like forma-

tion which exposes the pier foundation rendering the bridge

unsafe.
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Because of the great difficulty in analysing locally

separated flow, most research efforts have been esqperimental

in this area, mainly in civil engineering, to determine

the local maximum scour depths around river bridge piers.

Empirical relations based on the laboratory and field data

are used to predict the local maximum scour depth from the

design point of view. The single geometry of a circular

cylinder has been used extensively in the systematic investi-

gations of this phenomenon. Efforts in the case of other

nose shape cylindrical piers have also been made. It has been

recognised that the nose shape does affect the scour depth

significantly. Local scour depth is maximum with flat nose

shape, and it reduces with increasingly streamlined nose shape

piers. The scour depth has been known to depend on the

strength of horseshoe vortex. The protection of local

scour is an important task for the field engineers. Several

methods like Caisson foundation, piles placed upstream of the

pier and rip rap mats are commonly employed. The rip rap method

in which the scour prone region is filled with large stones,

is the method most enq^loyed for this purpose.

The problem of HSV has also been studied in turbomachinery

for a non-unifora shear flow through cascade passages. A

complex secondary flow builds up in the process. Inviscid

theories have been developed to predict the generation of the

secondary vorticity and detail experiments have been carried

out to understand the physical frfjenomenon. The horseshoe
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vortex can also be viewed from the point of view of three

dimensional separating Doundary layers.

A recent detail experimental investigation carried out

on a circular cylinder in a wind tunnel has revealed that the

structure of the horseshoe vortex system formed upstream of

0
the cylinder depends upon Reynolds number. Re * -jp , ^
and - where U , D, L, 6* and u are freestream wind speed,

circular cylinder diameter, height, displacement thickness of

the approaching boundary layer and kinematic viscosity of the

fluid respectively. An even number of vortices upto six

were observed in the upstream plane of symmetry, number of

vortices increasing with increasing Re, as long as the flow

remained laminar. The vortex flow exhibited oscillatory

behaviour, random in nature, as the transition from laminar

to turoulent flow started. As the flow became turbulent, only

four vortices were identified in the range of 4000 < Re < 90,000,

and 4 < ^ <30 for | of about 5. Furthermore, the locations

of the separation point and the vortex upstream of the cylinder

were also found to depend upon Re and It appears that

an additional paran^ter for non-circular cylinders will be

the leading edge geometry, whose effect has been observed in

local scour investigations but has not been studied in

in wind tunnel experiments.

Another Interesting aspect of the problem of flow past a

wall-cylinder Junction is the hydrodynamic modification of the
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horseshoe vortex flow, with one of the objectives to be the

alleviation of the local scour problem. It has been shown

recently that by mounting a delta-wing-like passive device

at the leading edge foot of a vertical pier, the H£V structure

can be significantly modified. This hydrodynamic modification

was demonstrated by dye flow visualization experiments on a

water table. Subsequent experiments in an open channel flume

with sand bed have shown a significant reduction of the local

maximum scour depth around a semi-circular leading edge pier

model with the delta-wing-like device fitted at its leading

edge foot. However, the detail mechanism of this hydrodynamic

modification of HSV remained to be determined.

1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW

For the purpose of presentation and understanding, the

literature relevant to the different aspects of the present

problem has been reviewed under the following subsection

headings;

a) Secondary flows,

b) Vertical circular cylinder mounted on the floor,

c) Leading edge geometry

d) Local scour and its protection

e) Horseshoe vortex modification (Gupta, 1987)

f) Aerodynamics of the delta wing.
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1,1a Secondary Flows

t

Whenever a non-uniform flow field undergoes turning,

a new flow field comes into existence which appears quite

different from the original one. The new flow field has been

thought of as a combination of the original flow and a super-

ii^osed flow with a deviating direction. This superimposed

flow has been termed secondary flow. This terminology was

introduced by Gruschwitz (Schlichting, 196B p, 214) and

Goldstein (1938).

In one of the earliest works, Kaiman and Tsien (1945)

formulated an inviscid lifting line theory for a finite wing

placed in a non-uniform flow. The two dimensional properties

of the aerofoil section were however, required to be known

a priori for the solution of the problem,

A more complex problem is that of the shear flow turning

through a cascade of blades of an axial flow compressor or

turbine. Here the secondary flow appearing as regions of

streamwise vorticity is made up of ;

i) a pair of tw> large streamwise counterrotating vortices

in the outlet channel due to the turning of shear flow,

ii) The streamwise arms of HSV formea at the junction of

blade with the disc and msodifieo by the presence of

adjacent blade junction. In addition, there is the wake

flow of individual blades.
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Because of theoretical difficulties, most of the investigations

in this area of cascade aerodynamics have been experimental.

Squire and Winter (1951) approximated non-uniform flow

through a conpressor blade cascade passage by a bent auct in

an inviscid parallel shear flow using the theory of Karman

and Tsien (1945) for small deflections. The secondary vorticity

in the bent duct was calculated to be a 'product of the

velocity gradient » of the approaching stream and twice

the angle of deflection 6*

,

a - 2 e || ... ... (1.1)

The flow field was computed by introducing a stream function

for the secondary flow, and adding it to the stream function

of the undisturbed parallel shear stream, A good agreement

was obtained with their experimental results on ducts turning

up to 90°.

Hansen et. al. (1953) conducted a detail flow visualiza-

tion study on compressor blade cascades in non-uniform flow

in a cascade tunnel. The physical flow phenomenon within

the blade cascade passage was clarified with detail smoke flow

pictures and surface oil flow patterns. It was shown that the

two large countejytotating vortices were formed within the

cascade passage and not at the outlet as was hitherto understood.

The interaction of the streamwise arm of HSV formed at the

blade leading edge with the flow on the adjacent blade junction
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was shown in detail by the smoke flow pictures. It was also

shown from this experimental study that the flow within a

cascade passage and an equivalent bent duct differed in the

leading edge iregion.

Hawthorne (1954) presented an inviscid, small perturba-

tion theory for calculating secondary flow about an isolated

strut placed in a non-uniform flow along its span. The depen-

dence of the generated secondary flow on the leading edge shape

of the strut was established in an analytical work, probably

for the first time and shall be discussed in a subsequent

subsection of the chapter. The mechanism of generation of the

streamwise vorticity was visualized by considering aWortex tube

initially upstream of the strut and at right angle to the

flow. As it travelled downstream, the end near the body got

left behind and the vortex tube stretched untill it was

nearly parallel to the flow. As it stretched, its cross-

sectional area decreased and by Helmholtz’s theorem the

vorticity increased* . It was shown that the streamwise

vorticity persisted far downstream as well, and the er^rgy

therein was shown to vary as the fourth power of the thickness

of the strut.

Preston (1954) obtained the same results as those of

Squire and Winter (1951) and Hawthorne (1954), but with a

simpler approach by considering the turning of the vortex

filaments and making use of Kelvin’s theorem. It was also
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shown in the process the t the secondary vorticity in the

streamwise arm of HSV was equal to but opposite in tense

of rotation of the ‘trailing vorticity arising from the change

of circulation about the cascade elements in the spanwise

z-directi on’ , for sudden and constant turning of the non-

unifoimi shear stream.

Armstrong (1957) conducted an experimental study of

the compressor blade cascades placed in a non-unifoim flow

in a wind tunnel by making total head surveys in the plane

of the cascade trailing edge and in another plane further

downstream. A cbnplete picture of the complex secondary flow

con^rising of ’a pair of vortices rotating near each trailing

edge and a pair of vortices within the blade passages having

sense of rotation opposite to that of the trailing wake

vortices' was observed from the total head contours.

Hawthorne (1967) surveyed in detail the progress made

in the inviscid analysis of the secondary flows. It was

remarked that many problems having conplex secondary flows could

not be successfully analyzed using inviscid theories.

1.1b Vertical Circular Cylinder Mounted on a Wall :

Because of the geometric simplicity of the circular

cylinder, this model appears to have been investigated more

extensively than other geometric shapes. In aerodynamics,

uniform flow past a circular cylinder is a classical problem
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both in the theoretical and e)q>erin)iental sense. For the same

reason flow past a wall-circular cylinder junction has been

investigated more extensively through experiments.

Hornung and Joubert (1963) conducted an experimental

study of three dimensional turbulent boundary layers by turning

the approaching flow with a 56 cm diameter cylinder mounted

vertically on a flat plate in a wind tunnel at Re tr 6x10^, based

on its distance from the leading edge of the plate. Static

pressures on the plate were measured from half to about two

diameters upstream of the cylinder and cons tant pressure

contours were con^sared with the potential flow theory. The

region directly upstream of the cylinder with adverse pressure

gradient was observed with smoke flow at low Reynolds number,

to be a * backflow region where the outer streamlines doubled

up on themselves resulting in a standing vortex, wrapped around

the base of the cylinder' . This standing vortex was shown

in smoke pictures at an unspecified 'low Reynolds number'.

B^lik (1973) carried out an ejqperimental investigation

of secondary flow due to wall mounted circular cylinder at

Re varying from 0.36 to 2.2x10^, based on diameter. The surface

flow patterns showed the primary separation line and the

course of the horseshoe vortex core. Other vortices of low

intensity and of opposite sense of rotation were found to exist

close to the wall, but were not readily traceable. Static
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piessur.. measured in the upstream plane of symmetry showed

a dip in the pressure plot at about 0.23D upstream of the

cylinder. This dip was identified with the location of the

horseshoe vortex core and was found to be in -good agreement'

with the surface flow patterns. Furthermore, it was also

shown from the dimensional analysis that the position of the

primary separation line upstream of the cylinder depended

uniquely upon Reynolds number based on the boundary layer

thickness S, both for laminar and turbulent flows.

Okamoto and Yagita (1973) conducted an experimental study

on circular cylinder mounted in a wind tunnel test section mainly

to investigate the wind loads for the structural design of tall

cylindrical installations e.g.. telegraph poles and chimneys etc.

Measurements of static pressure on a vertical generator with z/D

upto 7 were made all around the cylinder, in the Reynolds number

range 1.33x10^ <Re <1.5x10^. The separation line upstream of

the cylinder was found to move further upstream with decreasing

L/D as observed by means of surface flow patterns in turbulent

flow and dye tests at Re = 550 in a water tank.

Baker (1979) carried out a detail wind tunnel study

HSV around vertical circular cylinder when approaching boundary

layer was laminar. Detail static pressure measurements and

smoke flow visualizations with motion picture photog P

were made on its upstream plane of symmetry. « vas shown
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from dimensional analysis that the primary separation line

and the primary horseshoe vortex location are function of

similarity parameters Re and ^ for g > 5, Furthermore,

it was observed from detail flow visualization that two, four

or six vortices (Fig. 1.2) appeared in the HSV system with

increasing Re and ^ , as long as the flow remained laminar.
S

A smoke picture of six vortices upstream of a stubby cylinder,

given in the frontis- piece of Thwaites (1960) and shown by

Baker in Fig. 1, as Sutton's experiment is reproduced in Fig, 1.3.

Pressure measurements on the upstream plane of symnetry showed

that the minima in "Uie pressure plots represented primary HSV

locations and the absence of minima at higher Re, inplied

oscillatory HSV system. These minima moved further upstream

with increase in Re and decrease in ^ . The skin friction
S

coefficient below the primary horseshoe vortex was found to

be five times that of the free stream at Re=2610, D/S s:14,8

and the velocity profiles within the horseshoe vortex region

at the above flow condition were found to be almost invariable

in the dimensionless velocity profiles. It was reported that a

steady vortex system existed for Re < 5,(X)0 and unsteady vortex

system existed for 5000 < Re < 16,000, before the approaching

flow became turbulent. Furthermore, it was also reported that

the unsteady oscillations of the vortex system around circular

cylinder of L/D =4.8 for 4000 < Re < 14,000 and 10 < D/S* < 60,

were random in character. The frequency spectra showed that
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at any one speed setting, one of the four possible patterns could

be observed. These patterns were as follows

i) Steady trace with no oscillation ;

ii) A low frequency oscillation at St = 0,26 ;

iii) A higher frequency oscillation at St = 0.40 or even

more at higher Re ; and

iv) An irregular turbulent trace.

These trends we?e thought to be characteristic of the transition

phenomenon of horseshoe vortex.

Baker (1980) reported a similar investigation of HSV

around vertical circular cylinder when approaching boundary

layer flow was turbulent. Pressure measurements were made

on the upstream plane of synmetry. From the surface oil

flow patterns around circular cylinder, four vortex structure

was observed in the range of 4000 < Re < 90,u00 and 4 < ^ < 30.
S

It was found from the pressure plots that the position of

’minima* i.e., the location of the primary horseshoe vortex

was almost invariant with Re, while those of the primary separa-

tion and primary horseshoe vortex were observed to depend upon

* D
Reynolds number, Rer-* (based on S ),and .

^ S

Gupta (1984) conducted a wind tunnel study of the horse-

shoe vortex in turbulent flow around a vertical circular cylinder

at Re - 6x10*^ and g varying from 0.47 to 2.2 (6, based on

^ - 0.99), with the objective of estimating initial vortex
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strength prior to the onset of the scouring process. Detail

pressure measurements on a vertical generator with z/D upto

4,8, all around the cylinder and on the floor were plotted

in the form of constant pressure contours.

Muzzamil (1985) carried out experimental investigations

of open channel flow past a circular cylinder mounted on rigid

4 4
bed and on mobile bed, in the range 2x10 < Re < 4.5 x 10

and 0.23 < Fr ^0,55, and suggested a method to predict the

strength of H6V from the pressure distribution on the rigid

bed in the separated flow region, and also obtained surface

flow inures sions under these laboratory conditions by using

paint to find out the HSV structure. Muzzamil and Gangadharaiah

(1987) reported close agreement of the results from open channel

flow (Muzzamil, 1985) with wind tunnel results on the same

circular cylinder (Gupta, 1984) and obtained a relationship

between the vorticity parameter and the s trength of the

vortex. These results were found to be independent of the free

surface effect.

The information from the literature on the vortex flow

around a wall-circular cylinder junction reviewed in this

section is summarised in Table 1*1.
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Year Author Cylinder
Re

L
0

CL

6

BR Boundary
Layer

1963 Hornung and
Joubert

6.5x10^ - - - Turbulent

1973 Belik 3.6xlof to
2.2x105

1.67-5 -
. Turbulent

1973 Okamoto and
Yagita

1.33x10"^ to

1.5x10^

1-12.5 — 3.75yi Turbulent

1979 Baker 2x10^ to

1.6x10^

0.5-4,

8

21.7
to
65.8

5,3 to
6.2^

Laminar

1980 Baker 4x10^ to

9x10"^

3-12.2 4 to
30

2.1 to
8.5><

Turbulent

1984 Gupta 6x10^ 6 - 12.5;^ Turbulent

1987 Muzzamil and
Ganaadharaiah

4x10^ 6 - 12.5^ Turbulent



It appears from the preceding review that the details of

vortex structure and pressure measurements are available on the

upstream plane of symmetry. However, the flow phenomenon around

a body at one plane cannot be studied in isolation of other

regions of the flow. The flow around the cylinder and in its

wake remains to be studied to form a complete picture of the

horseshoe vortex around a circular cylinder base. Detail

pressures need to be measured to find the number of vortices

in turbulent flow at lower Reynolds number. Furthermore, it

would be interesting to verify the random character of vortex

oscillations by an independent investigation. Probing of the

strearawise arm of HSV could also be useful for a con^lete

picture of the horseshoe vortex flow,

l*lc Leading Edge Geometry ;

It appears that the effect of leading edge geometry

on HSV structure has not been investigated in detail in the

wind tunnel investigations. However, it has been recognised

that the leading edge geometry plays an important role in

determining the strength of HSV, The leading edge shapes can

be classified as

i) Blunt edge,

ii) Round edge,

iii) Streamlined edge.
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It has also been found that in general weaker horseshoe vortex

structures develop on the cylinders with streamlined and pointed

leading edges as conpared to cylinders with blunt or rounded

leading edges.

Hansen et.al, (1953) conducted smoke flow visualization

through a compressor blade cascade and an identical cascade

of thin arc like bent duct. It was noticed that 'for the same

geometric parameters of cascade and duct, the main flow streamline

patterns were quite similar away from the leading edge region*

.

Hawthorne (1954) showed theoretically using the inviscid

theory that the secondary vorticity induced by the blunt leading

edge shape struts was infinite and it was much less with sharp

edge nose shape struts. A bicc««p profile gave minimum induced

vorticity. The experimental results performed on a shallow

water channel with sand bed showed that pier with elliptic leading

edge profile had a scour depth of about ten times that produced

due to a bic«sp nose profile. However, at a nominal incidence

of about 5®, the percentage increase of depth in case of bicuisp

nose profile was higher than that for elliptic nose profile.

It was argued that the phenomenon of scour around river bridge

piers on sand bed could be attributed to secondary flows.

Armstrong (1957) conducted smoke flow visualisation around

single airfoil mounted on the tunnel floor and observed a *nose
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vortex* around the leading edge. As the leading edge radius was

reduced, the *nose vortex* moved closer to the leading edge.

When the leading edge was made sharp, the ‘nose vortex* could

not be distinguished with the scale of the experiment. The

effect of the angle of incidence was only mentioned without

providing any details.

It has been recognised that scour depth at the pier

nose would be greater in case of blunt nose pier conpared to

sharp nose piers. Breusers et.al. (1977) have reported that

Laursen and Toch observed the effect of pier shape at standard

test conditions and observed relative scour depth of 0,91 for

elliptic and lenticular profiles, with this ratio being 1,0

for round nose pier. These were the average vAlues as the

scour depth varied with time due to passage of dunes,

Verriliotes (quoted from Breusers et.al., 1977) observed the

scour depth at the round nose pier to be about 57j< of that

at square nose pier while for bevel nose and lenticular pier,

it was biy, and respectively.

Tison (1961) showed that the scour around bridge piers

was mainly caused by the streamline curvature. His results with

different shape piers were as follows.
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Pter shape

Rectangular

Simple rounding

Triangular

Aerodynamic

Lens shape

Scour depth ratio

1.00

0.72

0.61

0.54

0.48

Laursen (1960) defined the shape coefficient as the ratio

of scour depth due to a particular shape to that of a rectangular

and reported the following values for different nose

Pier shaoe Shaoe coefficient

Rectangular 1.00

Semi-circular 0.90

Elliptic 2;1 0.80

3:1 0.75

Lenticular 2:1 0.80

3:1 0.70

An excellent review of the effect of pier shape on

scour depth is given by Brettsers et.al. (1977).

Most information available on the effect of leading edge

geometry on HSV is from the scour depth point of view. The

vortex flow structure has not been investigated around piers of

leading edge shape other than circular cylinder. It remains

to be seen how the variation in the vortex structure takes place

for blunt nose, round nose, wedge nose and lenticular pier

model for the same upstream flow conditions.
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1,1. d Local Scour and its Protection t

The problem of local scour around a river bridge pier

on a sedimentary bed is as old as the first river bridge pier,

and perhaps it was Leonardo da Vinci who first drew the vortex

lines ahead of the pier junction. Local scour has received

considerable attentionof hydraulic engineers in recent times.

In general local scour around a river bridge pier is defined

as sudden decrease of the sedimentary bed level near the pier.

This decrease is known to be caused due to the erosion of the

sedimentary bed by the vortex dominated flow near the pier

junction, which results from the concentration of the transverse

vorticity of the approaching stream at the pier. These concen-

trated vortex filaments roll up ahead of the pier to form a

solid body like rotating flow, which wraps around the pier,

and is known as the horse-shoe vortex. This horseshoe vortex

has been studied extensively and is well documented. This flow

structure has been shown by pictures and sketches by Thwaites

(1960), Taylor (1967), Shen, Schneider and Karaki (1969),

B^lik (1973) and Baker (1979, 1980>.

The investigation of various aspects in the area of local

scour may be classified for the convenience of the brief litera-

ture review as,

i) prediction of maximum scour depth based on empirical

relations obtained from the correlations of laboratory and field
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data, li) physical mechanism of the process of scour, the forma-

tion of vortices and the resulting secondary flows, iii) methods

of local scour protection.

These three aspects are described in the following.

(i) Maximum Local Scour Depth :

One of the earliest enpirical relations proposed for the

estimation of maximum scour depth is known as Lacey regime depth,

^ 1/3

dj^aeey = > (metres)

where d^gj-ey depth measured from the water surface,

6L a discharge in m^/sec, f=silt factor » 1.76

D = median grain size in mm. For design purposes, generally

a value of 2
<\^acey

therefore

da+da = 0.95
(f)

1/3

where d and d_ are water depth and scour depth respectively.
o s

This formula does not account for the pier shape and the upstream

flow conditions. Laursen (1960) considered the pier nose

geometry, its angle of attack with the upstream, and upstream

flow depth. Design charts and curves were proposed for the

prediction of maximum scour depth. These charts and curves

have been discussed at length in ASCE proceedings of year 1960.

An empirical relation has been proposed by Arunachalam (1965)

.

[1.95 (^)
1/6

1],
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where dr = regime depth and b * pier width. This relation

takes care of b and for ^ 1, the result approximated to

ds + dr = 1.95 dr and was shown as a compromising effort between

the two schools of thought. Tison (1961) clearly demonstrated

the iii?>ortance of the pier nose geometry from laboratory tests

on pier models having, rectangular, simple rounding of the blunt

face, triangular, aerodynamic and lens shape nose profiles. The

maximum scour depth was observed with flat nose, which decreased

in the saroM>rder, giving minimum scour depth with lens shape

or biconvex profile. Shen, Schneider and Kataki (1969)

considered pier nose geometry as an important parameter and showed

that it could be classified as blunt nose or streamlined nose shape.

There does not appear a unified approach to predict the

maximum scour depth by considering important physical parameters

of the bridge pier the grain size of the sediment and the

approaching flow characteristics as about twenty odd formulas

are available in literature. In recent conparative studies

of these relations, Jain (1981), and Jain and Modi (1986)

Conclude that Laursen and Toch relation appears to be the best.

(ii) Physical Mechanism of Local Scour :

The physical mechanism of the formation of HSV and the

resulting secondary flows have been described earlier. Shen,

Schneider and Karaki (1969) have defined two types of scours :

clear water scour, when the movement of the sediment takes place
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near the bridge pier only, and scour with continuous sediment

motion, when the whole river bed is in motion. The dependence

of the vortex flow structure was described as a function of pier

nose shape, which could consist of any, none or all of the

basic systems, e.g., the horseshoe vortex system, wake vortex

system, and the trailing vortex system. The vorticity generated

in HSV is due to the freestream (as described earlier) and that

of the wake-vortex system is created at the pier by the rolling

up of the unstable shear layers generated at the pier surface

in the process of the separation from the pier side walls. The

trailing vortex system, like that in case of a finite lifting

wing, may occur in the case of completely submerged piers.

It was shown from smoke flow pictures (Breitsers et.al.,

1977) that HSV dominated the flow structure in case of piers

with blunt nose, causing large scour depth at the pier nose,

whereas HSV system was weaker for sharp nose piers and strong wake-

vortex system dominated the flow structure causing large scour

holes downstream,

Melville (1975) found that the strength of HSV increased

as the scour hole was enlarged, and along with the sinking of

HSV, additional fluid attained downward component of velocity

at the pier nose, Melville and Raudkivi (1977) measured the

turbulence intensities and the shear stresses on a fixed bed

model of local scour zone. It was observed that one or more
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vortices might exist depending upon the bed condition and Re,

but it was the primary horseshoe vortex which was found to be

the main cause of the local scour depth. The core diameter of

the vortex was found to be about 0.5D at the beginning of the

scour and it was found to further enlarge as HSV sank in the

developing scour zone. Baker (1980a) observed from dye flow

that the same amount of fluid enters the vortex system in a

scour hole or on a fixed bed, demonstrating thereby that the

strength of HSV remained the same throughout the process of

scour.

Shen, Schneider and Karaki (1969), Baker (1980a), Qadar

(1981), Gangadharaiah, Muzzamil and Subramanya (1985), Muzzamil

and Gangadharaiah (1987) have attempted to estimate the strength

of HSV using different approaches.

(iii) Local Scour Protection t

The local scour exposes the bridge pier foundation to the

flow and reduces the effective depth of the foundation. These

two factors render the bridge unsafe. Much deeper foundations

may be laid as a factor of safety but Breakers, Nicolett and

Shen (1977) have stressed that the cost factor has to be linked

with the safety measures. Thus deeper foundations alongwith the

founding of the pier on a large dimension Caisson is a rela-

tively expensive method.
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The scouring process is dependent upon the type of the

sediment (i.e. its fineness or coarseness) of the bed, pier

nose shape and the approaching flow characteristics. It may

thus be possible to put the scouring process under some check

by controlling anyone or a combination of these factors.

The most conmonly employed method of preventing local

scour is associated with the sediment characteristics around

the pier and is known as *rip-rap met'. Light particles are

easily erodible. Posey (1974) has described the original

method of Englis in the year 1893, 'this involved excavation

of the bed sediment around the pier and filling it with rip rap,

broken rock or stones too large to be removed by the current*

,

and make it flash with the surface bed. Breasers, Nicolett

arxl Shen (1977) provide empirical relations to determine the

size of the boulders for the rip rap mat, extending horizontally

up to twice the pier width from the pier surface. Raisdkivi

and Ettema (1985) investigated the nature of local scour

around piers with armoured bed.

The pier nose shape has been shown to affect the

formation of the horseshoe vortex (Shen, Schneider and Ka/aki,

1969) . The horseshoe vortex gets weaker with pointed or

streamlined nose shapes, thus the maximum scour depth at the

leading edge for streamlined nose piers is lesser than in the

caee of a blunt nose shape (in which case the horseshoe vortex
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is quite strong). Bridge pier - sand bed junctions may also

be modified as done by Breusers (1972), by enploying a flexible

skirt around the models of the offshore drilling platform. A

horizontal co-axial flat plate of three times the diameter of

the circular pier and embedded slightly below the bed was found

to be effective in reducing the local scour under the laboratory

conditions. Such methods give good results so long as the

water level remains sufficiently above the * skirt', once it

goes below, the formation of horseshoe vortex may take place

below the skirt itself.

Tison (1961) modified the upstream flow characteristics

of the approaching stream, by placing small diameter piles ahead

of the pier in an arrow pattern. The action of the piles is

believed to produce low velocity modified flow. It reduced

scouring around the pier. However, the local scour around

the piles would be there because of the formation of the horse-

shoe vortices. It was cautioned that if the upstream piles were

placed beyond a 'certain* distance, it may not be effective

at all.

l.le Horseshoe Vortex Modification (Gupta. 1987)

It would appear from the above that a modification or

suppression of the horseshoe vortex, which is the prime cause

of the phenomenon of local scour would be a step towards the

alleviation of this problem. Gupta (1987) recently reported
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a dye flow visualization study in which aerodynamic concepts were

employed to invent a delta-wing-like plate mounted at the leading

edge foot of a round nose vertical pier placed on a water table,

which appeared to modify the horseshoe vortex significantly. It

was believed from the dye patterns that the action of the passive

device was as follows :

(i) The passive device looking like an upramp to the approaching

flow acted like a barrier to the roll up of the transverse

vortices into HSV at the pier junction, instead the approaching

transverse vortices were believed to wrap around the apex

of the passive device, and moved beneath the device towards the

pier nose.

(ii) The passive device which was essentially a delta wing

at negative angle of attack, produced a pair of counter rotating

leading edge separation vortices, in the streamwise direction.

The attitude of the device made the sense of rotation of these

vortices to be opposite to that of HSV around the pier junction.

These leading edge vortices were believed to be stronger than

the residue vortex from the apex coming out from below the device.

Thus it would be' possible to counteract the action of original

HSV. It was also believed that a change in direction of rotation

of the trailing arms of HSV would also modify the wake-vortex

system. It was concluded that this device would be useful in

solving the classical problem of scour around river bridge piers

quite favourably.
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Recent experiments of Gupta and Gangadharaiah (to be

reported) performed with the same pier model and the passive

device of Gupta (1987) on a mobile bed in an open channel flume

showed a reduction of the scour depth upto tiy.. Two t^es of

sediments, i.e., Ganges sand (d^ * 0,16 mm) and the Yamuna sand

(d^ = 0,8 mm) were used for the bed. The coarser one from

Yamuna showed better results. The extent of the scour affected

zone was quite reduced when the passive device was used in high

Fr. conditions of the laboratory tests,

Nghein (1988) carried out similar experiments in the open

channel flume, and varied the geometrical parameters of the

passive device and observed reduction of local scour around

a pier model with a modified passive device made up of two

triangular plates, one at the negative angle of attack and the

other flush with the bed.

The action of the delta-wing-like passive device to modi-

fy the flow around wall-vertical pier junction is thus known

only from dye flow visualization and scour reduction studies

on the sand bed. The mechanism of this vortex modification

has not yet been determined. The action of the flow structure

beneath the devic«2 in modifying the pressure distribution on

the pier leading edge and the floor is not known quantitatively.

The action of leading edge separation vortex on the residual

weak HSV remains to be determined. For complete understanding

of the hydrodynamic modification of HSV, detail pressure measure-

ments around the pier junction, below the device, on the upper
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surface of the device and on the leading edge of the pier

model need to be made. Detail flow visualization studies are

also needed to clarify this interesting hydrodynamic phenomenon.

l.lf Aerodynamics of Delta Wing :

The aerodynamics of thin, low aspect ratio, delta wing

with sharp leading edges is of primary interest for the high

speed flight, and its aerodynamic characteristics differ

significantly from those of high aspect ratio, straight wings

with more thickness ratio used for subsonic flight. The

production of lift on a straight wing at low speed can be

explained with the help of lifting line inviscid theory of

Lancaster and Prandtl (Anderson, 1984), which assumes the

turning of the bound vortex at the wing tips by 90®, resulting

in trailing vortices formed due to the pressure difference

on the lower and upper surface of the wing. As the leading

edge of a wing is swept backwards, there occurs a reduction

of lift. With substantial increase of the sweep back and

reduction of aspect ratio, the wing appears like a slender

triangular plate in plan -form and is called delta wing. With

the sharp leading edges and at moderate to high angles of

attack, the boundary layer from the pressure side flows

towards the suction side around the leading edge, resulting

in the formation of free shear layers after the separation

at the leading edges. These shear layers curve upwards and
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and inboard, rolling up into a solid body rotation like

high vorticity core. The vortex thus formed, moves in the

streamwise direction like a spiral vortex. A spanwise flow

occurs on the suction side after the reattachroent and the fluid

passes below the main vortex towards the leading edge and

separates again, termed secondary separation. This results in

a pressure distribution with peakes towards the leading edges.

The size and strength of these spiral vortex sheets increase

with increasing incidence. These are the dominant leading edge

separation vortices from the suction side of a delta wing and

are shown in Fig. 1.4. At negative angles of attack the

sense of coiling of the shear layers would be opposite to

that due to HSV around a wall-pier junction. The delta wing

has non-linear lifting characteristics, as part of the lift

force is due to the leading edge separation vortex. A success-

ful theoretical method for prediction of aerodynamic characteris

tics of delta wing was developed by Polhamus (1966), based

on the suction analogy. The theory of delta wing aerodynamics

is well understood and is described in details by KUchemann

(1978). However, the leading edge vortex flow structure shall

be described below in brief.

Harvey (1958) determined the physical nature of the flow

on the suction side of a slender delta wing from smoke flow

visualization and total head surveys over the delta wing at one
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chord wise station. The formation of leading edge vortex was

clarified as the formation of shear layers due to the combination

of the separated flow from the pressure side at the sharp

leading edge with the flow at the suction side and the roll up

of these shear layers. The rolling of these shear layers was

identified as spiralling regions of total head and were observed

to complete one revolution before disappearing into the vortex

core. A secondary separation region was observed from total

head contours. The axial velocity of the vortex core was

observed from the smoke flow to be higher than the freestream.

It was also found that by increasing the delta incidence,

the strength of the leading edge vertex core increased, the

two vortex cores moved closer to e&ch other and away from

the delta wing surface,

Elle (1958) performed water tunnel and wind tunnel

experiments at lew speed on sharp edge delta wings and found

that the vortex cores moved closer to -the centre line with

smaller apex angles. Good agreement with the theory of Brown

and Michael (1955) was obtained for the inclination of vie

vortex core centerline to the wing surface.

Earnshaw (1961) conducted a detail investigation of the

structure of leading edge vortex above a sharp edge delta wing

at about 15® and found that conical flow existed within the

vortex core. Within the viscous sub-core region the circum-

ferential velocity was of the order of freestream wind speed
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while the streamwise velocity was about 2*3 times the free-

stream wind speed. The size of the viscous sub-core and

vortex core was found to be approximately 5/. and 30/. of the

local semi-span respectively.

Lawford (1964) obtained detail surface oil film patterns

over a series of delta wings with varying sweep for different

delta incidences with an objective of the study of boundary

layer flow. Conical flow was indicated at moderate incidences.

Primary attachment, secondary separation and secondary

attachment lines were clearly seen from the surface flow

patterns at moderate incidence.

Polhamus (1966) presented a concept for the calculation

of vortex lift of sharp edge delta wings, based on a suction

analogy. ’The analogy assumes that with reattached flow, the

normal force on the upper surface required to maintain the flow

about the vortex is the same as the leading edge suction force

required to maintain the flow about the leading edge in the

potential flow case' . The total lift was shown as the sum of

the vortex lift calculated from the suction analogy and the

potential lift. The Polhamus method provided good agreement

with the experimental results and is very much in use for

predict!'^ delta wing lift forces.

Huramel (1978) carried out an experimental investigation

of the flow field of a delta wing of AR=sl at incidence of 20.5®
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by surface flow patterns, detail total head, static head and

dynamic head surveys at and downstream of the delta wing trail-

ing edge. It was found that a trailing edge vortex with an

opposite sense of rotation to the leading edge vortex comes into

existence at about 10 '/. of the semi-span and moves downstream

in a helical path around the leading edge vortex.

The aerodynamic characteristics of an isolated delta wing

of AR=1,5 (same as that of the delta plate of the passive

device) are shown in Fig. 1.5. However, the operating condi-

tions of the passive device are different from that of the delta

wing which is believed to affect the flow phenomenon. Extensive

flow visualization of this phenomenon should be of interest to

clarify the flow below the passive device. Total head survey

at one representative station downstream of the trailing edge

of the passive device with a shielded pitot probe are likely

to provide a conplete picture of the flow as it comes out from

beneath the passive device.

1*2 FRSSIKIT INVESTIGATICW

The foregoing brief literature review highlights the

multifacet nature of the problem of wall-body ;Junction flows.

The interest in the problem started with the hydrodynamic modi-

fication of the horseshoe vortex at the wall-body junction as

reported earlier by Gupta (1987) as a means of local scour
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protection for river bridge piers. However, the scope of the

present experimental investigation expanded to include many

other fundamental aspects of the problem like the effect of

pier nose shape on the HBV flow structure and the onset of

HSV oscillations in the case of circular cylinder-floor junction.

In particular, following were the objectives of the present

experiment.

1. To determine the mechanism of HSV modification around a

semi-circular nose shape cylinder with the delta-wing-like

passive device mounted at its leading edge foot, along with

its effect on the upstream separation of flow and the static

pressure distribution on the floor around the pier junction.

2. To make detail measurements of pressures on the flow

and the periphery of circular cylinder, to find out the

details of HSV structure at Re < 4000, from surface oil film

and probe the streamwise arm of HSV by total head survey for a

clear picture of vortex structure, and a fresh look into the

vortex oscillations, to make use of recent and single technique

of TiCl^ fumes to visualize the HSV flow around the cylinder

junction and the effect of the passive device in modifying

the flow field around the circular cylinder.

3. To investigate the effect of the leading edge geometry

of the pier on the horseshoe vortex structure both for laminar

and turbulent flows, and the modification of vortex flow brou^t

about by the passive device.



The contents of this thesis are divided into seven

chapters.

Chapter II

Chapter III

Chapter IV

Chapter V

Chapter VI

provides details of the apparatus and instruments

used for the present experiments.

describes the details of the experimental techniques

developed and employed during the course of these

experiments.

describes the mechanism of the HSV modification

around a vertical pier with round nose with the

passive device mounted at its leading edge foot, the

configuration originally employed by Gupta (1987).

The HSV around the pier model is also described.

presents the use of TiCl^ fumes in independent

verification of the findings of vortex structure

by Baker (1979), alongwith detail pressure measure-

ments all around on the floor and the periphery of

circular cylinder, a new insight into the oscilla-

tions of HSV. The vortex structure of HSV in tur-

bulent flow from constant total head contours

and finally the results of modified HSV with the

use of the passive device, are presented.

provides the results of the HSV structure around

blunt and streamline nose shape piers, and brings
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out the effect of leading edge geometry on the

structure and the modification of HSV.

Chapter VII summarises the various conclusions and suggestions

for further research are made.

Relevant figures are grouped at the end of each chapter.



S / ^SECONDARY VORTEX
PRIMARY VORTEX

(a) SIDE VIEW

FIG. M THE HORSESHOE VORTEX



STREAMLINE PATTERNS:- (a) Six vortex,

(b) Four vortex ,(c) Two vortex system.

S : Separation line
,
A : Attachment line ,

SP : Stagnation point.

RO. 1.2 HORSESHOE VORTEX STRUCTURE (Baker ,1979)



Fig, 1,3 SUT' ON'S EXPERIMENT (BAKER, 1979)



separation line

(b) Surface flow pattern

FIG. 1-4 TYPICAL 'FLOW OVER A DELTA WING AT MODERATE

INCJDENCE
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CHAPTER II

EXPER^ENTAL EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION

2.1 WIND TUNNEL

Most of the experimental investigations were carried out

in the low ^eed, low turbulence, suction type, closed jet,

open circuit wind tunnel of the Aerodynamics Laboratory. This

tunnel is housed in a spacious hall (20 m x 20 m) of the

laboratory along with other wind tunnels. The size of the test

section of the wind tunnel is 30,5 cm height x 40,5 cm width xl01,6

cm long. The maximum wind speed in the clear test section is

about 10 m/sec.

The tunnel has a contraction ratio of 9 obtained by means

of two 2-D contractions arranged in tandem. The settling chamber

has a 2,5 cm square, metal honey-comb at its entrance. There

are six wire mesh screens located at appropriate intervals

in between the honeycomb and the end of the first 2-D contraction

cone. An air filter made of bolting cloth is also stretched

across the tunnel inlet before the honeycomb to minimise the

entry of dust into the test section. The diffuser section

following the test section is circular in cross-section and is

achieved by the gradual divergence of the rectangular test section.

The fan housing is located at the end of the diffuser. An axial

flow fan coupled to a 2 HP ducted DC variable speed motor having

stabilized power supply provides a maximum wind speed of about

10 m/sec. with a turbulence intensity of about 0,5>i. The motor
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assembly rests on a 6 cm thick thermocol mat and is isolated

from the main tunnel structure by means of an endless cycle

tube rubber strap joining the fan duct to the diffuser outlet.

The object of this rubber strap is to keep the test section

free from vibrations transmitted from the fan motor assembly.

A schematic view of the tunnel drawn to scale and a photograph

are shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. This tunnel was

earlier used by Gupta (1973), Sullerey (1974) and Sinha (1978)

for their dissertation work, and has undergone several overhauls

of both the tunnel structure and the motor-fan assembly.

a. The Test Section

The top of the rectangular test section measuring

40,5 cm X 101.6 cm is covered with a 12 mm thick perspex sheet.

Two such cover plates were employed ; one with central longitu-

dinal slot of width 10 mm X 900 mm long and the other with a

slot of width 100 mm x 900 mm long. For each cover plate,

special T plugs of appropriate sizes were fitted into the slot

to prevent any leakage of air.

The far side of this test section measuring 30.5 cm x 101.6 cm

is a 6 com thick aluminium plate painted matt black for good

photographic contrast. It has a series of 1 mm dia. pressure

tappings located at the tunnel mid-height and spaced 50 mm apart

along the test section length.
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The bottom plate is made of a 6 mm thick perspex sheet.

Titanium tetrachloride flow visualization experiments were

conducted with this sheet as the tunnel floor. A 2.5 cm square

grid in red was marked on this plate which was light brown in

color » whereas the grid was changed into white when the plate

was painted matt black, for good photographic contrast in each

of the two cases. For oil flow visualization, a 6 mm thick

glass sheet was employed as the bottom plate for the test section.

A black sheet with 2.5 cm square grid marked in white was pasted

below this glass plate for photography sessions. For the pressure

measurements on the floor in the presence of the vertically

mounted models, a separate floor assembly with a turn-table

like arrangement was mounted flush with the bottom plate of the

test section. This will be described in greater detail in a

subsequent section of this chap'ter.

The front of the test-section is made of a glass door hinged

at the top edge, spanning the entire length of the test section.

This door is locked in place by means of two shutter type hooks.

During the present experiments, whenever the door was closed,

it was also sealed all along its periphery by scotch tape.

Fig. 2.3 shows a perspective view of the test section.

2.2 WATER TABLE

The dye flow visualization experiments were conducted

on the water table of Aerodynamics Laboratory. A sketch of this

apparatus and a picture are shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 respectively.
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The apparatus is a recirculating type, open, shallow water

channel in which a centrifugal pump connected to the outlet from

the water drainage tank at the end of the open channel delivers

the water through a rotameter to the inlet section of the water

table, by means of a T-type arrangement of 37 mm diameter pipes.

The two entry water reservoirs have a depth of about 40 cm and

are fitted with wire mesh screens. Water from these reservoirs

rises up through a rising curved bottom to provide a depth of

about 7 cm in the settling region of the water table. The 94 cm

wide settling region is fitted with two fine brass screens of

mesh size 130 per square inch to reduce the turbulence level of

the flow. The contraction reduces the 94 cm width of the settl-

ing region gently to 25 cm at the inlet of the test-section in

a length of 112 cm. The test section is 25 cm wide, 7.5 cm in

depth and 32 cm in length and is fabricated out of 2.5 cm thick

perspex sheet. It is followed by the diffuser section with the

section width increasing gradually from 25 cm to 40 cm over a

length of 60 cm. At the exit of the diffuser, an adjustable

vertical flap is mounted to control the water level in the test-

section. The discharged water is collected in a 45 cm x 90 cm

metallic drainage tank with a depth of 75 cm. The outlet at

the bottom of the tank is connected to an inverted T-joint ;

one end of which is connected to the centrifugal pump and the

other end is fitted with a gate valve, which drains the water

outside. When the gate valve is closed, the water circulates
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through the pun^*. The whole assembly is mounted on slotted

channels and angle-iron frames, with castor wheels for mobility.

This facility had been used earlier by Gupta (1987) for his flow

visualization experiments,

2,3 MODELS

Basically two types of models mostly made out of seasoned

wood have been employed in the present investigations. These

are : circular cylinders of different diameters and pier models

of constant width with different leading edge shapes. Their

details are mentioned in the following subsections,

a. Pressure Model of Circular Cylinder

A pressure model of 25 mm diameter, 3 mm wall thickness

and 150 mm long, hollow circular cylinder was fabricated out of

brass. Details of this model are shown in Fig, 2,6, Along one

vertical generator and one vertical end of the cylinder, fifteen

holes each of 1 mm diameter were drilled, first ten holes from

the end were at an interval of 2,5 mm each and the last five were

at an interval of 5 mm each. Stainless steel hypodermic tubings

of 1 mm outer diameter and of appropriate lengths were embedded

through the inner wall of the cylinder and were taken out through

the inner cylinder. These tubes were made flush with the outer

surface of the cylinder. Views of this model during fabrication

and finished stages are shown in Fig. 2,7 a and b.
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b. Flow Visualization Models

(i) Circular cylinders

A number of circular cylinder models were fabricated out

of aluminium and brass rods as detailed in Table 2.1 and are

shown in Fig. 2.8. In addition two stainless steel tubes of

1 mm and 3 mm diameter spanning the test section vertically

were also used as cylinders.

TABLE 2.1

CIRCULAR CYLINDERS

Sl.No. Diameter, D
mm

Height, L
mm

L/D B R ^ Material

1 50 150 3 6.1 Aluminium

2 37.5 150 4 4.56 t f

3 25 150 6 3.04 Brass

4 12.5 150 12 1.52 f f

5 12.5 80 6.4 0.81 f f

6 6.00 80 13.3 0.39 I f

7 6.00 55 9.2 0,27 I I

(ii) Pier Model?

Four pier models with leading edge shapes, rectangular,

semi-circular, wedge and lenticular in plan view were fabricated

out of seasoned teak wood. All these symmetrical models were
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15 cm in height, 10 cm (8 cm in case of semi-circular nose pier)

in strearawise direction and 2.5 cm in maximum lateral dimension.

The sectional shapes of these models drawn to scale are shown in

Fig. 2.9.

These models were dope sprayed for protection against water

when used for dye flow visualization experiments. Each of these

models along with 2.5 cm circular cylinder were provided with a

vertical slit of 1 mm width, 15 mm height and 5 mm in depth in

their respective leading edge foot regions, in their planes of

symmetry for holding the delta-wing-like passive device. For the

flow visualization experiments with TiCl^ these models were

painted matt black in the region of interest upto half of their

heights for getting good photo contrast. A picture of these

models is shown in Fig. 2.10.

2.4 DELTA-WING-LIKE PASSIVE DEVICE

The geometry of the passive device used for hydrodynamic

modification of the horseshoe vortex consisted of a thin delta-

wing-like plate in plan view. A spinal rib of thickness 1 mm

was attached along the line of symmetry of this plate. The spinal

rib had a height of 12 mm at the delta base and tapered down to

almost zero height at the delta vertex. The dimensions of this

device were originally proposed by Gupta (1987) and has been

termed 'standard passive device* for comparison with other

variants

,
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A total of five such similar passive devices were fabricated

out of 1 mm thick perspex sheet to observe the effect of minor

variations of the 'standard passive device’ on the characteris-

tics of the hydrodynamic modification of the horseshoe vortex.

Details of these devices are shown in Table 2.2 and a pictorial

view of these variants and the 'standard passive device' is

shown in Fig. 2.11, and details of the 'standard passive device'

are given in Fig. 2.12.

TABLE 2.2

DELTA-WING-LIKE PASSIVE DEVICES

Sl.No. length

mm

base

mm

height

mm

spinal rib

yes/no

L.E. shar-
pened
yes/no

50 37 .5 12.5 yes no

2 50 37.5 12.5 no no

3 50 37.5 12.5 yes yes

4 50 37.5 12.5 no yes

5 50 25.0 12.5 yes no

* The SI. No. 1 is termed the 'standard passive device'.
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In order to fit the delta-wing- like passive device to the

pier's leading edge foot, the spinal rib of the passive device

was extended beyond the delta base by an amount of about 5 mm.

The extended portion of the spinal rib was push fitted into the

slit provided at the foot of the pier as described earlier.

2.5 THE TURN TABLE

To measure static pressures on the floor around the pier

junction, a 2.5 cm thick perspex turn table of outer diameter

equal to 30.8 cm was fabricated. This turn table fitted snugly

into a circular cavity of 30,8 cm nominal diameter cut into

the test-section floor perspex plate of 40,5 cm x 101.6 cm size.

The centre of the turn table was located at a downstream distance

of 60 cm from the beginning of the test section. The turn table

had a total of 96 static pressure holes each of 1 ram diameter

distributed equally along four radial lines in a 'cross* pattern

with a central hole of 12.5 ram diameter for seating the circular

cylinder pressure model. Thus each of the four radial lines

had 24 static pressure taps. First sixteen taps (moving radially

outwards from a radius of 6.25 mm) were spaced 2.5 mm apart,

followed by the last eight holes each spaced at an interval

of 10 mm. Thus a total distance of 12 cm was covered by a set

of 24 holes on one radial line. Stainless steel hypodermic

tubings of 1 mm diameter and of appropriate lengths were embedded

in these holes from below and were made flush with the turn table



floor surface. Details of this turn table are shown in Fig. 2.13

and its pictorial views are provided in Figs. 2.14 to 2.16

during fabrication and finished stages.

This turn table rested on a base plate, which was screwed

to the floor and the angle iron supports forming the test-section

frame from below. Two 6 mm wide circular arc slots in the opposite

quadrants were milled in the base plate, through which moved

the guide bolts, one in each arc slot from the turn table. This

enabled to achieve the desired angular rotation of the radial

lines of pressure tappings with respect to the free stream

direction. After tightening the nuts from below, on the guide

bolts, the turn table attained a flush position with the tunnel

floor. The whole assembly can be seen from below the test-

section in Fig. 2.16 and the details of this turn table-cum-

floor assembly are shown in Fig. 2.17.

In order to measure the pressure distribution on the wind

ward side of the passive device, another circular plate of the

same dimensions as for the turn table was fabricated separately.

In this case the spinal rib of the delta-wing-like passive

device was cast in situ with stainless steel hypodermic tubes of

I mm diameter to provide static pressure tappings on the upper

surface of the device. These details of the second circular

plate are shown in Fig. 2.18.
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2.6 PROBES

a* Shielded Pitot Tube

A shielded pitot tube (Fig. 2.19) was fabricated out of

stainless steel tubing. The outer diameter was 2 mm and a

0.75 mm diameter inner tube was set concentric with the outer

one as shown in Fig. 2.20a. This probe was used to obtain the

total head contours in one vertical Y-Z plane passing through

the mid-s treamwise station of the piers or the circular cylinder.

b. Hot Wire Probe

Wollaston process platinum wire of 0.0003" diameter with

a cold resistance of 1220 ohms per foot was used as a sensor

for a hot wire u-probe. The distance between the prongs was 1 mm.

This resulted in an aspect ratio of about 133. A picture of this

ho., wire probe is given in Fig. 2.21.

c. Pitot Tube

A 0.75 ram diameter stainless steel hypodermic tube was

used to obtain velocity profiles on the floor of the clean

tunnel, and is shown in Fig. 2.22.

A standard pitot-static tube of 3 mm OD was used to

monitor the dynamic head of the flow during the test runs.
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2.7 INSTRUMENTS

Fig. 2.23 shows a close-up view of the electronic instru-

ments used in the present experiments. Following are the parti-

culars of these instruments.

(i) A Barocel Type 1014 Electronic Manometer with analog output

was employed for the measurements , of pressures in conjunction

with a Barocel pressure cell with range up to 10 psi. For measure

ments at wind speeds below below 2m/sec, the lowest range of

0,001 with a least count of 0,0001 was used.

(ii) A Datame tries Type 1018 Electronic Manon«ter with digital

read out was employed for pressure measurements in conjunction

with a Barocel pressure sensor with range up to 10” of H^O.

For measurements at wind speeds above 2 m/sec, 1” of H
2
O range

was selected with a least count of 0,0001.

(iii) A DISA 55M Constant Temperature Anemometer set consisting

of the modular units, 55 M05 main unit, 55M 10 CTA Bridge,

55 D30 Digital Voltmeter and 55 D35 RMS meter, was used for the

measurements of velocity profiles and spectra.

(iv) A Kikusui Digital Storage Oscillosccpe Model DSS 6521

with dual trace and a range of DC to 20 MHz was used to monitor

the signals freau Hot Wire Anemometer.

(v) A Dual Channel, HP 3582-A, Spectrum Analyzer having a range

of DC-25 KHz, was used extensively for the spectrum analysis

in conjunction with the Constant Tenperature Anemometer. This
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spectrum analyzer is based on the calculation of the discrete

Fourier Transform having the highly efficient FFT Algorithm.

Two digitally stored display traces alongwith fourlines of

alphanumeric data provided complete results on the CRT section.

It was operated in the 'Single Channel Amplitude Spectrum

Measurement' mode by using channel B and channel sensitivity

of 0 dBV FS, by selecting appropriate frequency span,

(vi) A UNITEC 1 MHz Sine/Square Audio Generator OW14 was

employed for the calibration of the HP 3582-A Spectrum Analyzer

using Sine Wave form. Frequency range from 10 Hz to 1 MHz

could be selected in five ranges with an accuracy of ±3/. + 1 Hz

and drift less than 0*2'/ after initial warm up. Total harmonic

distortion was less than 0.5j^. Continuous control through

four steps of 20 dB and accuracy of + 0,2‘/ provided zero to

full output of 10 y RMS at each step.

All these instruments were operated through a stabilized

power supply from Type EMS«-8 AC Automatic Voltage Stabilizer

with a sensitivity of + 0.50j<,

Following mechanical instruments were also used in the

present experiments,

(vii) A manual pressure selector switch (Head, 1971) was

employed as a scanner in conjunction with Electronic Manometers
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as the sensing units. Up to twentyfour pressure channels could

be scanned in the multiplexing mode. Fig. 2.24a shows a pers-

pective view and Fig. 2.25 provides the functioning details of

this selector switch.

In the preliminary experiments a Single Scanivalve System

SSS-48C with a 1.00 psi transducer was tried for recording

static pressures in the flow field. This was not very success-

ful at velocities below 2 m/sec and consequent low pressures

below 0,0004 psi.

(viii) A traversing mechanism designed and fabricated by

Prasad (1975) having three translational degrees of freedom

was used for traversing the hot wire probe and the shielded

pitot tube. Two mechanical counters with provision for digital

display were fitted to read the displacements. The resolutions

in X (longitudinal), y (span-wise) and z (vertical) were 0,125 mm,

0,05 mm and 0.05 mm respectively. To minimize the backlash in

the traverses, displacements in x,y and z directions were

increased or decreased monotonically. Fig. 2,26 shows a perspec-

tive view of this traverse mechanism.

A vertical micro-traverse mechanism was used to hold the

pitot-static tube at the desired vertical location near the

entrance to the test section to monitor the free stream velo-

city and the static pressure.
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2.8 PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT

One Asahi Pentax K 1000 SLR camera with lens 1:2 was

employed for still photography during flow visualization tests

and for photographically recording the spectrum from the

spectrum analyser and hot wire traces from the storage oscillos

cope

.

During all the flow visualization shots, the test section

was flood lit with one Flectalux 1000 W Sungun and two 500 W

studio lights.

Kodacolor Gold 100 films were used for flow visualization

shots and ORWO Bg-W films for the spectrum and oscilloscope

traces

.

An overall view of the instruments positioned near the

wind tunnel is shown in Fig. 2.27.
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Fig. 2. A VIEW OF THE WATER TABLE







Fig. 2.8 CIRCULAR CYLINDER MODELS
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Fig. 2,19 THE SHIELDED FITOT TUBE

FIG 2.20 SCHEMATIC VIEW OF SHIELDED

PITOT TUBE
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Levers raised,

tubes undamped

Bicycle valve

rubbers

FIG. 2-25 FUNCTIONING DETAILS OF PRESSURE
SELECTOR SWITCH (Head, 1971)
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

3.1 FLOW VISUALIZATION

The visualization of flow is a powerful technique in

experimental aerodynamics/fluid mechanics to observe and

understand a complex flow phenomenon. It provides an overall

picture of the flow field under observation which is largely

qualitative in nature. In some cases, however, it is also

possible to quantify the observations if the phenomenon under

investigation is reasonably well understood.

In the present experimental investigation, flow field has

been studied both in the laminar and turbulent flow regimes. In

laminar flow regime, two flow visualization techniques, namely

Titanium Tetrachloride (TiCl^) in wind tunnel and Potassium

Perm^anate (KMr^^) dye in water table were employed. In

turbulent flow regime, the surface flow patterns were obtained

using oil film technique. These techniques are described in

the following subsections.

a. Titanium Tetrachloride (TiCl^) Technique

The first well documented account of the use of TiCl^ for

flow visualization has been given by Freymuth et.al. (1985).

TiCl^ is a light yellow liquid with a pungent acid smell. As it

comes in contact with moisture from air, it develops dense

white fumes according to the relation,

Ti02 + 4 HClTiCl^ + 2 H
2
O
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Qperationally the liquid TiCl^ is allowed to spread on the

surface over which the flow visualization is desired by apply-

ing it with a stainless steel or a brass pipette, Freymuth

(1985a) has pointed out that ’• the amount of TiCl^, location

and procedure of its introduction, the lighting technique,

viewing angle, close up area, photographic technique, the wind

tunnel and the surface conditions of the body influence the

final photographic results" . And furthermore, more than

several runs may have to be made to achieve the desired

repetitive results. Freymuth et.al. (1985 b, 1985 c, 1986, 1986 a)

and Finaish et.al, (1986) used TiCl^ technique extensively

for the visualization of starting and accelerating flows along

with motion picture photography providing complete details of

the physical phenomenon of starting vortex over wings, forma-

tion of tip vortices, vortex formation and shedding over

circular cylinder, and separation over forward facing steps,

fence and spoilers.

Thus, the TiCl^ technique of flow visualization appeared

quite promising for the present vortex flow studies at the wall-

cylinder junctions. The quantity of TiCl^ and the technique of

applying it over the body depended upon the objectives of the

experiment. One has to evolve a compatible combination of the

quantity of TiCl^ and location of its application to obtain

Optimum results a# mentioned in the followdng. It may also be
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pointed out that this is the first time that the Titanium

tetrachloride flow visualization technique has been success-

fully employed in the aerodynamics laboratory of IIT Kanpur

and perhaps in the country as well.

There were three distinct manners in which the liquid TiCl.

was applied to the models mounted on the tunnel floor.

I. To visualize the general behaviour of the flow around the

wall—cylinder junction and its neighbourhood for the cylinder/

pier, both without and with the delta-wing-like passive device,

TiCl
4 filled in a stainless steel pipette with chamferred

delivery end (Fig. 3.1) was applied through a small opening

in the top of the test section, on to the plane of symmetry of

the model at its mid-height, by gently opening the thumb

covered top end of the pipette. At the same time the delivery

end of the pipette was moved along the model down to its

leading edge foot and upstream on the floor in the plane of

synanetry of the model, upto a distance of about three times

the characteristic lateral dimension of the model.

When the delta-wing-like passive device was mounted at

the leading edge foot of the pier model, the pipette end

applied the TiCl^ liquid on the model's leading edge down to

the passive device’s upper surface, towards its apex and then

in the upstream direction on the floor.



II, To visualize the pair of leading edge separation vortices

formed at the lower surface of the delta-wing-like passive

device and their motion in the presence of the side wall of the

pier, liquid TiCl^ was applied over the upper surface of the

passive device by placing the delivery end of the pipette at

the junction of the passive device with the pier leading edge

and movino the pipette end over the centreline of the upper

surface short of its apex. This technique enabled to 'capture*

the leading edge separation vortex alone by means of TiCl^

fumes. It was found that a slight amount of TiCl^ in the apex

region caused dense white fumes to be drawn on to the lower

side of the device which interacted with the leading edge

vortex coming out from under the passive device.

III, To visualize the modification of the original horseshoe

vortex at the apex of the delta-wing-like passive device, and

its subsequent behaviour under the passive device as it comes

out from below the passive device at pier leading edge region

and moves parallel to the pier's side walls, a small amount

of TiCl^ was applied by the pipette on the wind tunnel floor

slightly upstream of the apex of the passive device. This

technique enabled to ’capture* the attenuated horseshoe vortex

around the apex of the passive device. Fig. 3.2 illustrates

these three techniques.

These three methods of applying TiCl^ Vvere used extensively

to clarify the mechanism of the hydrodynamic modification of the



vortex flows around wall-cylinder junctions. TiCl^ when dried

up on the wind tunnel floor, left a patchy, extremely thin,

white sticky deposit over the surface where it was applied.

This was cleaned with soap and water before a fresh application

of TiCl^ was made for further photography. The still photography

employed two studio lights illuminating the test section from

front, and a sun gun mainly positioned from above to eliminate

the shadows as much as possible and to highlight the region of

interest. The camera was positioned either on the top or in

the front of the test section for both the perspective and

straight view shots.

b. Potassium Perm^anate (KMnO^) Dye Technigue

This simple technique of flow visualization in water provides

quicker results with reasonable steadiness. Fine particles of

Klv'lnO^ were uniformly sprinkled at a station slightly upstream

of the test-section of the water table, with the model placed

in the middle of the test section. KMnO^ colored the water in

the region close to the surface. As the position of the model

was approached, the colored water formed a distinct separated

region/pattern characteristic of the shape of the model around

its vicinity. The colorless portion could thus be distinguished

as the separated region around the model due to the horseshoe

vortex flow structure. The test section was flood lit with the



studio lights placed on either side of it, and a sun gun

used to highlight the region of interest as in case of TlCl^

shots in wind tunnel. The position of the camera was kept

fixed above the test section, while the model position was

shifted slightly to take shots of the top front, top rear and

top plan views for a complete view of the flow field around

the model. A 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm grid pasted below the test section

made interpretation of the separated region around the body

easier.

The same procedure was repeated with the delta-wing-like

passive device attached to the models.

c. Surface Oil Film Technique

For turbulent regime of the flow, surface flow patterns

were obtained by employing oil film technique. B^lik (1973)

and Baker (1980) used a suspension of Titanium dioxide (Ti02)

in liquid paraffin for obtaining flow patterns around a circular

cylinder mounted on a flat plate. Langston and Boyle (1982)

reported a 'novel technique of surface flow visualization*,

wherein the difficulties due to excessive deposits of TiO^

experienced by Belik and Baker were claimed to have been

eliminated.

The surface oil film flow visualization results depend on

several factors like, the particle size, specific gravity and

concentration of the suspension apart from the viscosity of

oil, duration of the test run and the wind speed. A detail



discussion of these factors is given in Appendix A. For the

present investigations, the freestream wind speed was about

5 m/sec. Several combinations of powder and liquid, like TiO^

in liquid paraffin, talcum powder in liquid paraffin, and

aluminium paint in kerosene were tried before the talcum powder

suspension in light sewing machine oil was observed to give good

results.

A mixture of 37.5 gm. of talcum powder in 500 cc of

commercially available 'Singer* sewing machine oil was prepared.

A uniform coat of the mixture was laid on the test section glass

floor by means of a 10 cm broad painting brush. The model was

placed on the centreline of the floor. Within minutes of starting

the tunnel, patterns of the flow around the body were formed.

For photography the test section illumination was set in the

same manner as for TiCl^ shots. Static shots were taken from

above the test section with top glass plate, model in position

and tunnel running, at different time intervals. Shots were

also taken after stopping the tunnel and removing the model.

The 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm grid from below made interpretation of

pictures easier.

3,2 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

Detail static pressures were measured by electronic manometer

on the floor around different pier models and on the periphery

of 25 mm diameter cylinder. For plotting the total head contours



in Y-Z plane a shielded pitot-tube was traversed to measure

the total pressures.

a. Static Pressure Measurements

Electronic Manometers, Type 1014 (analog) in laminar flow

and Type 1018 (digital) in turbulent flow were employed as the

pressure monitors alongwith a twentyfour channel pressure

selector switch designed by Head (1971) as the scanning unit

to measure static pressures on the floor. Static pressures were

measured at the angular positions of 0, + 45°, + 90°,

+ 135° and 180° in case of circular cylinder, both on the floor

end the surface of the cylinder by rotating the turn table to

the desired location. In case of other pier models, five

representative floor stations (three in case of lenticular

pier model), were selected for pressure measurements in a direc-

tion locally normal to the pier at that point. These represen-

tative stations are shown for all the models in Fig. 3.3. The

model position was shifted such that the fixed pressure taps

in the lateral or longitudinal plane were aligned with the

desired stations. Markings on the models were made for this

purpose. Each time the model position was shifted it was

ensured with precise measurements, that its longitudinal axis

was aligned with the line of symmetry on the floor and therefore

with the mean flow direction. A standard pitot-static tube was

held in a microtraverse mechanism mounted on the top plate close

to the test section entrance, to monitor the free stream dynamic
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head. This pitot-static tube was lowered to monitor the dynamic

head and retracted up immediately thereafter.

The same procedure was repeated when the passive device

was fitted into the vertical notch of the pier models. In the

case of pressure measurements on the upstream plane of symmetry,

the spinal rib of the passive device would cover first sixteen

radial taps on the floor. To overcome this situation, the

turn table was yawed by about 3°, so that these pressure

tappings were clear of the spinal rib. It was not expected to

cause any significant effect on the inferences drawn from the

conparison of the respective data. In all such measurements,

one row of the tappings was used at a time, while others were

blocked by scotch tape.

The static pressure from the tapping on the rear wall,

close to the entrance of the test section was used as the

reference pressure for all floor pressure measurements, and

was connected to the pressure sensor. Thus the electronic

manometer directly provided the pressure difference p-Poo» fox

each tapping. If q be the dynamic pressure measured with the

standard pitot-static tube, then the pressure coefficient

b. Total Head Measurements

A shielded pitot-tube was traversed to measure total head

of flow in the Y-Z plane of all the pier models at their mid-



span locations. This probe was held in the 3-D precision

traverse mechanism, mounted on top of the test section with

the perspex top plate II in position. The streamwise location

of the centre of the models was maintained at the centre of

the turn table. The longitudinal axis of the model and the

midline of the tunnel floor were aligned. The probe was

set parallel to the side wall of the model. The zeroes of Y

and Z counters were set with the probe just touching the side

wail, and just above the floor respectively. The traverses

were made in equal steps of 1.25 ran in both the Y and Z direc-

tions. The appropriate distances thus covered were about 30 mm

and 20 mm in Y and Z directions respectively.

The free stream dynamic pressure q was recorded in the

same manner as described in 3.2a. The difference between the

total head P, and p^, was directly read from Type 1018

manometer. Then the total head parameter H was calculated as

During these traverses all the static pressure tappings on

the floor were blocked by scotch tape.

3.3 VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

The velocity profiles at the location of the model in

its absence were measured with Constant Temperature Hot VS/ire

Anemometer (CTA) as well as with a miniature pitot tube.
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The hot wire u -probe was inserted from the top of

the test section. It’s long stem was held in the 3-D preci-

sion mechanism mounted on the top of the test section. Only z

direction traverses were made. The probe was kept normal to

the flow direction. The ’z-zero* of the probe location was

determined when the hot wire just touched the floor (i.e.,

when the hot wire prongs and their image appeared to touch

each other). The over heat ratio v/as kept 1.5. The output

from CTA bridge was given to the digital voltmeter and the

r.m.s. meter and was also monitored on a storage oscilloscope.

Traverses were made from about 2.5 cm above the floor to * z-

zero*. The intervals between data points were finer near the

wall than those in the outer region.

The pitot-tube was made to touch the floor and traversed

up in the z-direction. The static pressure was taken from the

side wall tapping close to the tip of the pitot tube. The

pressures were monitored by Type 1014 and 1018 manometers in

laminar and turbulent regimes respectively. These velocity

profiles were measured at the same station by changing the

fan speed in steps through the rheostat dial control of the

wind tunnel. These profiles at different velocities, but at

one location were plotted in non-dimensional form according

to Blasius plot (Schlichting 1968, p. 127) for laminar regime

and for turbulent regime according to the method of Clauser

(1956) and Coles (1956), and are shown in Figs. 3.4 alongwith
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the variation of turbulent quantity within these profiles.

Fig. 3.5 shows the variation of S* v/s U , and and ^" S 6

v/s , the solid line in the latter plot was taken from

Schlichting (1968).

3.4 MEASUREMENT OF VORTEX OSCILLATIONS

The oscillatory behaviour of horseshoe vortex was investi-

gated in the test section of the wind tunnel. The location of

the model position was kept the same as in the case of total

head measurements.

The hot wire u-probe inserted from the top wall was held

in the 3-D traverse mechanism, mounted on the test section top,

with the perspex plate I in position. This probe was kept

normal to the flow direction. It's vertical distance was kept

1 mm above the floor and 3 imn upstream of the leading edge of

the pier model in the plane of symmetry. This location was

determined when a clear, distortion free signal was monitored on

the storage oscilloscope. This location of the hot wire was

maintained throughout this part of the investigations. With

the passive device in position, the vertical location of the

probe above the windward surface of the delta wing plate was

maintained at 1 mm, and 3 mm upstream of the model in the plane

of symmetry. The cold resistance of the hot wire probe was

4.87 ohms and was changed to a hot resistance according to an

overheat of 1.5. The out-put from CTA bridge was connected

to the digital voltmeter and r.m.s. meter, for d.c. volts

and fluctuating signals respectively. The output from CTA bridge



was also taken through a T connector ; one connected to the

spectrum analyzer and the other to the storage oscilloscope,

for monitoring the signals.

For still shots of the frequency spectrum, ION-REPETITIVE

mode was employed by using ARAI control in conjunction with the

REPETITIVE button to define ’Single Shot Trigger Mode' . In

REPETITIVE mode, new block of data was collected by the FFT

analyzer when the previous set of data was processed and dis-

played on the CRT section. The traces of signals were stored

in the oscilloscope by pressing the appropriate control buttons.

Single channel was used in both of these instruments. For

still shots of the spectra and the hot wire traces, the two

appropriate button controls in these two instruments were

pressed almost simultaneously for consistency of the results.

The CRT section of the spectrum analyzer provided complete

details of the traces thus stored with the use of the MARKER

section, which were recorded along with other relevant data.

3.5 CALIBRATION

a. The Test Section

The static pressures from the rear side wall tappings

were recorded with the help of the electronic manometers. The

reference pressure and the free stream dynamic pressure q

were recorded as for the pressure measurements. Thus p-p^ was
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directly read, where p was the static pressure from certain

tapping, then the pressure coefficient was obtained as

This Cp variation was plotted along the test section length,

Static pressures from the pressure tappings aligned with the

longitudinal axis, from the turn table were also recorded.

However, the pressure variations were also plotted in the form

of a non-dimensional pressure gradient parameter defined by

Kline et.al. (1967). The plots of these variations are shown

in Fig. 3.6,

b. Hot Wire

A standard pitot-static tube and the hot wire u-probe were

kept 5 cm on either side of the plane of symmetry of the test

section at its mid-height. The dynamic pressure, bridge d.c.

volts and r.m.s. millivolts were recorded, Bradshaw (1971)

has suggested that a plot of tunnel speed v/s bridge d.c.

volts would also provide good calibration curve. One such plot

for low velocities is shown in Fig. 3,7a. A plot of E v/s Y^U

is given in Fig. 3.7 b. The bridge d.c. volts and r.m.s,

millivolts, thus recorded were converted to mean velocity and

turbulence intensities respectively using these curves and with

zero wind hot wire voltage, to normalize the calibration

between different runs.
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c , Shielded Pitot Tube

The shielded pitot-tube was calibrated in the wind tunnel.

It was inserted from top and held in the micro-traverse mecha-

nism in such a way that its vertical location was not changed,

but it could be yawed to desired angle. The angular displace-

ments were read with the help of a fine pointer attached to

the support of the probe, and a 360® protractor, held on the

top plate. When aligned with the tunnel axis at the mid-height,

this probe gave the same reading as that from the pitot tube.

This shielded pitot tube was initially yawed in step of

5®, and when it started showing smaller values the interval was

reduced to 2.5®. This was repeated for rotations in opposite

direction as Vi/ell. However, the yaw angle was not exceeded

beyond + 45®. No calibrations were made in the pitch up or

pitch down positions as it was assumed that the same accuracy

would be achieved in pitching as well, for the reason that the

inner and outer tubes were concentric.

This calibration curve is shown in Fig. 3.8. The earliest

shielded pitot tube known as Kiel tube (Rae and Pope 1984,

p. 106) was insensitive to yaw up to 40®. A 'simple shielded

pitot tube (Ower and Pankhrust 1977,: p. 49) was insensitive

to 45° misalignment, but was difficult to manufacture’. The

use of a 5-tube, pre-calibrated yaw meter might have been an
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alternative choice, but the limitations due to the proximity

of the pier wall, prohibited its use.

d. Spectrum Analyzer

A standard sine/square function generator was employed

to calibrate HP 3582-A Spectrum Analyzer using sine wave form.

The output from the function generator was taken through a T

connector to the input of the spectrum analyzer and the

r.m.s. meter. The channel sensitivity was kept 0 dBV FS. It

was observed that the CRT section of the spectrum analyzer

displayed the generated frequency. The amplitude dBV values

from CRT section were plotted against r.m.s. mV as shown in

Fig. 3.9. This calibration curve was used for converting the

aj^litude dBV to r.m.s. volts.
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CHAPTER IV

THE MECHANISM OF HORSESHOE VORTEX MODIFICATION

103

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The hydrodynamic modification of the horseshoe vortex

(HSV) around the junction of a vertical pier with round nose,

by mounting a delta-wing-like passive device at the pier's

leading edge foot, demonstrated earlier with dye flow visualiza-

tion on a water table by Gupta (1987) will be explained in this

chapter. This will be done by means of extensive flow visualiza-

tion studies using finely powdered potassium perm^anate

(KMnO^) on a water table, titanium tetrachloride (TiCl^) fumes

and surface oil film patterns in the low speed, low turbulence

wind tunnel. Detail pressure measurements on the wind tunnel

floor around the pier model junction and total head survey in the

Y-Z plane at the mid-span of the pier model with and without

the passive device will also be presented to demonstrate the

effect of HSV modification. For these experiments, the geometry

of the pier model and the passive device was kept identical to

that used by Gupta (1987), The results with the clean pier model

are described first followed by those with the model fitted

with the passive device emphasizing the aerodynamic aspect of

the delta-wing-like passive device. The mechanism of HSV

modification is described in the discussion part of this chapter.

4.2 CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM

A right hand Cartesian co-ordinate system with origin

at the centre of the leading edge circle of the round nose
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pier model is used. However, when presenting pressures around

the pier model, a local co-ordinate *s* with origin at the

pier wall junction with floor and in the direction locally

normal to the pier at that station is used for convenience.

4.3 RESULTS WITH CLEAN PIER MODEL

The results with the clean pier model are presented in

the following order of the flow approaching the pier model :

(i) laminar flow, (ii) transition to turbulent flow, and

(iii) fully turbulent flow.

For the present results, the model size was fixed and

the Reynolds no. in a facility was increased by increasing

the flow speed.

4.3.1 Laminar Flow ;

The HSV around the pier model in approaching laminar flow

was investigated by flow visualization using KMnO^ on a water

table, TiCl^ fumes and pressure measurements on the upstream

plane of symmetry of the pier model in the low speed, low

turbulence wind tunnel. The overall range of Reynolds no.

covered was 1400 < Re < 3200 in the laminar regime,

a. Flow Visualization

The experiments on water table were conducted at a nominal

water-speed of 10 cm/sec. corresponding to Re=3197 based on the

2.5 cm of the model width and Fr=0.146 based on the water depth
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With the help of the top front and rear views, a line sketch

of the plan view is shown in fig. 4.4, Referring to Sutton's

experiment of smoke flow visualization of vortices ahead of a

stuDby cylinder from the fronti s - piece in Thwaites (1960), Baker

(1979) and shown in fig. 1.3, it is possible to interpret the

TiCl^ fume pictures in terms of the number of vortices. The

key to Sutton's and Baker's pictures is the following : For the

flow from left to right, an even number of vortices appear

depending upon the Reynolds number. Each pair of vortices

consists of a clockwise rotating primary vortex and an anti-

clockwise rotating secondary vortex attached to the floor.

Thus for the present TiCl^ flow visualization technique,

the pictures in fig. 4.3 show presence of the secondary vortices

where dense white fumes of TiCl^ are accumulated and the

primary vortices where there is depletion of these white fumes.

A smoke ring, therefore, indicates a floor attached secondary

vortex. Two smoke rings bounded by depleted regions of smoke

can be identified upstream of the pier nose. The third smoke

ring is like a thread of smoke located at the junction of the

pier nose and the floor. Thus the pictures in fig. 4.3 show a

six vortex ring HSV flow structure.

It may be noted from fig, 4.3 that the three primary

vortices are formed above the floor and therefore, could not

be captured by the thick white fumes of TiCl_^ applied on the

floor, ahead of the pier. However, a signature was left by
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each of these primary vortices immediately after the application

of liquid TiCl^, and the one from primary vortex 1 lasting longer

than the other two. The two secondary vortices formed due to

the generation of surface vorticity (Mason and Morton, 1987)

were effectively captured by the thick white fumes.

Top plan views in figs. 4.3 b and c further show modulation

of the different vortices, as they move around the round nose

pier model. While the two secondary vortices seem to become

thinner, they also appear to lift up away from the floor (fig.

4,3a). On the other hand, the primary vortex farthest from

the nose, appears to bend around the trailing edge junction

most to form a neck region^

The complex wake-vortex interaction behind the blunt

trailing edge can be observed in fig. 4.3a and appears similar

to that observed in the dye flow in fig. 4.1. Thick white

fumes immediately behind the blunt trailing edge in fig. 4,3a

correspond to the accumulation of red dye at the trailing

edge in fig. 4,1c and the neck fonnation due to the interaction

of the vertical vortices behind the trailing edge and the stream-

wise vortices of HSV is observed in fig. 4,3c. This is perhaps

the first time that a complete picture of multi-ring HSV around

a pier model with round nose alongwith its wake-vortex system

has been presented using TiCl^ visualization at low speed in

a wind tunnel.
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Pressures were measured on the upstream plane of symmetry
of the pier model at a nominal wind speed of 1,5 m/sec,
corresponding to Re = 2265, D/6*=5.6, and blockage ratio of
(The electronic manometers old not show meaningful pressures
at other measuring stations in the flow field with the available
censors because of lower pressures). Fig. 4.5 presents the
pressure distribution, showing three weak pressure dips, at
0.9D, I.ID and 1.5D upstream of the centre of the round nose
of the pier model. Kllk (1973) and Baker (1979, 1980) identi-
fied such local minimum pressure region as the location of the
core of primary vortex of HSV. It is also observed

earlier from TiCl,, visualization of HS» around this pier model,
that the number of vortices is six for Re = 1400, before the
oscillations of HSv appear at increased wind speed. Three weak
pressure regions on the upstream plane of symmetry in fig. 4.5,
therefore, may be identified with the core locations of three
primary vortices. For the sake of comparison. Baker's (1979) data
on circular cylinder at Re=2050, D/8*=21.7 and uR=5.3/ is also
hown on this plot* However D/L in Baker's case was 2*0,

compared to a value of 0,16 in the present case. The present
data on the round nose pier, however, appears in qualitative

agreement with the similar data for a circular cylinder from
Baker (1979) .
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4.3.2 Transition to Turbulent Flow

The oscillations of HSV around the junction of pier

model were recorded by inserting a 'u' sensitive hot wire probe,

which was kept 1 mm above the floor and 3 mm upstream of the

pier model surface in its plane of symmetry, in conjunction with

a constant temperature anemometer, storage oscilloscope and

spectrum analyzer having PFT processor.

The pictures of spectra and the not wire traces with

increasing wind speed are presented in fig. 4.6. First appearance

of steady HSV oscillations (at 10 Hz) is around He=2392 and

D/8 =5.9. Steady, distinct and discrete vortex oscillation

frequencies with higher harmonics are observed with gradual

increase in wind speed, till the appearance of mixed frequencies

at Re - 4200. The transition to turbulent flow starts at

Re - 4,000 (fig. 3.5a) .

The variation of Strouhal frequency St with Re and D/S*

in fig, 4.7 shows that there exists a value of St - 0.22 with

higher harmonics in the range 2400 <Re<4500 and 5<D/6*<10, Beyond

this range mixed frequencies alongwith intermittent bursts of

turbulence started appearing leading to fully turbulent flow.

4.3.3 Turbulent Flow

The horseshoe vortex around the junction of round nose

pier model in approaching turbulent flow was investigated from

surface oil flow around it, detail pressure measurements all

around on the floor and total head surveys in the Y-Z plane at

the mid~span of the pier model.
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a. Surface Oil Film Pattern :

Fig. 4,8 shows the surface oil film patterns obtained

around the pier model at a nominal wind speed of 5 m/sec.,

corresponding to Re = 7768 and D/6*=ll. The shot ’a’ was

taken after twenty minutes of tunnel run and the shot *b'

was taken subsequently, immediately after stopping the tunnel

fan and removincj the pier model. A sketch of these oil film

patterns from the picture is also shown in fig. 4.9.

Two distinct regions of oil film pattern can be identified

upstream of the pier model leading edge; an inner semi-circle

like region and the outer region with two nearly clear arc

like patches and distinguished by a distinct line,

identified as the primary separation line S, which was found

nearly concentric with the semi-circular leading edge, located

at a radius of about 1.2D from the centre of the leading edge

circle of the pier model. The space downstream of this separa-

tion line is the region occupied by HSV. Two nearly concentric

regions around the pier leading edge in the region of HSV

are identified; one narrow ring like region around the

leading edge semi-circle, and the other at about 0,69D from

the centre. Referring to the turbulent horseshoe vortex struc-

ture from Baker (1980), the narrov^f clear ring around the pier

is identified as due to the secondary vortex 0, similar to the

one around the pier as observed from TiCl^ pictures in fig, 4. 3 a

and b, and the outer boundary of the second concentric region

as the secondary separation line Sj^, where an accumulation of the
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powder mixture should indicate the secondary vortex, which

is not distinguished from the scale of the experiment.

The saddle point of primary separation, though not distingui-

shable clearly, should lie on the distinct, concentric primary

separation line S. The nodal point of attachment between

these two separation points (Hunt et.al., 1978) is not clear

in this picture. Thus it appears that it is a four vortex

structure of HSV around pier model with round nose. This

vortex structure extends to about 0,5D from the pier wall

at the leading edge corner and appears slightly less further

downstream all along the pier wall, B^lik (1973) obtained

surface flow patterns at wind speed ranging from 30 to 55 m/sec,

about a 40 mm cylinder and observed a strong vortex upstream

of the cylinder, usingTiO^ in liquid paraffin. Baker (1980),

however, identified four vortex structure of HSV around circular

cylinder in the range 4,000 <Re<90,000.

b. Pressure Measurements :

Detail pressures around the pier model with round nose,

measured at Re - 8600, D/6* - 11.6 at five representative

stations U, LI, Ml, T1 and DS as shown in fig. 3.3 are presented

in fig. 4.10a.

The pressure plot on the upstream plane of symmetry shows

a weak dip in the pressur at about 0.4D upstream of the pier

model, which may be identified with the location of the core
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of HSV as was suggested by B&lik (1973) and Baker (1979,1980)

for the circular cylinder case. The adverse pressure field

induced by the pier is observed to appear at about 3.5D upstream

from the pier surface and builds up rapidly near the pier in

the region less than 1,5D.

At the pier leading edge corner Li, a low pressure peak

of Cp=-0,8 is observed as the flow turns around the pier nose

and the region extends to about 0.5D from the pier wall.

Low pressure regions are also observed at the mid-span Mj[ and

the pier trailing edge corner Tj|^. The junction pressure at

is relatively lower at Cp=-0,8 than that at and T^^ at about

C =-0.35. The magnitude of pressures at stations M, and T,,
^ to be almost equal. The higher suction pressure
appears /at Lj^ indicates stronger bending vortex in the leading

edge region. Beyond 0.5D, away from the wall, the pressures

tend to approach constant values.

A low pressure region with a base pressure of Cp=-0.36

upto about ID behind the blunt trailing edge is shown by the

pressure plot on the downstream plane of symmetry. Beyond this

region, pressure recovery is indicated by the variation in Cp.

Pressure measurements repeated at Re - 13, OCX), D/6 ^ 14.5

are presented in fig. 4.10b. Fig. 4.10c plotted from the above

two plots, shows C variations at U, and DS, locations. A good
P

agreement appears between the corresponding C 's at both these

Reynolds numbers which shows Reynolds similarity in turbulent

flow on the upstream plane of symmetry. The solid line shows

Baker's (1980) data on circular cylinder for the sake of comparison,
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Which is in good agreement with the Cp’s for round nose pier.

At the downstream location, however, the lower pressure region

behind the blunt trailing edge appears to have decreased at

higher Re. A good agreement between the C ‘s at the two Re,
P

appears at the locations and in fig. 4,10d. The

trend of C variation at the pier base is shown in fig. 4.10e.
H

c. Total Head Survey

The streamwise arm of HSV around the junction of the

vertical pier with round nose was probed for the vortex structure

through constant total head contours, plotted by traversing a

shielded Pitot tube (fig, 2.20) in a grid measuring 30 x 15 mm,

at 300 points in a vertical plane normal to the free stream

at the mid-span of the pier model. These contours are presented

in fig. 4,11, as viewed from the dowmstream end. The inter-

pretation of these contours for the number of vortices (secondary

flows) and their sense of rotation is worked out from similar

plots of Armstrong (1957), Harvey and Perry (1971) and constant

velocity plot in fig, 21.10 of Schlichting (1968), which

indicate that a lift up/depression of constant total head

contours for one or more values suggests upward/down'. ard

movement of the secondary flow.

Four vortices are observed from fig. 4.11 as follows :

(i) a counter clockwise vortex at the pier side wall (this

is the secondary vortex 0, formed on the upstream face of the
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pier, which follows the geometry of the pier at the Junction

with floor). The constant total head contours further indicate

that this vortex appears lifted upwards,

(ii) a large clockwise rotating vortex, located between O.ID

and 0.5D from the pier wall, identified as primary vortex 1,

(iii) a counter clock-wise rotating vortex, which is the secondary

vortex 1', on the floor surface, located between 0.5D and 0.7D

from the pier wall,

(iv) a smaller clockwise rotating vortex, which is the primary

vortex 2, located about 0,7D from the wall.

Such constant total head contours for the vortex structure

in the streamwise arm of HSV around a vertical pier model with

round nose are presented for the first time.

4.4 THE MODIFIED HORSESHOE VORTEX

Fig. 4.12 shows a picture of the round nose pier model

with the passive device mounted at its leading edge foot,

and the three orthogonal views are provided in fig. 4.13. The

results of the modified HSV around the pier model with passive

device are presented in this article in the same order of flow

conditions upstream of the pier as in the preceding section

4.3.

4.4.1 Laminar Flow

The dye flow patterns obtained at nominal waterspeed of

10 cm/sec corresponding to Re = 3026 and Fr=0.135 around the
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pier model with the passive device are shown in figs. 4.14 a,D,c

shovdng top, top front and top rear views. A conparison of

these pictures with the corresponding dye shots with clean pier

in figs. 4.1 a,b and c, shows that the white region identified

as HSV flow in the clean pier case is significantly modified by

the passive device by bringing the colored fluid around the

pier I odel.

The small ablong like whitish region around the apex of

the passive device can be identified with the three dimensional

separation of the laminar boundary layer flow approaching the

apex-floor junction, and subsequent roll up of the transverse

approaching vortex filaments which wrap around the apex floor

junction. Two dark red streaklines observed to progress down-

stream along the spinal rib of the device are identified as the

streamwise arms (apex vortices) of the attenuated horseshoe

vortex (AHSV) formed at the apex of the passive device in fig.

4.14 b.

Two distinct red streaijlines in relatively light colored

water identified as the region of spirals of the leading edge

separation vortices (LESV) are observed below the leading edge

region of the transparent passive device in figs. 4,14 a and b.

Furthermore it is also observed in these pictures that the

light colored region closes on to the round nose of the pier

model and moves downstream along the side wall, bringing the

colored water towards the pier along the floor due to the sense

of rotation of LESV.
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The wake vortex interaction behind the pier model

with passive device^ in fig. 4.14c is also observed to be modi-

fied as compared with fig. 4.1c. The colored fluid from near

the surface in fig. 4.14c appears to move upwards and this

effect is observed in the farwake as well.

Fig. 4.15 shows a perspective view (from rear) of

T iCl^ fumes around the pier model vjith passive device, wherein

the overall phenomenon of the HSV modification is observed

at Re = 1430, D/6*=4.4. The liquid TiCl^ was applied by

technique I (described in chapter III). A comparison with fig. 4. 3a

shows a significant modification of the vortex flow. The

multicellular structure of HSV visible in clean pier case appears

to be replaced by two distinct vortices emerging from below the

passive device and progressing downstream along the side wall

of the pier model. The wake-vortex modification in throwing

up of the two vertical vortices behind the blunt trailing edge

by LESV is also observe^l in fig. 4.15a.

The vortex lifted upwards in fig. 4.15a is the streamwise

arm of AHSV formed at the apex-floor junction and wrapped around

it. It progresses downstream along the spinal rib and comes out

from beneath the passive device along the leading edge of the

pier model. This vortex named apex vortex was captured as an

isolated vortex by the application of liquid TiCl^ with technique III

(chapter III) and is shown in fig. 4,15b. The sense of rotation of

vortex will be same as that of HSV around clean pier.this
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The vortex moving parallel to the floor (fig. 4.15a) and the

pier side wall, is LESV from the passive device. This vortex

with counter clockwise sense of rotation (as viewed from rear)

and opposite to the rotation of apex vortex was captured as

an isolated vortex by the application of liquid TiCl^ with

technique II (chapter III) and is shown in fig. 4.15c. This

LESV appears to be stronger than the apex vortex.

Figs. 4»15d and e present the front perspective and top

views respectively, of the vortices coming out from beneath

the device, showing the close proximity of the LESV to the pier

side wall. The apex vortex is observed to get lifted up as in

fig. 4.15a and b. Fig. 4.15 f shows the wake-vortex interaction,

showing significant modification brought about by the passive device

apparently by LESV (Gupta, 1987) as conpared with the clean pier

case in fig, 4,3c, in the corresponding view.

Fig. 4.15 g and h provide close up views of the dominant

vortices as they come out of the passive device-pier nose

junction. The apex vortex is observed to lift up and somersault

at the pier nose (fig. 4,15g) and hits the floor after its

exit from the confined region. The formation of LESV and its

progress downstream within the device and along the pier side wall

is clearly visible. The apex vortex after hitting the floor

is observed to be lifted up by LESV. In a simple manner, this

behaviour of the apex vortex at the pier could be visualized as



lifting and spiralling of a coiled rope. It was also observed

that at slightly higher wind speed, corresponding to Re=1760,

D/S*=4.9, the apex vortex appeared to merge with the leading

edge separation vortex as shown in fig. 4.15 i.

This phenomenon showing apex vortex, LESV and their

interaction at the nassive device-pier nose junction and the

pier side wall has been sketched in fig. 4.16, which shows

tbe side and plan views of the modified vortex flow

around the pier model with the passive device. The dotted

line shows the region of lift up, and somersaulting of the apex

vortex, which is believed to be under the adverse pressure built

up in this region due to the pier leading edge.

4,4,2 Transition to Turbulent Flow

The oscillations of the modified vortex flow around the

pier model with device were recorded with a 'u' sensitive hot

wire probe inserted from top and kept 1 mm above the upper

surface of the passive device and 3 mm upstream of the pier in

its plane of symmetry, using the same procedure as in the

previous section 4,3.2.

The pictures of spectra and traces of the hot wire signal

are shown with increasing wind speed in fig. 4.17, The vortex

oscillations on the upper surface get changed altogether, appa-

rently due to the accelerating flow. Low frequency, low amplitude

oscillations are observed in the range 20CX)<Re<4500 and 54D/6*<9,
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beyond which the flow became turbulent.

Fig. 4.18a presents variation of St with Re and

D/8*. The Strouhal frequency appears to be confined to below

0.05 in the above range of Re. The local mean velocity ratio

which was less than 0.1 in clean pier case, was found to

vary from about 0.2 to 0.28, prior to the onset of turbulence. The

loc .1 turbulence level decreased from the clean pier ca;.e to

just about 0.2>^.

4.3 Turbulent Flow

The modified vortex flow around the pier model

with the passive device was investigated from surface oil

film patterns, detail pressure measurements on the floor and

total head survey in Y~Z plane at the mid-span of the pier model.

a. Surface Oil Film Patterns

Figs. 4.19 a and b show the surface oil film pattern

obtained around the pier model with the passive device at a

nominal wind speed of about 5 m/sec, corresponding to Re=7768,

D/6*=ll. The picture ’a* was taken after twelve minutes of

tunnel run time and the picture *b‘ was taken immediately after

stopping the tunnel and removing the pier model.

The surface flow patterns below the passive device appear

to be formed due to the streamwise arm of AHSV formed at the

apex-flocrjunction, and LESV in their respective pairs about

the spinal rib. A small clear patch just upstream of the apex



of the passive device, observed to extend about IP downstream

along the spinal rib and distinguished from the adjoining clear

region by a distinct bordering line, is identified as due to the

formation of AHSV . The deposit of powder suspension along the

spinal rib appears to be due to a counter rotating surface

vortex formed at the junction of the spinal rib with floor.

The other region of deposit below the leading edge of the

passive device appears to be due to a pair of counter rotating

surface vortices generated below LESV and the apex vortex.

Harvey and Perry (1971) reported the generation of counterrotating

surface vortex due to an isolated trailing vortex from a wing,

travelling close to the ground. The dark red streaklines below

the leading edge region of the passive device in figs. 4.14 a

and b, are identified as the surface vortices formed belov,; the

LESV and the apex vortex. A clear region indicating high

surface shear stresses is observed around the device, which

extends around the nose of the pier. The surface streamlines

indicate the flow towards the pier and resulting in accumulation

of the powder mixture all along its side walls due to the sense

of rotation of LESV. The modification of wake-vortex interaction

is also observed from surface flow patterns. These surface flow

patterns are sketched in detail in fig. 4.20.

b. Pressure Measurements

Pressure measurements were made at five representative

stations, around the pier model with the passive device at nominal



wind speeds of 5.5 m/sec. and 8.5 m/sec. corresponding to

Re— 8500^ D/8 — 11.4 and Re — 13,000, D/8*— 14,5 respectively.

Pressure plots are presented at these locations in the left

half of the flow field. The symmetry of the pressures around

the pier model with and without the passive device is presented

separately.

Fig. 4.21 a shows the pressure distribution on the

upstream plane of symmetry of the pier model with the passive

device at Re - 8600, - 11.5 and Re = 12700, -Ik- 14.3. The

pressure variations with the clean pier at Re = 8538, ^ =11.3

and Re - 12,^00, ^ - 14.5 are also presented for direct

reference. The surface pressures below the device have been

modified significantly. There appears 80/. and 67/. reduction

in the pressure gradient 1.5D upstream of the pier at Re=8600

and 12,700 respectively. The respective reductions in Cp at the

pier foot were 82/.' and 70/i respectively. Tests were repeated

v^ith a passive device with leading edges sharpened to 35°, at

Re = 8290 and ^ = 11.3, 90/. reduction in the pressure gradient

at 1,5D upstream of the pier and 89/. reduction in the Cp at

leading edge foot was measured thereby giving an improvement of
used

about 10/i over the mostly^truncated edge passive device. The

difference between the floor and the upper surface pressure of

the device can also be observed, which is the net pressure

difference created by the presence of the passive device. It

is important to note that for pressure measurements on the upstream



plane of symmetry below the device the turn table was yawed by

about 3® such that the pressure taps were clear of the spinal

rib. The lower pressure on the surface below the passive device

is due to weak vortices present there.

Fig. 4,21 b shows pressure variations on the floor around

the pier model with and without the device at the leading edge

corner LI, at Rew8400, D/6* 11.3 and Re« 13,000, D/g** 14,5.

A pressure recovery of about 23/. is indicated at the pier side

wall, which appears to be reduced to about 11 /. up to about 0.8D

in a direction normal to the pier wall. Beyond 0,8D, pressures

tend to remain the same with and without the device. A good

agreement is observed between the pressures at these two Reynolds

numbers

.

The variations of the pressure at the locations and Tj^

with and without the device at Re~ 8400, and 12,800 and

D/8* 11.3, 14,5 respectively are shown in figs. 4,21c and d.

Both the plots at each of the two Reynolds numbers appear to

give almost identical results. This seems plausible because the

streamwise arm of HSV in clean pier case has been replaced by

a LESV moving above the pier-wall junction, when the device is

mounted.

It is observed from the pressure measurements on the

downstream plane of symmetry of the pier model with and without

the device in fig. 4,2le, that a further pressure reduction of
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about occurs with the device. This appears to be a

consequence of the modified wake-vortex interaction, as the

leading edge separation vortex is believed to be a stronger

vortex. A quicker pressure recovery appears in this case as

compared with the clean pier case.

The pressure plots in figs. 4.22 a, b and c show the

pressure me> iuremen ts on both the sides of the pier model with

and without the passive device at the locations, leading edge

corner at Re 8400, D/8* - 11.4, mid-span at Re - 8400,

D/6* - 11.4 and the trailing edge corner at Re - 8500, D/6*-ll,5

respectively. In each case good agreement between the correspond-

ing pressure fields on either side of the pier model was observed.

This symmetry of flow was also observed at higher Reynolds

number.

c. Total Head Survey

The streamwise arm of the modified HSV around the pier model

with the passive device was probed for its vortex flow structure.

Total head contours plotted from traversing a shielded pitot-

probe in a grid of 30x22 mm at 450 points, in the Y-Z plane at

the mid-span of the pier model with the passive device, at

Re 8300, D/S* - 11.3 are presented in fig. 4. 23 as viewed

from the downstream end. The number of vortices and their sense

of rotation were worked out as in 4.3.3,c, and are described as

follows

.



(i) a large counter clockwise LESV from the passive device

(ii) a small counter clockwise vortex on the floor at the pier-

floor junction

(iii) a small clockwise vortex above the vortex (ii), the constant

total head contours indicating that this vortex (apex

vortex) appears to be lifted upwards along the pier side

wall

.

(iv) a large clockwise vortex away from the region of influence

of LESV.

There also appears a vertically downward flow region at

z/D - 0.6 near the wall. The apex vortex appears to get

lifted up, as was observed in the laminar flow with TiCl^ fumes.

The formation of small counter clockwise vortex on the floor

at the pier side wall is believed to be due to an interaction

of LESV with the pier wall, which causes the surface flow

towards the pier. It becomes clear from this constant total

head plot that the size and strength of LESV are more than that

of the apex vortex.

A complete picture of the streamwise arm of the modified

HSV around the junction of a vertical pier with the passive

device is presented for the first time.

4.5 AERODYNAMICS OF DELTA-WING-LIKE PASSIVE DEVICE

Some salient features of the flow phenomenon due to the

passive device mounted on the leading edge foot of the round
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nose pier model as observed from the expeiiments are described

in this article as follows,

1, It is known (Gupta, 1987) that the passive device behaves

as a slender delta wing with a sweep of 69.5*^, at a negative

angle of attack of about 15*^, with the additional feature of the

central spinal rib in contact with the wind tunnel floor. The

leading edge separation vortices from an isolated delta wing

as viewed from downstream are shown in fig. 1.4. The close

contact of the spinal rib with floor meakes the slender delta

plate of the passive device to operate under strong ground

effect, the net effect of which is similar to that on a conven-

tional wing (Houghton and Carruthers, 1982) at positive angle

of attack, resulting in a decrease of downwash at the trailing

edge causing a net increase in the lift force. At negative

angle of attack, the sense of rotation of the trailing vortices

is reversed, the ground effect v;ould therefore, decrease the

net upwash; this means an increase in the downward normal

force on the passive device.

2. The device operates in the boundary layer like shear

flow of the approaching stream. The flow on the leeward side

of the passive device consists of

(i) an attenuated HSV formed at the apex-floor junction,

resulting from the partial roll up of the transverse vortex

filaments and their subsequent wrapping around the apex(Gupta, 1987i
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The stream wise arms of this attenuated HSV, named apex

vortices move downstream on either side of the spinal rib.

(ii) a pair of counter rotating leading edge separation

vortices formed by the separation of the accelerating upper

surface boundary layer at the leading edges. LESV appears to

be stronger than the apex vortex from the modified structure

of the vortex flow at the pier side wall in section 4.4, '^c.

A new accelerating boundary layer flow is believed to start

on the upper surface of the passive device, where remaining

stretched transverse vortex rolls over the upramp formed by

the delta plate junction with the vertical pier.

3. Following phenomenon were observed from the dye flow

below the transparent passive device.

A distinct reverse flow region, close to the central

spinal rib was observed from the traces of the dye flow moving

upstream towards the apex, and uptowards the the delta plate along

the spinal rib appearing to form a transverse vortical flow

in the counter clockwise direction, in the left half of the

device as viewed from the downstream end. This region was

found to extend continuously away from the spinal rib as it

progressed towards the leading edge of the pier model (i.e.the

trailing edge of the passive device) .

Furthermore, it v.as observed from the dye flow below the

passive device that the two tESV appeared to sway away from their

original path at about 0.5D upstream of tne pier and tended to
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Close on to the pier after coining out from beneath the device
as shown in fig, 4.14 b.

It can be inferred from above that the two main vortices

below the device experience adverse pressure gradients in

transverse and strearawise directions, due to the central spinal

rib and the pier respectively. It is further believed that

the severity of the adverse pressure gradient would depend upon

the nose geometry of the pier model.

4. Two distinct regions of the accumulation of powder mixture

(figs. 4.19) below the passive device are observed ; along the

spinal rib and below the leading edge, the latter appears from

about 10 upstream of the pier. These two regions appear to

be due to the surface vorticity at the spinal rib and the floor

respectively as a consequence of apex vortex and LESV.

5. A three dimensional separation of the accelerating

boundary layer was observed about 0,5D upstream of the pier,

on the upper surface by sprinkling finely powdered KMnO^ on
the passive device, during the dye flow visualization experiments.

An overall picture of the vortex flow below the passive

device can be framed at this stage. The gap between the delta

plate of the passive device and the floor downstream of its

spex is very narrow. It permits just the wrapped up vortex at

the apex to get in below the device upto a certain distance
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downstream of the apex. This distance appears to be about 0.5D

at Re=s3026, Fr=0,135 in fig, 4.14b and ID at Re=7768, D/6*a=ll

in fig. 4,19b. A schematic of the flow below the device at

this distance is given in fig. 4,24, A small vortex counter

rotating to the apex vortex due to the generation of the

surface vorticity (Mason and Morton, 1987) is believed to exist

at each of the two junctions the spinal rib makes with the

delta plate and the floor. The latter one is evident from the

deposit of suspension in fig. 4.19b.

The formation of LESV appears to start just downstream

of the apex region. A schematic of the flow at a typical station

downstream is shown in fig. 4.24. The separating boundary layer

from the upper surface of the delta plate coils up at the lower

surface giving rise to LESV and a small counterrotating

secondary vortex near the leading edge like that shown in

fig, 1.4. The reattached flow is believed to separate under

the adverse pressure gradient in the transverse direction due

to the spinal rib and forms a counter rotating vortex, This

vortex has the same sense of rotation as that of the apex

vortex, therefore, their co>-existence is not possible (Freymuth,

1985a) and results in a single counter-rating vortex progressing

along the spinal rib. Under the combined flow field of LESV

and the apex vortex, following surface vortices are generated

below the device ;

(i) two counter rotating vortices, one each at the two

junctions, the spinal rib makes with the delta plate

and the floor.
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(ii) a pair of counter rotating surface vortices below

LESV and the apex vortex, evident from a ridge like

deposit of the suspension in surface flow patterns

m • 4.19b.

The position of LESV depends upon the freestream velocity

and the angle at which the delta plate is incident to it

(Kbchemann, 1978) .

4.6 DISCUSSION

The earlier experimental investigations of B6lik (1973)

and Baker (1979, 1980) on the horseshoe vortex around circular

cylinder were confined to probings on the upstream plane. It

is well known from aerodynamics that flow around a cylindrical

body cannot be studied in isolation from that in the region of

trailing edge, and it may depend upon the shape of the trailing

edge, for example the sharp trailing edge is required for

satisfying Kutta condition in lifting flows requiring finite

velocity at trailing edge (Anderson, 1984). This situation may

arise in case of a river bridge pier incident to the flow

at non-zero angles. It therefore appears that in general the

flow phenomenon upstream of the bridge pier like cylindrical

bodies cannot be isolated from that about its side walls and

the trailing edge. This calls for a complete investigation

of HSV around the cylindrical body under consideration, meaning

thereby, a simultaneous probing of the vortex structure in the
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streamwise arms, and the flow phenomenon at the trailing edge

apart from the usual investigations of the flow field upstream

of the body.

4,6.1 HSV around Vertical Pier Model with Round Nose

In this chapter an overall experimental study of HSV

around a vertical round nose pier junction with ground has been

described by extensive flow visualization from dye flow patterns,

which provide an overall picture of the gross region of HSV,

and from TiCl^ flow visualization which provides detail flow

structure within the HSV, shown in figs. 4.1 and 4,3 respectively.

Six floor vortex rings were identified in fig. 4.3b and the

primary separation line was found to be concentric with the

semi-circular leading edge of the pier for -75°< ^ <75® .Pressure
*

measurements at Re = 22 65, D/6 = 5.6, provided three margi-

nally low pressure minima at 0.4D, 0.6D, and ID upstream of

the pier model surface and were indicative (Baker, 1979) of

the presence of three primary vortices on the upstream plane of

symmetry.

The formation of the secondary vortex 0, on the upstream

face of the round nose pier is due to the vertically downward

gradient of the Bernaulli constant of the approaching boundary

layer like shear flow, normal to the upstream face of the pier

model. This vortex can be visualized as a forced vortex attached

to the upstream face of the pier model due to the pressure

gradient. As the flov; progresses downstream along the pier (i.e.,



accelerates around the curvature of the round nose pier), the

intensity of the downward gradient of the Bernaulli constant

reduces due to corresponding reduction of the normal component

of the pressure force. This reduction of pressure force is

explained by Mason and Morton (1987) as a consequence of the

approximate local invariance of the pressure head as the flow

accelerates round the sides of an obstacle. This downward

pressure gradient on the pier becomes zero as the pier side

wall becomes aligned with the free stream direction and the

secondary vortex 0 now becomes a free vortex, and gets detached

from the surface of the pier model at this station. The sucfeton

pressure immediately above this station is quite close to that

in the two dimensional case, which should be higher and therefore

annihilates this free vortex. This vortex was observed as

rising and curling up of TiCl^ fumes maintaining its vortical

flow before getting completely smeared along the pier side wall.

This phenomenon observed from extensive TiCl^ visualization

experiments in the course of the present work, is visible as a

faint white patch of TiCl^ fumes on the pier wall in fig. 4,3a.

Steady Strouhal frequencies of St'SiO,22 with higher

harmonics for vortex oscillation were observed with the increase

in Re in the range of 2400 < Re < 4500. Transition of

the approaching free stream occurs at about Re = 4200 and the

approaching boundary layer becomes turbulent at Re = 5000

(Fig. 3.5a). It therefore appears that the onset of intermittency



during the vortex oscillations appears to be associated with

the transition of the approaching laminar boundary layer.

The surface oil flow patterns (fig. 4.8) show the HSV

region extending about 0,7D around the pier leading edge. It

further seems that the streamwise arms of HSV, also extend to

about 0.7D almost parallel to the pier side wall, A four vortex

structure of HSV is identified on the upstr am of the pier

model. The two clear arc like patches upstream of the separation

line and located almost symmetrically about the pier nose can

be explained as follows. The vortical flow around the pier nose,

downstream of the separation line is believed to act as a

locally larger cylinder on the surface, which causes more

acceleration of the turbulent flow turning around this cylinder

resulting in higher surface shear stresses on the floor upstream

of the separation line. The pressure plot in figs. 4.10 show

the extent of the vortical region around the pier model from

the steep pressure gradient at the leading edge corner region

extending to about C.6D from the pier wall, the variation of

C beyond this point appears nominal. Similar trend, but with
H

reduced pressure gradient is observed at other two spanwise

stations and Tj^. The constant total head contours in fig. 4. 11

at the mid-span location in the Y-Z plane provide a picture of

the structure of the streamwise arm of HSV, showing four vortices,

along with their sense of rotation. A complete picture of

laminar and turbulent HSV around a vertical round nose pier model

with round nose has been presented for the first time.
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The delta-wing-like passive device mounted at the leading

edge foot of the round nose pier model modifies the HSV flow

structure in the following manner.

1. Concentration of the transverse vortex filaments of the

approaching shear flow at the upstream face of the cylinder

is prevented.

2. A significant reduction in the surface pressures and the

pressure gradient below the passive device.

3. An interaction of LESV and the apex vortex in modifying

the streamwis e arm of HSV, and interaction of the pair of

LESV and the vertical vortices behind the blunt trailing

edge of the pier model, in significantly modifying the wake-

vortex interaction.

These are discussed in some more detail in the following

paragraphs.

The apex-floor junction of the passive device acts as a

barrier in allowing only a part of the transverse vorticity

of approaching boundary layer like shear flow to be rolled up,

rest of it passes over the upramp formed by the upper surface of

the delta—wing-like passive device where an accelerating

boundary layer formation takes place. The roll up of vorticity

at the apex floor junction results in the formation of an atte-

nuated HSV at the apex. The vorticity of the AHSV (Apex vortex)

is believed to be significantly l«sser than that of the HSV formed
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at the junction of clean pier model with floor. The formation

of AHSV (Apex vortex or Attenuated HSV) was observed from flow

visualization in figs. 4.14a and b, 4.15 b and 4.19.

The Btreamwise arms of AHSV, thus formed (named apex

vortices) progress downstream along the spinal rib, and can

be observed clearly from the TiCl^ pictures presented in this

chapter. In case of an isolated delta wing the formation of

LESV takes place at the apex itself, while it was shown from

flow visualization in figs. 4.14 and 4.19 that LESV from the

leading edge of the passive device starts forming 0.5D to ID

downstream o f the apex, having an opposite sense of rotation

to that of the apex vortex, which is of the same sense of

rotation as the original HSV at the junction of the clean pier

model. The presence of both of these vortices causes significant

reduction of surface pressures below the device as observed

in the pressure plots of fig. 4.21a.

The constant total head contours in fig. 4.23 indicate

that the strength of LESV from the passive device is greater than

that of the apex vortex. The apex vortex lifts and undergoes

somersaulting at the pier-device junction, like the lifting

and coiling of a rope, before hitting the floor as it comes out

from beneath the device in figs. 4,15 g and h. The stronger LESV

lifts up this apex vortex and the movement of these two vortices

is shown in figs. 4.15. This interaction of the two dominant
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vortices produced by the device in the modification process,

causes the surface flow towards the pier side wall as observed

from the dye pictures in figs. 4.14.

The two vertical vortices formed behind the trailing edge

of the device are pushed up by the counter rotating pair of

LESV, observed in TiCl^ picture in fig. 4.15 a. The 'neck'

region behind th^ blunt trailing edge is reduced.

The oscillatory behaviour of HSV modified by the presence

of the device, shows very low Strouhal frequency, indicating

that the HSV oscillations are effectively suppressed by the

passive device till the approaching flow itself becomes turbulent,

and turbulent signals were observed.

The outlines of the modified vortex flow around the junction

of a vertical round nose pier with the passive device attached

to its leading edge foot are sketched in fig, 4.25,

(to be reported)
Gupta and Gangadharaiah/ observed significant reduction

in the local scour depth and its extent around the leading edge

of the pier model of the same geometry in an open channel flume,

with sand bed (the region of lift up and somersaulting by the

apex vortex) and deposits of sand along the pier side wall and

behind the blunt trailing edge.
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FIG. 4.9(a) SURFACE STREAMLINES AROUND VERTICAL ROUND
NOSE PIER L/ =6 , BR = 3% , Re = 7768 , D/ * = 11^ o

0,1': SECONDARY VORTICES

FIG. 4.9(b) FLOW PATTERN INFERRED FROM SURFACE FLOW
VISUALIZATION
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3.2 D

Passive device

FIG. 4-13 A SKETCH OF ROUND NOSE PIER MODEL
WITH PASSIVE DEVICE



a, PLAN VIEW

b.TOP FRONT VIEV7

C.TOP REAR VIEW

Fig, 4,14 DYE PATTERNS AROUl^D VERTICAL ROUND NOSE
PIER WITH PASSIVE DEVIQE L/D « 6, BR « 10%,
Re = 3026, Fr = 0.135 (FLOW FROM LEFT TO
RIGHT)



a. GROSS PHENOMENON

b.APSX VORTEX

c.LESV

Fig. 4,15 TlCl^ FLOV^ AROUND VERTICAL ROUND NOSE PIER

WITH PASSIVE DEVICE L/D =6, BR = 3%# Re=14 00#

D4* = 4.5





h,CLOSE UP VIEW

i .MERGING OF LESV MJD APEX VORTEX AT
Re = 1760, D/ * = 4.9
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FlG.4-18a VARIATION OF MODIFIED VORTEX OSCILLATIONS AROUND
VERTICAL ROUND NOSE PIER WITH PASSIVE DEV :E



VARIATION OF u AND u UPSTREAM OF ROUND NOSE
PIER WITH AND WITHOUT PASSIVE DEVICE
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Apex vortex

Vortices at A
3
A^

Apex vortex

Vortex development down stream

of Ai A2

FIG. 4-24 SCHEMATIC OF VORTICES BELOW THE PASSIVE

DEVICE
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CHAPTER V
17 ^'..

MODIFICATION OF HORSESHOE VORTEX AROUND WALL-CIRCULAR
CYLINDER JUNCTION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The mechanism of hydrodynamic modification of horseshoe

vortex (HSV) around a vertical pier with round nose, mounted

on a flat wall, and the delta-wihg-like passive device attached

to its leading edge foot was exp’ lined in chapter IV. The

modification of HSV around circular cylinder with the passive

device fitted into its leading edge foot will be described in

this chapter, by making use of the techniques and procedures

employed in the previous chapter. The results with the clean

cylinder are described first, followed by the modified results

when the passive device was made use of and the discussion.

5.2 CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM

A right hand Cartesian co-ordinate system (X,Y,Z) with

positive X taken on the downstream direction and the polar

co-ordinate system (r,0) with origin at the centre of the

Circle are used.

5.3 RESULTS WITH CLEA1'>1 CIRCULAR CYLINDER

The results on the clean circular cylinder are described

in the followd-ng order of the flow approaching the circular

Cylinder s (i) laminar flow, (ii^ transition to turbulent flow,

®nd (iii) fully turbulent flow.



For the present results, the Reynolds number was

increased/decreased by changing both the circular cylinder

size and the flow speed.

5,3.1 Laminar Flow

The HSV around circular cylinder in approaching laminar

flow was investigated by the visualization of flow with powdered

KMnO^ on a water table an TiC’^ fumes in low speed, low turbu-

lence wind tunnel and pressure measurements on the upstream

plane of symmetry of the circular cylinder. The overall range

of Reynolds number covered was 60 < Re < 3200

a. Flow Visualization

The picture in Fig. 5,1 shows a perspective view of the

dye flow around the junction of 25 ran diameter circular cylinder

kept vertically in the test section of the water table. The

dye flow experiments were conducted at a nominal water speed

of 10 cm/sec, corresponding to Re = 3197, based on the 2.5 cm

diameter of the cylinder and Fr = 0.146, based on the water

depth of about 5 cm. The dye patterns obtained are shown in

plan, top front and top rear views in the pictures of fig. 5.2

3»b and c respectively. The camera shutter time was 1/125 sec.

Fig. 5.3 shows a composite outline of the flow, drawn from the

three views of the dye pattern, showing the various salient

dimensions in terms of the cylinder diameter, D. The region

in between the solid line and the circular cylinder, (fig. 5. 3),

appearing white in figs. 5.2 a and b can be identified as the
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local scour affected region around the circular cylinder and

the red dye as the sand like sedimentary bed around a circular
cylinder shape river bridge pier. The wake-vortex interaction

is observed in fig. 5.2c, highlighting the fomation of 'neck*

like region, about 2D downstream of cylinder, due to the bending

of the two streamwise arms of HSV, under the alternate pulling

action of the two verti al vortices formed at the rear of the

circular cylinder, causing a low pressure region in the Bear

wake region of the cylinder, termed as vacuum cleaner action

by Breusers et.al. (1977).

Figs. 5.4 a,b and c show pictures of TiCl^ fumes around

25 mm diameter cylinder in perspective, top front and top rear

views, at a nominal wind speed of 95 cm/sec, corresponding to

Re ^ 1450 and D/s* - 4.5. The liquid TiCl^ was applied by

Technique I described in chapter III. A line sketch of the plan

view is shown in fig. 5,4d, drawn from the shots b and c. Two

dominant rings of the accumulation of TiCl^ fumes are observed

in figs. 5.4 a and b which are identified as the two secondary

vortices around the circular cylinder. A thread like region is

also observed around the base of the cylinder in fig. 5.4a.

Referring to Sutton's experiment in the frontispiece of

Thwaites (i960). Baker (1979), reproduced in fig. 1.3 and

described in section 4.3.1 a of chapter IV, a six vortex

system of HSV around circular cylinder is identified in fig 5.4.

The present test conditions i.e.. Re - 1450 and D/s* - 4.5,
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however, show a borderline case between two and four vortex

system from fig. 6 of Baker (1979), for a circular cylinder

of ^ = 0.5 and blockage ratio of 6,2><.

The bending of the streamwise arms of HSV is observed from

the white inpressions of the surface flow and the streamwise

ends of the dense, white rings of the accumulation of TiCl^

fumes (secondary vortices), i.; figs. 5.4 a,b and c. These

secondary vortices were observed to get lifted up in the near

wake region. Fig. 5.4c shows the low pressure region, from

the TiCl^ fumes in the near wake of the circular cylinder.

TiCl^ flow visualization of HSV around circular cylinders

of other diameters was also carried out under the same wind

speed, and the model location. The results of this visual study

are shown in Table 5.1. This is perhaps the first time

that a picture of the multicellular HSV all around the circular

cylinder in laminar flow has been presented from TiCl^ flow

visualization technique in a wind tunnel. It also verifies

the multivortex structure of HSV presented by Baker (1979) with

the independent technique of TiCl^ flow visualization.



Table 5.1

Structure of HSV around Circular Cylinder
junction in Laminar Flow

SI.
No.

Diameter
(ram)

L
D

D
Vortex structureKe_ ^ " *

S

1 50 6 2900 9 Oscillatory

2 37.5 6 2175 6.75 6 vortices

3 25 6 1450 4.5 6 vortices

4 12.5 6.4 725 2.25 4 vortices

5 6 9.2 363 1.13 4 vortices

6 3 CO 182 0.56 2 vortices

7 1 oo 60 0.19 2 vortices
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b. Pressure Measurements

Fig. 5.5 shows the pressure distribution on the upstream
plane of symmetry of the pressure model of circular cylinder

at Re=22CX), D/S =5.5. Three weak pressure dips at 0.9D, I.ID

and 1.5D upstream of the centre of the cylinder are observed.

B^lik (1973) and Baker (1979, 1980) identified such local

dips of pressures assuciated with the core of primary horseshoe

vortex. TiCl^ flow visualization of HSV around 25 mm dia

Circular cylinder shows six vortex structurt. at Re - 1450

(figs. 5.4), before the oscillations of HSV appeared at

increased wind speed. Three lower pressure regions, therefore,

may be identified with the core locations of three primary

vortices. Baker's (1979) date at Re =2050, D/S* = 21.7 (this

was the lowest D/6* reported) is shown on the same plot and

appears in good qualitative agreement. However, Baker's (1979)

<lata shows one strong pressure dip at about 0.7D from the centre

of cylinder.

Transition to Turbulent Flow

The oscillatory behaviour of HSV was probed by a 'u*

sensitive hot wire inserted from the top of the wind tunnel

test section maintaining the same location of the hot wire

probe from the floor and surface of the circular cylinder,

®od in the same manner as in the case of round nose pier in

section 4.3.2.
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The pictures of spectra and traces of hot wire signals

of HSV oscillations with increasing wind speed are presented

in fi9» 5«6a. Steady oscillations of HSV with a frequency

of 11.2 Hz appear around Re = 2440 and D/8* = 6. Steady, distinct

and discrete frequencies of HSV oscillation alongwith higher

harmonics are observed as the wind ^eed is gradually increased,

till the onset of mixed frequencies at Re - 4200, D/6* - 7.5,

beyond which it tends to become turbulent flow. Highly random

behaviour of HSV oscillations was reported by Baker (1979)

from wind tunnel experiments. The range of Strouhal frequency

observed was 0.26 < St < 0.40, with St -s- 0.6 at higher Re. A

detail discussion is given in 5.5.1.

The variation of Strouhal frequency, St with Re and D/S*

in fig. 5.6b shows St~ 0.2 with higher harmonics in the range

2200 < Re < 4400 and 6 < d/6* < 10. The local mean velocity

u is observed to be about 0.10 of U and u* increases from

about zero to 0.015 of U in the above range of Re and D/S*
CO

in fig, 5,6c. Beyond this range a number of mixed frequencies

with intermittent bursts of turbulence started appearing, and

appears to be associated with the transition in the free stream

from fig, 3.5a. The local mean velocity u becomes steady at

about 0.11 of U upto Re - 7500 and u' rises to about 0.07

at Re 0: 6,000. It may be observed from figs. 4.6 and 4.7 that

the oscillatory behaviour of HSV around the vertical pier with

^ound nose appears similsr to that around circular cylinder.
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ring like patterns and the outer region consisting of two

nearly clear arc like patches. These two regions are

distinguished by the outer boundary of the inner region,

identified as the primary separation line S, located at a radius
of about 1.2D from the centre of the circle. The region

downstream of this separation line is the space occupied by

the HSV and is interpreted from Baker (1980) as follows •

the narrow clear region around the circle is identified as

due to the secondary vortex 0, similar to the one observed

around the cylinder in TiCl^ flow visualization in figs. 5,4a

and b, and the powder-oil accumulation in between the separation

line S and the vortex 0 is identified as the secondary vortex

on the surface, and its downstream edge as the secondary separa-

tion line The saddle point of primary separation, though

not clearly visible, should lie on the primary separation line

The nodal point of attachment between these two saddle points

S and (Hunt et.al,, 1978) is not distinguishable in this

picture. The streamwise arm of the HSV at mid-span of the

cylinder shows a continuation of the thread like ring from

the upstream side, and showing a clear region in between this

line and the cylinder, and three other regions of varying

density of the suspension mixture. It, therefore, shows that

there is a four vortex system around 50 mm dia. cylinder at

= 15536, D/S* = 22. Furthermore, it may be observed from

tigs. 5.8 and 5.9, that for 37.5 mm and 25 mm diameter cylinders,

at He _ 1X552, D/6* = 16.5 and Re = 7768, D/6* = 11 respectively,



the surface oil film patterns appear similar to that around

50 mm diameter cylinder. It can, therefore, be inferred from

above that the four vortex system of HSV exists around these

two circular cylind ers as well.

Figs, 5.10 a and b show the pictures of surface oil

film pattern around 12.5 mm circular cylinder, at Re = 3884

and D/s* = 5,5, taken after 10 minutes of tunnel run. Th

primary separation line S, is identified in the similar manner

as for the 50 mm diameter cylinder, and in between this line

and the cylinder, there appears a thread like narrow ring

encircling the 12.5 mm dia cylinder in shot 'a', which referr-

ing to fig. 1.2, is identified as vortex 0 and it is inferred

that it is a two vortex structure. It may also be observed

that the overall characteristics of this flow pattern appear

different from the four vortex patterns. The surface flow

patterns in figs. 5.11 and 5.12, around circular cylinders of

diameter 6 and 3 mm respectively appear, similar to around

12.5 mm diameter cylinder. It is, therefore, inferred from

above that for Reynolds number below 4000, it is two vortex

system of HSV around circular cylinder. Figs. 5.12 a and b

show line sketches of the four and two vortex structures.

These observations are summarised in Table 5.2 , which

also includes x and x , the distances from cylinder's centre
S 3

to the separation line S snd on the upstream plane of

Symmetry and w the maximum laterel width of the surface pattern#

The variations of w/D are plotted in fig. 5*14»



Table 5.2

Summary of results from Surface Flow Patterns

U D
Sr. No. Cylinder Re=

dia ^
mm.

1 50 15,536

2 37.5 11,652

3 25 7,768

4 12.5 3,884

5 6 1,942

971

D
No. of
vorti-
ces

Is w
¥

6 D D D

oo 4 1.19 0.67 2.52

16.5 4 1.26 0.69 2.78

11 4 1.33 0.67 3.07

5.5 2 1.64 - 3.0

2.75 2 1.74 .. 4.0

6 3 1.38 2 1.54 3.68
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Which shows that x^/D increases with Re up to Re c: 2,000 and

decreases rapidly upto Re 8,000, beyond which the decrease

in Xg/D appears to be almost asymptotic. The variation of w/D

appears to follow the similar trend and
q appears to remain

constant for this Re No. range.

b. Pressure Measurements

(i) Floor Pressures Arouno the Cylinder

Detail pressures on the floor around the pressure model

of circular cylinder were measured at Re - 8600, D/S* c: 11.6,

and Re - 13,000, D/S* - 14.5 at the angular positions

(fig. 3.3) 0=0°, +20°, +45°, +90°, +135° and 180°. The

pressure distribution on the upstream plane of symmetry of

the circular cylinder is presented in fig. 5.15a. The

adverse pressure gradient begins to appear at about 4D

upstream of the centre of the cylinder and builds up rapidly

within about 2D closee to the cylinder. A weak dip

in the pressure is observed at about 0.9D upstream, and is

identified as the core location of the primary vortex from

B^lik (1973) and Baker (1980), whose data are also plotted

for the sake of comparison. The details of complete test

conditions of B&lik are not available. It was pointed out

by Baker (1987) that the horseshoe vortices were found

sensitive to L/6* and blockage ratio. A difference in the core

location is therefore, due to different experimental



setup. A good qualitative agreement, however, appears between

these pressure plots and the present work.

It is observed from the floor pressures all around the

cylinder at Re 8600, D/6* 'i'll. 5 and Re ^ 13,000 and D/S*=il4.

in fig. 5.15b, that the lower pressure region, associated

with the location of primary vortex, appears to widen as the

HSV turns around t! cylinder, and the core location of

primary vortex appears to move towards the circular cylinder.

At 0=20^ and 45^, it shifts to 0.8D and 0,7D respectively.

At 0 > 90®, the pressure dips are not distinguishable.

A nearly constant region of lower pressure was found to

exist at 0=180® up to about ID downstream of the centre,

beyond which the tendency of pressure recovery appeared,

(ii) Surface Pressures on the cylinder

The pressure distribution on the periphery of the

circular cylinder upto •g=2, at the same test conditions

and the angular locations, where floor pressures were

measured, is shown in fig. 5.16a. A vertically downward

and favourable pressure gradient of about 0.5 is measured

on the cylinder at 0=0, from z/D of about 0.6 to 0,1 and

near the floor, a slight positive gradient exists, which

appears to indicate the presence of the secondary vortex O.

As the HSV starts turning along the periphery of the cylinder,

the downward gradient appears to change in magnitude and
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sign progressively as is evident from the pressure plots

at 0=20® and 45®, where the downward gradient along the vertical

generator appears to decrease both in. the extent and the magni-

tude and the upward flow region tends to increase accordingly.

Furthermore, it can be observed from the pressure plots at

0 1 90®, that no vertical pressure gradient is evident on the

circular cylinder at these angular locations. Fig. 5.16b presents

the pressure plot on the wall-cylinder junction, showing higher

suction pressures on the surface of the cylinder, beyond the

region of secondary flows.

c. Total Head Survey

The streamwise arm of HSV around the 25 mm dia circular

cylinder was probed for its vortex structure through the

traverses of shielded Pitot-tube in a grid of 300 points,

measuring 30xl5mm, at 0=90° in the Y-Z plane as viewed from the

downstream end in fig. 5.17. The number of vortices and their

sense of rotation are interpreted in the same manner as in 4.3.3c

for the round nose pier.

Four vortices are observed from fig. 5.17 as follows t

(i) ^ faint appearance of a small counter clockwise vortex at

the cylinderi identified as the secondary vortex 0,
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(ii) a large clockwise rotating vortex, identified as the

primary vortex 1, located between O.ID and 0.4D from the

surface of the cylinder,

(iif) ® counter clockwise rotating vortex, identified as the

secondary vortex 1, on the floor, located at about 0.5D

from the cylinder,

(iv) The fourth vortex, clockwise in rotation is not prominent

in appearance from these total head contours, but the

continuity of the velocity gradient demands that there

should be a clockwise vortex close to the vortex (iii)^

identified as the primary vortex 2.

A complete picture of the structure of the streamwise arm

of HSV around circular cylinder has been presented from constant

total head contours for the first time,

5.4 THE MODIFIED HORSE SHOE VORTEX

Fig. 5.18a shows a picture of 25 mm diameter circular

cylinder with the passive device fitted into its leading edge

foot, and its three orthogonal views are shown in fig. 5.18b,

The results of modified HSV around the circular cylinder with

passive device are presented in this article in the same order

of flow conditions approaching the cylinder as in the preceding

section 5.3.
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5.4.1 Laminar Flow

The picture in fig. 5.19 presents a perspective view of the

circular cylinder with passive device, kept in the test section

of water table. It's comparison with the corresponding view

(fig. 5.1) of clean cylinder shows that the white region around

the cylinder is altered by the passive device in bringing the

red c»>ior « agion around the junction of the cylinder.

The dye patterns around the circular cylinder with the

passive device at Re = 3026 based on 25 mm diameter of the

cylinder and Fr = 0.135 based on 5 cm depth of water, at nominal

water speed of 10 cm/sec. are shown in plan, top front and top

rear views in figs. 5.20 a,b and c respectively. A comparison

with the corresponding pictures with clean pier (figs. 5.2a,b

and c) shows a significant modification of the vortex flow

brought about by the passive device. The small oblong region

around the apex of the passive device and two red streaklines

progressing downstream along the central spinal rib are

identified as the attenuated horseshoe vortex formed at the apex-

floor junction, and its streamwise arms in figs. 5.20 a and b.

Furthermore, two distinct red streaklines in relatively light

Colored water appear to be due to the spiralling region of LESV

below the leading edges. The passive device modifies the wake-

Vortex interaction significantly as evident from the upward

Movement of the colored water behind the cylinder, through the
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action of LESV (fig. 5. 19), and its effect is observed in the

far wake as well, as shown in fig. 5.20c, where an overall

change of flow pattern is observed, as in the case of round

nose pier with device in chapter IV.

The picture in fig. 5.21 a provides a perspective view (from

rear) of TiCl^ fumes around the circular cylinder with passive

device, showing the overall phenomenon a\ Re = 1430, U/s*=4.5.

The liquid TiCl^ was applied by technique I (chapter III).

Two vortices coming out of the passive device are observed in

place of the six vortex system HSV without the passive device

in fig. 5.4a. The upper vortex behind the cylinder (fig. 5. 21a)

is identified as the apex vortex (streamwise arm of AHSV)

,

formed at the ^ex-floor junction in fig. 5.21b which shows

a top perspective view of the same phenomenon. The innermost

streaklines are identified as the apex vortices The outer vortex

identified as LESV modifies the wake-vortex interaction, shown

by the ’neck' of ID width located at about 3D downstream. Top

front view in fig. 5.21e shows the proximity of LESV to the

surface of the cylinder. The action of LESV in reducing the

•neck’ region is shown clearly by the bringing in of the dense

fumes of TiCl. from the outer flow field and throwing them

upwards by both the arms of LESV, in the rear top view in

5,21d. A line sketch of the modified vortex structure around

Circular cylinder is shown in fig. 5.22.
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5,4.2 Transition to Turbulent Flow

The oscillations of the modified vortex flow around the

circular cylinder with passive device were recorded using the

same procedure as in section 4.4.2 by maintaining the identi-

cal location of the 'u* sensitive hot wire probe on the upper

surface of the passive device.

The pictures of spectra and ^ract j of the hot wire are

shown with increasing wind speed in fig. 5.23a. The oscillations

of the vortex flow on the upper surface of the passive device

are changed, apparently due to the accelerating flow. Low

frequency, low amplitude oscillations can be observed in the

range 2DOO <Re <4400 and 5< D/S* <10. Fig. 5.23b shows that

these low frequency oscillations correspond to a value of

St^yO.OS in the above range of Re and D/s*. However, an increase

in the local mean velocity ratio —^ from about 0.10 {clean
oo

cylinder) to a linear variation from 0,18 to 0.24, in the range

2000 <Re < 4200, is observed in fig. 5,23c. The local turbu-

lence 0— is below 0.05 in this range. Beyond Re — 4200, a
GO

jun^ in the turbulence to about 10>^ at Re - 6,000 is shown,

which is apparently due to the flow having become turbulent at

Re - 5000 (fig. 3.5a)

.

^.4.3 Turbulent Flow

The modified vortex flow around the junction of circular

cylinder with passive device attached to its leading edge foot

was investigated from surface oil film patterns, detail pressure



measurements on the floor and the periphery of the cylinder,

and total head survey in the Y-Z plane at its mid-span,

a. Surface Oil Film Patterns

Figs. 5.24a and b show surface oil film pattern around

25 mm dia circular with the passive device, at a nominal wind

speed of about 5 m/sec., correspondi>'»g to Re = 7800, D/6*=ll.

Shots 'a* and 'b' were taken as in section 4.3.3a. The surface

flow patterns below the device appear similar to that around

the pier model of round nose with the passive device in

section 4.4.3. The oblong looking line around the apex of the

passive device is identified with the formation of AHSV and

the accumulations of powder-oil mixture below the passive

device along the spinal rib and in the region below the leading

edge, indicate the surface generated vorticity due to the apex

vortex and LESV, as in case of round nose pier with device in

figs. 4.8a and b. The almost clean region around the cylinder

appears to be due to LESV in bringing the fluid towards the

cylinder, as indicated by the surface streamlines. This region

extends about 2D downstream of the cylinder. These surface

flow patterns are sketched in fig. 5.24c.

Pressure Measurements

Detail pressures were measured on the floor and periphery

of the pressure model of the cylinder with the passive device



mounted at its leading edge foot, at Re - 85CX), D/s* - 11.4

and Re 12,800, D/S* - 14.3 corresponding to nominal wind

Speeds of 5,7 m/sec. and 8.5 m/sec. respectively, at the

angular locations 0=0®, +20°, +45®, +90®, +135° and 180°

along with corresponding pressures on clean cylinder. The

symmetry of flow about the circular cylinder is also presented.

(i) Floor Pressures around the Cylinder

Fig. 5,25a shows pressure distribution on the upstream plane

of symmetry of the circular cylinder at Re = 8377, D/6*=ll,2

and Re = 12560, D/6* = 14.3 respectively. The surface pressures

below the passive device are modified significantly. A reduction

of 1^'A and 75>< in the pressure gradient at Re ~ 8400 and

Re - 12,600 respectively, below the passive device (2D upstream

of the centre) . The corresponding reductions in C at the

foot of the cylinder are ll'A and IZ’A respectively. The pressure

variations over the upper surface of the device are also plotted

The difference of pressure between the upper surface and the

floor shows the pressure jump across the passive device, which

causes the formation of leading edge separation vortices.

Fig, 5.25b presents reduction of 66;^ and 50/. in the floor

pressure gradient at r - 2D, and Cp at the foot of the cylinder,

0«+2O®. Fig. 5.25c shows that there appears a tendency of

favourable pressure gradient tow'ards the cylinder at r “ 2D,

at 0 - +45°^ the pressure at the foot of the cylinder appears

at
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to remain unaltered.

Fig* 5.25d shows that there appears an improvement of about

50y: in the favourable pressure gradient at r - 0,9D, at

0 a +90® and reduction in C at the foot of the cylinder
It

is observed.

Fig. 5,25e shows a tendency of favourable pressure gradient at

r - 2D, at 0 = 135® and a reduction of about 33/. in C at the
P

foot.

Fig. 5.25f shows a marginal reduction in the pressures upto

r - 1,5D, the pressure recovery, thereafter, appears to be

faster at 0 = 180®.

(ii) Surface Pressures on the Cylinder

Pressure measurements on the periphery of the cylinder

with the passive device were made along the vertical generator

at the angular locations of floor pressure measurements. Fig. 5.26a

presents these pressure variations at 0=0® and +20®, both with

and without the passive device. The downward pressure gradient

on the cylinder face at 0 = 0® shows a discontinuity at the

trailing edge of the passive device. The reduction in Cp at z/D=0,5,

the flow are about 68/ and 78/ respectively within the

device, and the reduction of pressure gradient appears to be

^^/. The pressure variations at 0=+2O shows the various flow

^ogions on the vertical cylinder as follows.
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(i) an upward flow from z/D - 0.8 onwards

(ii) a downward flow from z/D - 0.8 to z/D - 0.5

(iii) an upward flow from z/D ^0.3 to z/D ^0.5
(iv) a downward flow from z/D 0.3 to z/D - 0,1

(v) a weak upward flow from the floor region

This typical pressure v ariation on the cylinder surface

at 0 = 20® within the height of the device, appears due to the

somersaulting of the apex vor^ax a , the cylinder face. The

downward flow at (ii) appears to be due to the downstream

movement of HSV like flow from the junction of upper surface

trailing edge of the device with the cylinder.

Fig, 5,26b shows the pressure variations on the cylinder

surface at 0 = +45® and +90® with and without the passive

device. The various flow regions at 0 =+45® are as follows.

(i) a downward flow upto z/D - 0.7

(ii) an upward flow from z/D - 0,4

(iii) a downward flow from z/D - 0.4 to z/D - 0.2

(iv) an upward flow from the floor region

It may be mentioned that the apex vortex has come out

from beneath the passive device at this angular location of

the cylinder and is believed to be in the process of lift up

under the action of LESV, and this typical variations of pressu

appear due to this interaction of apex vortex and LESV, at the

cylinder. The pressure plot at 0 =+90® shows only two distinct

flow regions, i.e.,
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(i) a downward flow from z/D 0.6 to z/D 0.2
(ii) an upward flow from the floor region

It may be noted from the above plots that, in 0=-»-9O°, a

comparatively stronger upward flow is observed. This shows that
the lift up process of apex vortex gets conpleted at 0a9O°.

Fig. 5.26c shows the pressure variations along the cylinder
height with and without tht pas? ive device at 0 =+135° and 0=+18O?
Both of these plots indicate upward flow along the cylinder,

being more pronounced at 0=180°. The observations from the

pressure variation on the cylinder with the passive device are

summarized in the line sketches in fig, 5.26d,

(iii) Symmetry of Pressures

Figs, 5.27 a-d show the floor pressure measurements around the

circular cylinder with and without the device at 0=^20°, +45°,

±90° and +135° respectively at Re - 8600, 0/6* or 11 . 5 . The corres-

ponding modified pressures are also plotted. The flov^ symmetry

Ground the circular cylinder is observed from these plots. Figs.

bt28a and b show the symmetry of flow on the periphery of the

Cylinder with and without the passive device.

Total Head Survey

The streamwise arm of the modified vortex flow around 25 irni

'diameter cylinder was probed by plotting constant total head

Contours from the traverses of a shielded pitot tube in a grid of
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30x22 mm at 450 points pin the Y-z plane at the mid-span, at

Re 8300, D/S* 11,3, Fig. 5.29 presents these contours

as viewed from the downstream end. The number of vortices

and their sense of rotation were interpreted in the same manner

as in 4,3,3,c for the round nose pier as follows :

(i) a large counter clockwise leading edge separation vortex

from the passive d^vict
.

(ii) a small counter clockwise vortex on the floor close

to the cylinder,

(iii) a small clockwise vortex (apex vortex) at the cylinder

(iv) a large clockwise vortex away from the region of

• influence of LESV.

In addition a vertically downward flow region at z/D 0.5

(also in fig. 5.26c, 0=90®) is observed. The small counter

clockwise vortex close to the cylinder junction is believed to

form due to an interaction of LESV with the cylinder and the

apex vortex. This plot makes it clear that the size and strength

of LESV are more than the apex vortex.

A complete picture of the streamwise arm of the modified

vortex flow around circular cylinder junction with floor, and

the passive device attached to its leading edge foot, is pre-

sented.



5.5 DISCUSSION

The earlier experimental investigations of HSV around the

junction of circular cylinder with floor, carried out in wind

tunnel by smoke flow visualization, surface oil flow patternj;

and pressure measurements by Belik (1973) and Baker (I979,19a:i)

were restricted to the ups ream plane of symmetry of the

cylinder. It has been discussed in chapter IV, that it is

essential to investigate the streamwise arm of HSV alongwith

a study of the flow phenomenon at the trailing edge, apart fxem

the flow field in the upstream plane of the body. An experimeiitaJ

investigation of HSV around the junction of circular cylinder

with floor, and its modification using the passive d vice

(Gupta, 1987) has been described from detail flow visualizcii . on

and pressure measurements in this chapter.

5.5,1 HSV Around Circular Cylinder

The water-dye flow visualization provided complete picture-

of the gross region of HSV around the circular cylinder junct.ion

with floor and the detail structure of this vortex flow was

provided by TiCl^ fumes in a low speed wind tunnel in figs, 5 . 1 ,

5.2 and 5.4 respectively. The use of the dense white fumes of

TiCl4 (Freymuth et.al., 1985) for visualization of complete HSV

in figs. 5,4, at Re = 1450, D/6*'~4.5, in a simple manner with

ordinary photographic techniques, indicating six vortex structure

is an independent verification of Baker s (1979) results. Tlie



nature and number of vortices observed with different cylinders

at the nominal wind speed of 95 cm/sec are presented in Table

5.2. The pressure distribution on the upstream plane of

syiranetry of circular cylinder (fig. 5.5) at Re = 2200, U/S-»=5.5,

L/Ds6, L/6*=33, BR=3y. shows three pressure dips, and Baker's

(1979) data, at Re =2050, D/6*=21.7, L/D=4.8, L/6*=104, BR=5.3/

shows one pressure dip. Baker (1987) has pointed out the-^ horse-

shoe vortices were sensitive to L/6* and blockage ratio.

The oscillatory behaviour of HSV around circular cylinder

appeared similar to that around the pier model with round nose,

and was not found random as reported by Baker (1979), who found

'one of the following four different wave forms, at different

times under the same test conditions, i.e., (i) steady trace

with no oscillation, (ii) a low frequency oscillation, (iii) a

high frequency oscillation and (iv) an irregular turbulent trace*.

In the present work steady, distinct and discrete fundamental

frequencies of St<siO,2, alongwith higher harmonics were observed

in the range 2200 <Re <4400, and 5 <D/S* <10 from a u-probe hot

wire, as shown in figs. 5.6 a-c. A composite plot of fig. 5.6b

and Baker's results is presented in fig. 5.:^. This calls

for a careful look at the oscillatory behaviour of HSV and the

following points in Baker's data (1979) are highlighted to

this end.

(i) the *u'-probe hot wire for measurement of vortex oscilla-

W3 S inserted into the test section through a hole

beneath the HSV system.
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(ii) the smoke flow visualization with the probe in this
position did not affect the flow,

(iii) ttg. 10 a shows pressure distribution on the upstream
plane of symmetry of the cylinder in laminar flow
at Re=4790, D/S* =33.8 with a pressure minima at about
0.8D from the centre of the cylinder.

(iv) Fig, i3 shows HSV spectra (x/D =-0.82, y/D=0.063,

z/D=0) at Re=4720, D/6*=33.8, and Re=478C, D/6*=34,2,

showing two different peaks of St, at 0.26 and 0.36

respectively.

It was, however, not clear, as to why a laminar horseshoe

vortex should present an oscillatory behaviour at nearly identi-

cal test conditions. It is conjectured at this stage, that the

randomness of vortex oscillations might have been due to some

inadvertent leakage of air from outside to the HSV through the

hole for inserting the hot wire probe. This aspect was examined

tn some detail. A 0.5 mm dia. hole was drilled slightly upstream

of the cylinder. TiCl^ flow visualization at Re - 1400, D/6*-4.4

showed an oscillatory character. When the hole was plugged

from below the six vortex system re-appeared. This was repeated

3 number of times, providing the same observation. It was there-

fore, inferred that the highly random oscillatory behaviour of

reported by Baker (1979) might have been caused by some

leakage
. of air into the horseshoe vortex flow.



The number of vortices in HSV, in turbulent flow inferred

from surface flow patterns (figs. 5.7-.5.12) showed that the

vortex structure depends upon Reynolds number. Four vortices

were observed in the range 7700 < Re < 16,000 in agreement with

Baker (19^) , and two vortex structure was observed at Re <4,000.

However, Langston and Boyle (1982) obtained two vortex structure

from their ’novel technique of dot in'* matrix and wintergreen

oil’, around 16 cm diameter cylinder, at Re=2. 46x10^ and

0/6*=42.1, BR=8,74/. (fc = «,-*=«) . It was also pointed out by
s

them that 'detail pressure measurements need to be carried out

to verify this result' .

Detail pressure measurements on the floor around the

Cylinder provide location of the core of the primary horseshoe

vortex, but do not give consistent clue to the exact number of

vortices. This was provided by the constant total head contours,

which clearly showed four vortex structure of HSV at Re -8300,

D/s* £ 11,3 -the streamwise arm of HSV around the circular

cylinder in fig, 5.17.

^*^*2 Aerodynamics of Delta—Wing-Like Passive Device

It was observed from the present work that the phenomenon

associated with the movement of the streamwise arm of AHSV, i.e.

apex vortex, and its exit from the passive device were

Similar to that described in Chapter IV. This identical behaviour

^®low the device appears to be due to the same leading edge shape

the round nose pier and the circular cylinder.



5.5.3 The Modification of HSV

The delta-wing-like passive device attached to the leading

edge foot of the circular cylinder modifies the HSV flow struc-

ture in the same way as described in section 4.5, with the

additional observation of pressure variation on the periphery

of the cylinder.

The passive device causes significant reduction of the

downward pressure gradient, and the C , on the upstream face

of the cylinder within the device i.e. z/D=0.5. This portion

of the cylinder is isolated from the rest, by the altitude

of the device. A sharp discontinuity of pressure, resulting in

35/. reduction in the pressure gradient was measured in this part

of the cylinder. The pressure variations on clean cylinder were

presented. In modified vortex flow, the somersaulting and lift

of the apex vortex were observed through the pressure variations

along the surface of the cylinder.

The wake-vortex system gets modified in the similar manner

as in Chapter IV * by the action of LESV in pushing upwards, the

two vertical vortices at the rear of the cylinder. The pressure

distributions on the cylinder at 0=18O^Cfig. 5 . 26 c) supplement

the flow visualization results.

The vortex oscillations on the upper surface of the passive

device get suppressed due to the accelerating flow.
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Fig, 5,1 A PERSPECTIVE VIEV^ OF DYE PATTERNS AROUND

CIRCULAR CYLINDER



PLAN VIEW

C. TOP REAR VIEV

DYE PATTERNS AROUND CIRCULAR CYLINDER, L/
BR=10%, Re=3l97, Pr*0,146 (FLOW FROM LEFT
TO RIGHT)



3 -40

FIG. 5-3 LINE SKETCH OF DYE PATTERNS
Re = 3197, Fr =0-146 ,L/D =6

,

BR=10%



a, PERSPECTIVE VIEW

c, TOP rear view

Fig, 5.4 Tiflit FLOW AROUND
JUNCTION, L/D=6,

CIRCULAR CYLINDER

BR=3%, Re=1450, =4.5
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t-20 Min. (FLOW ON)

b. t = 20 Min.

Pig. 5,7 SURFACE OIL FILM PATTERNS AROUND 50 mm
CIRCULAR CYLINDER^ L/D= 3, BR=6. 2%.
Re=15536, D/^* = 22











a. t = 8 Min, (FLOW ON)

b, t = 12 Min. (FLOW ON)

^9* 5.12 SURFACE OIL FII/«1 PATTERN AROUND 3 mm
CIRCULAR CYLINDER Re *= 60, D/£* » 1,38
(FLOW FROM RIGHT TO LEFT)



Separation tine

Attachment line

(a) Four vortex system

(b) Two vortex system

FIG.5-13 surface STREAM LINES AROUND

CIRCULAR CYLINDER
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Pig. 5.18a A VIEW OP 25 mm
PASSIVE DEVICE

CIRCULAR CYLINDER WITH
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Pig, 5,19 A PERSPECTIVE VIEVJ OF DYE PATTERNS AROUND

CIRCULAR CYLINDER WITH PASSIVE DEVICE,

L/D = 6, BR = 10%, Re = 3026, Fr = 0.135
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a. PLAN VIEW

b, TOP FRONT VIEW

C, TOP REAR VIEW

Pig. 5.20 DYE PATTERNS

tS right)'



a. REAR

PERSPECTIVE VIEV/

b. FRONT

PERSPECTIVE VIEV*’

c. TOP FRONT VIEW

d. TOP REAR VIEW

5.21 CIRCTJLAR CYLINDER WITHDEVICE Re = 1450- D/r* - ii c: v-rnw
right in (a) AND RIGHT TO LEFT
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CHAPTER VI

EFFECT OF LEADING EDGE SHAPE ON HSV AND THE MODIFIED HSV

6.1 INTRODUCTION

It was observed in Chapters IV and V that the horseshoe

vortex around the junctions of round nose pier model and circular

cylinder with floor, and its modification with the passive

device appeared similar due th identical leadinq edge shape

in the two cases. The effect of leading edge shape of the pier

model on the structure of HSV, and on the modified HSV due to the

passive device will be established in this chapter, by using the

same procedure and techniques as in the precedino chapters. Tne

pier models with blunt and streamlined nose shapes were used.

The model with truncated face, i.e., rectangular pier model is the

fixtreme case and laboratory measurements of local scour depths

its leading edge have been reported and are used as refeience

data, while the streamlined leading edge shapes cause minimum

local scour depth at the nose (Breusers et.al., 1977). A total of

three pier models used for describing this effect, were!

(i) rectangular pier model, (ii) wedge nose model and (iii) lenti~

cular pier model. The results of HSV around clean pier models are

described first, followed by the HSV modification and the discu-

ssions.

^•2 COORDINATE SYSTEM

A right hand Cartesian co-ordinate system X.Y.Z with origin

the pier leading edge and positive X in the downstream direction

the plane of symmetry was used. Howevei. when presenting



pressures around the pier models, a local co-ordinate ’s* was

used with origin at the pier-floor junction, locally normal to

the pier wall for convenience.

6.3 RESULTS WITH CLEAN PIER MODELS

The results with rectangular and streamline nose pier models

are described in the following order of flow approach ig their

leading edges : (i) laminar flow, (ii) transition to turbulent

flow, and (iii) fully turbulent flow. The Reynolds number was

changed by changing the flow speed in a facility.

6.3.1 Laminar Flow

The HSV around rectangular, wedge nose and lenticular pier

models was investigated by flow visualization using KA^nO^ on

water table, TiCl^ fumes, and oressure measurer.,.nts on the upstream

plane of syn^etry of pier models in the low - ed, low turbulence

wind tunnel. The overall ranae of Reynol- s • er

1400 < Re < 32C-0 in the laminar regime.

a. Dye Flow Visualization

+hpse Diei models weie obtained
The dye patterns arouna these pi

J.U. t.ia+oT table at a nominal waterspeed
in the test section of the water table

4.... Do - 3197. based on P.5 cm
of 10 cm/sec., corresponding to Re

oarh of the models, and
Of the maximum lateral dimension of each

water depth of 5 These dye
Fr = 0.146 based on the nominal water aep

hpd in plan, top front ana top rear views
patterns were photographed P
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with camera shutter time of 1/125 sec. to provide maximum details

of the flow phenomenon.

(i) Dye Patterns Around Rectangular Pier Model

Figs. 6.1 a and b show the plan and top front views of

the dye patterns. The white region around the pier model is

identified as the separated flow region. The wake-vortex

interaction is observed in fig. 6.1c, as the 'neck region',

located about 2D downstream of the trailing edge and is

about 2D in width.

(ii) Dye Patterns Around Streamline Nose Pier Models

Fig. 6.2 a and b provide the plan and top front views of

dye patterns around wedge nose pier, where the whitish

regions are identified as separated flov regions respectively.

Fig. 6.2c shows the wake-vortex interaction. The 'neck-region'

appears to be reduced in this case.

The dye patterns around lenticular pier model appear in

figs. 6.3a, b and c similar to those around wedge nose pier

model. In both of these streamlined pier models, a recirculatory

now region at the rear of the model is observed. This phenomenon

. --rmo 4* *1 nn of flow thO Sld© WSllS
appears to be due to the separation ot now

of the pier models.

Line sketches of these dye

and 6.3 are shown in figs. 6.4 a

patterns drawn from figs. 6. 1,6.

2

,b and c respectively. The



ntaximum width of the separated flow region around rectangular

pier appears to be 1.5 times of that around the circular

cylinder, the separation line is located at 1.2 times of that

around circular cylinder. The respective dimensions around

streamline nose pier models get reduced over those for circular

cylinder.

b. TiCl^ Flow Visualization

The visualization of HSV around these three pier models

by the dense white fumes of TiCl^ was carried out at the

nominal wind speed of 95 cm/sec, corresponding to Re - 1450

and d/s* ^ 4.5. The application of TiCl^ was made using

technique I as described in chapter III.

(i) TiCl^ Flow Around Rectangular Pier N odel

Fig. 6.5 a shows a rear perspective view of the vortex

flow around rectangular pier model, with rinos clearly visible

in the dense white fumes upstream of the oier. It

oscillating HSV. The camera shutter time for this shot v.as

1/60 sec. The accumulation of TiCl^ as two surface rinns

identified as two secondary vortices make it an oscill«-tina

vortex structure around the pier model. The tcp front

. ^ « 1 / 10 ‘S sec) ws the imp re-
in fig. 6.5b (Camenshutter time 1/125 sec;

A curlinn of whit^ fuin^s
ssions left by these rings. An upwa

at +K . 11 near the leadino edge junction can be
®t the pier side wall near mi.



L/D, and BR being same as in case of earlier models), whereas

a rectangular pier exhibited oscillatory behaviour of a 6 vortex

structure. An upward rising region of white fumes is visible

at the pier wall in fig. 6.6a, The picture in 6.6 c shows

the wake-vortex interaction and the recirculatory region by the

white fumes as observed from the water-dye picture in fig. 6. 2c.

Fig. 6.7 a shows a clear region arou>id the lenticular pier

model in the rear perspective view. Fig. 6.7b shows a distingui-

shable saddle point of separation at ID upstream of the sharp

nose. A two vortex structure of HSV is identified at these test

conditions around lenticular pier model from fig. 1.2. The

Wake—vortex interaction in fig. 6.7c shov s the neck region

located at 2D, about ID in width. The recirculatory reaio \ of

flow is evident from white streaks at the rear of the model

similar to that observed in rater dye patterns (fiq- t..3c).

It is interesting to note that redgc nose pier and le iti-

cular pier models show four and two vortex systems respectively

at the same test conditions. The TlCl, flow patterns fro,,, figs.

6.5, 6.5 and 6.7 are sketched in fig. 6.8, which shows the

» j T^Qi.on scross tlic ii*o

maximum width of the separated flow region

s . +Kca r-ircular cylinder, it is approxi-
1.5 times of that across the circuia y

a. • e, -fAT the wedge nose pier and about 30/.

mately of the same size for tne y

t . 1 A^pr case. The width of the neck region
lesser in the lenticular

maximum behind the rectangular pi
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c. Pressure Measurements

Pressures measured on the upstream plane of rectangular,

wedge nose and lenticular pier models, at a nominal wind

speed of about 1.5 m/sec, corresponding to Re - 2250, D/b*£r5.5

are plotted in fig. 6.9, The Cp curve for rectangular pier

model appears similar to that shown in fig. 11a of Baker(l979)

for Ke = 15,3rJ ar 15,710 for oscillating HSV around circular

cylinder, thereby indicating oscillatory HSV around rectangular

pier model. The oscillating HSV rectangular pier was observed

from TiCl^ flow visualization at Re 1450. The pressure

distributions for wedge nose and lenticular pier model show

one clear pressure dip each at about 0.4D upstream of the pier

leading edge.

The pressure distributions upstream of the round nose pier

and circular cylinder, alongwith Baker's (1979) data at Ke -2050',

D/S* a 21.7, L/D = 4.8 and BR = 5.3;^ are also presented for the

sake of comparison. The trends of Cp variations in the present

work appear similar, v^ith changing magnitudes.

6*3*2 Transition to Turbulent Flow

The oscillations of HSV around these three pier models

were measured by inserting a •u'-sensitrve hot wire probe fro,,,

the top plate by maintaining its location, and using the same

procedure as in 4.3. 2.
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Fig. 6.10 a presents the spectra and traces of vortex

oscillations around rectangular pier models. An early onset

of steady oscillations at Re - 1400, D/6* - 4.4 is observed.

Higher, steady, distinct and discrete harmonics appear as the

wind speed is increased. No. of mixed frequencies start appear-

ing at Re 3300, beyond which the intermittency and bursts

of turbulence were observed. The free stream transition star s

at Re ^ 4000 ^fig. 3.5a).

Fig. 6.10 b shows the spectra and traces of vortex oscilla-

tions around the wedge nose pier model with increasing wind

speed. The onset of HSV oscillations is delayed to Re - 3200.

The auonplitudes and frequencies of oscillations are lower than

those in the rectangular pier case. Mixed frequencies of lov

amplitude begin to appear at Re'- 4200, D/s* - 7.9, beyond

which intermittent bursts of turbulence lead to turbulent signals.

The oscillatory behaviour of HSV around lenticular pier model

as shown in fig. 6.10 c appears similar to that around wedge

nose pier model.

A comparison of the HSV oscillations ai ound these three

pier models with that around the round nose pier and circular

,, ^ 21 ^ aatIv ons0 ojT oscxlXs i^xons
cylinder reveals that there is an y

, and the oscillations are delayed
around the rectangular pier and tne o

. , • j nndels. which shows that the
in case of the streamlined nose mo

^ Knhaviniir of HSV depends upon the
onset of the oscillatory behaviour or n f

pier leading edge shape.
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Fig. 6.11 a and b show the variation of the Strouhal farequency

with Re and D/S* for rectangular and streamline nose pin models

respectively. A steady increase of the fundamental Strouhal

frequency observed in the rectangular pier case is not found

for the streamline nose pier models. Corresponding St values

are lower for streamline nose shapes compared to the rec angular

nose cast. Fig. 6.11 b shows that the local mean velocity

ratio jj- remains about 0.07 for rectangular pier and, it steadilyu

increases from about 0.15 to 0.25 in the streamlined nose

pier models. The local turbulence remains below .01, and

rises suddenly beyond Re 4500 in these cases. The approaching

boundary layer becomes turbulent at Re - 5,000 (fig. 3.5a).

6.3.3 Turbulent Flow

The horseshoe vortex in approaching turbulent flow around the

Junctions of each of the three pier models was Investigated from

surface oil film patterns, detail pressure measurements at the

representative stations (fig- 3-3) and total head survey in the

v-z plane at the mid-span of each of the pier models.

a. Surface Oil Film Patterns

The surface oil film patterns around rectangular, wedge

nose and lenticular pier models were obtained at a nominal wind

to Re - 7800, D/S* H. The
speed of 5 m/sec corresponding

K n-f the figs- 6.13a, b and c were
Shots (i) and (ii) in each of the tig

, „ , -th the tunnel running and immediately after

taken respectively with the

stopping the tunnel#



(i) Surface Flow Patterns Around Rectangular Pier Model

The pictures in fig. 6.13a show the surface oil film

patterns around the rectangular pier model, which appear

similar to those around the round nose pier and circular

cylinders of D 225 mm in sections 4. 3. 3. a and 5. 3. 3. a respec-

tively. Thus four vortex system is identified as f lows refe

rrin^ to Baker (198Q). The narrow clear region parallel to

and around the leading edge is due to the secondary vortex 0.

The first ring like accumulation of the powder-oil mixture at

0.

38D from the leading edge is identified as a surface vortex

1.

e., the secondary vortex 1'. The circular looking distinct

region extends to about 1.25D from the leading edge and its

outer boundary is identified as the primary separatioi line o,

though the saddle point is not clear. The nodal point of attach-

ment between the two separation points (Hunt et.al., 197L)

not distinguishable. The seconaary vortex 0, appears to b<.-come

a part of the separated region appearing black, extending from

the leading edge to the side walls. The circular looking region

of HSV is observed to extend upto about lu from the pier v,all

Up to about 1J> downstream of the leading edge. The complex

wake-vortex interaction is observed at the trailing edge region.

(ii) Surface Flow Patterns Around Streamline Nose lier Kodels

The pictures in fig.

®2round the wedge nose pie

6.13b show the surface oil film patterns

r model, which appear different from the



surface patterns around rectangular and round nose pier models,

and circular cylinders of D 2 25 mm. A narrow, clear and slightly

curved region at the wedge nose is identified as the secondary

vortex 0 formed on the wedge shape leading edge. Two semi-

circular looking clear zones identified as the regions of separa-

tion from the wedge corner, forming vertical vortices appearing

to behave as solid surfaces are observed at the 1 '.ding edge

corner. The secondary vortex O, appears to become a part of this

separated flow region. It may be mentioned that an assymetry

of flow about this type of pier, due to some misalignment may

cause the extent and the strength of such separation bubble to

increase on the leeward side, increasing the local scour depths

on that side of streamlined nose piers (Breusers et.al. ,1977)

.

A distinct oblong boundary line around the wedge nose, 0,3D

from the leading edge and about 0.5D from the leading edge

corner is identified as the primary separation line S. This is

a two vortex system of HSV as inferred from these surface flow

patterns. There is a complex wake-vortex interaction at the

trailing edge, and separation region at the wedge corners can

be observed.

Figs. 6.13a (i) and (ii) show that the surface flow pattern

around lenticular pier are similar to that around the wedge nose

pier model. Since there is no sharp corner in the profile of the

®odel, the bubble formation is absent. At a misalignment this pier

®iodei may cause a strong bubble at the leading edge on the leeward

aide causing deeper scour holes. The primary separation line, 0.40



upstream of the sharp leading edge, extends aboot O.bD from

the wall at the mid—span, with one primary vortex end s secondsTy

vortex 0 on the biconvex leading edge of the pier.

It is observed from these surface flow patterns that at

Re - 7800, D/S* - 11, the HSV around rectangular pier model

contains fo ir vortices, and around the wedge and lenticular

pier models, it is two vortex structure. Thus it is found that

the structure of HSV around different pier models xs dependent on

their leading edge shapes. Surface streamlines and the flow

patterns inferred from figs, 6.13a,b and c are sketched in figs.

6.14 a,b and c respectively,

b. Pressure Distribution

Surface pressures at the representative stations around

each of the pier models were measured at nominal wind speeds of

6.7 m/sec. and 8.5 m/sec. correspondina to Re ^ 8600, D/S* -11.5,

and Re 12,800, D/8* - 14.3.

(i) Pressure Distribution Around Rectangular Pier Model

Fig. 6.15 a presents floor pressures around the rectangular

pier model. A pressure dip on the upstream plane of symmetry

about 0.4D upstreaiT of the flat face of the pier is identified

the core location of primary horse shoe vortex (Belik, 1973

and Baker 1979, 1980) . The adverse pressure build up begins more

^ban 4.5D upstream and it becomes rapid within 1.5D, where a
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pressure gradient of about 0.42 was measured. A high suction

region with - 0.9 exists at the leading edge corner and

extends upto about 0,2D from the wall, apparentlv' due to the

separated flow from the sharp corner. The extent of HSV appears

to be 0.5D farther away from this region. A pressure recovery

is Indicated at lod<"ions and Tj^. Lower pressures due to

wake-vortex interaction, of C » -0.5 are observed within 1.5D
P

from the blunt trailing edge on the downstream plane of

symmetry with a pressure recovery indicated in the farwake.

(ii) Pressure Distribution Around Streamline Nose Pier Models

Fig. 6.15b presents floor pressures around the wedge nose

pier model. A pressure dip at about 0.4D upstream of the pier

leading edge is identified as the core location of the primary

horseshoe vortex. The adverse pressure starts appearing at

about 2.5D upstream of the pier leading edge. A floor pressure

Qradient of about 0,21 was measured at 1.5D, where rapid build

up pressure was observed, this is half of that due to the

rectangular pier. The extent of HSV aopears to be 0.7D from

the wall at location from the pressure distribution. The

pressure recoveries at locations and T^^ are observed. The

iower pressure region extends to about 1.5D downstream, at DS,

"'ith pressure recovery in the farwake.

Fig. 6.15c shows the floor pressures around the lenticular

« W'jr. at about 0.3D on the upstream
Prer model with one pressure dip ac
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horseshoe vortex. The pressure gradient at 1.5D upstream of the

sharp leading edge appears to be the same as in case of wedge

nose pier model. The region of HSV is observed to exist upto

about 0.6D from the pier side wall at location M^. The near

wake region is observed upto about 1.5D from the downstream end

of the pier.

Fig, 6.15d pr^ ^ent the trend of the variation of C
P

at the base of these three pier models. Higher suctions peaks

at the leading edge corner of rectangular and v.edge nose pier

are observed. It may be noted that the turning of the vortex

just started at the location while it was in the process

of conpletion in the wedge nose case. Lower pressures are

observed after the midspan in case of lenticular pier model,

o« Total Head Survey

The streamwise arm of HSV around each of these pier models

Was probed for the vortex structure at their respective mid-spans

^0 the similar manner as in section 4.3,3c, at a nominal wind

®P6ed of 5,5 m/sec. corresponding to Re 8300 at D/S* — 11.3.

The pressure plots are presented as viewed from the downstream

end in figs. 6.16a,b and c. The no. of vortices and their sense

of rotations were determined using the interpretation given

earlier in Chapter IV.
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(l) Rectangular Pier Model

four vortex structure of HSV is observed from fig. 5.16 a

as follows :

1. a low pressure zone at the pier wall extending upto about 0.5D
is observed and it is indicated by the direction of the turning

of the contours of constant total Head within this zone near

the floor that the secondary vortex O, formed on the flat

leading edge gets sucked up, in the process of negotiating

the sharp leading edge corner, by the recirculatory zone of

separated flow along the direction indicated.

2. a large clock-wise vortex, identified as the primary vortex

1» existing between 0.6D and ID from the pier wall,

3. a counter clockwise vortex identified as the secondary vortex

1', located at about I.ID from the wall, and

4. a clockwise vortex, identified as primary vortex 2 located

close to the s econdary vortex 1'

.

The four vortex structure of HSV was observed earlier

around the round nose pier and the circular cylinder at the identi-

cal test conditions in chapters IV and V. The four vortex

structure of HSV from constant total head contours supplements the

Observations of four vortex structure from surface oil flow

patterns in fig. 6.13a.

^ii) Streamline Nose Pier Models

T j. s. ^ n-f HSV is observed from fig. 6.16 b
Two vortex structure of is

follows ;
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1, a small looking counter clockwise vortex appearing to be

slightly above the floor, identified as the secondary

vortex 0,

a clockwise vortex located at about 0.2D from the wall,

identified as the primary vortex 1.

This vortex structure appears significantly different

from those observed earlier i.e., around the ound nose pier,

circular cylinder and the rectangular pier models.

Fig. 6.16c presents the two vortex structure of HSV around

the lenticular pier model, showing the secondary vortex O and

primary vortex 1, similar to that around the wedge nose pier.

It is established from above that the strvcture of HSV,

around a pier model in turbulent flow depends upon its leading

edge shape. For round and blunt nose piers, where stronger

HSV formation takes place, four vortices are observed while with

pointed and streamlined leading edges, two vortex struc

found to exist, under the same test conditions, l/D and BR

respectively.

6.4 THE MODIFIED HORSESHOE VORTEX

A 17 a b and c present a view each of

Pictures in figs. 6.17 a,

the rectangular, wedge nose and lenticular pier models respec-

tively with the passive device mounted at the leading e g

, „.ws are shown in figs. 6.18 a, b and

foot, and three orthogonal vie

f «inrii.fied vortex flow around these
^ respectively. The results o
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pier models are presented in the same order of approaching flow

conditions as in the section 6.3.

6.4.1 Laminar Flow

The modified vortex flow around the junctions of each

of these pier models with the passive device was investigated

by flow vi' jalization using KMnO^ in the water table and TiCl^

fumes in a low speed, low turbulence wind tunnel.

a. Dye Flow Visualization

The experiments were conducted at a nominal water speed

of 10 cm/sec, corresponding to Re = 3026 and Fr = 0.135, The

pictures of dye patterns are presented in plan, top front and

top rear views with camera shutter time of 1/125 sec, to provide

tnaximum details of the flow phenomenon.

(i) Modified Dye Patterns Around Rectangular Pier Model

Figs, 6,19 a and b show the plan and top front views of

the modified vortex flow around the rectangular pier model.

It is observed from the corresponding views with clean pier

“'Odel in figs. 6.1 a and b that a significant modification of

the flow is caused by the passive device by bringing colored

'«ater towards the pier walls. The formation of AHSV and LESV

indicated by the white looking region around the apex of the

device, which extends below the device. The region around the

Pier upto about ID from the leading edge is believed to be c-aused

an interaction of the apex vortex, LESV and the separated flow
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from the leading edge corner. It is believed that LESV and

the apex vortex are ’pushed’ away from the pier leading edge

due to the presence of the flat leading edge. The whitish

looking region appears to be due to LESV. A light colored

region can be observed along the pier wall also. The modifi-

cation of wak«-vortex interaction in fig. 6.19c is observed

from reduction in the neck size.

(ii) Modified Dye Patterns Around Streamline Nose Pier Models

Figs. 6.20 a and b show the modified dye flow around wedge

nose pier model, which show the colored flow replacing the

white region around the clean pier in figs. 6,2 a and b. This

roodifiration of the flow is brought about by LESV from the

passive device. It is interesting to note that the movement of

the apex vortex (streamwlse arm of AHSV, formed at the apex

floor junction and shown as oblong region) and LESV are observed

to be almost parallel to the wedge face of the pier, unlike that

in the case of round nose pier and circular cylinder. The vvake-

vortex interaction in this case (fig. 6.20 c) shows a reduction

in the recirculatory region at the trailing edge and the pushing

'^P of the vertical vortices is observed in the far wake.

The modified horseshoe vortex around the lenticular pier

shown in figs. 6.21 a,b and c appears almost similar to that

around the wedge nose pier model.
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It may be observed fron. the modification of the vortex

flow around these three pier models that, the exit of the apex

vortex and LESV from beneath the passive device and their down-

stream progress about the pier leading edge depend upon the shape

of the leading edge of the pier.

b. TiCl^ Flow Visual"' ration

The visualizat on of hSV around each of the pier models by

TiCl^ fumes was conducted at the nominal wind speed of 95 cm/sec.

The liquid TiCl^ was applied with technique I (Chapter III).

(i) TiCl^ Flow Around Rectangular Pier Model

The picture in Fig, 6.22a shows a front perspective view

of TiCl^ fumes around the rectangular pier model with passive

device. Two vortices are observed to emerge from beneath the

passive device and are lifted up at the pier wall. Fig. 6.22 b

shows a top front view of this phenomenon. A closer look at

these shots shows the LESV below the transparent device. The

formation of AHSV by the white region at the apex of the device

is observed. The close up view of these vortices in fig. 6.22c

shows the lifting up phenomenon, after their exit from the device,

'he lifting and somersaulting of apex vortex below the passive

«evice is also observed, along with its lift up by LESV at the

pier wail.



Fig. 6.22 d provides an overall view of the phenomenon

from rear. The surface flow is significantly modified as

compared with the clean pier in fig. 6.5. The 'neck size' behind

the pier model has been reduced and the upward rising TiCl. fumes
•t

show this modification of the wake-vortex interaction brought

about by LESV. The LESV was captured as an isolated vortex

appearing to get sucked up by the separated flow region (-‘ong the

pier wall, by applying TiCl^ with technique II (Chapter III)

in fig, 6.22 e. The modified surface flow patterns in laminar

flow are shown in fig. 6.22 f. A significant modification of

the oscillating HSV around clean pier, is observed when the

device is attached to its leading edge foot.

It was observed from Chapters IV and V, that the apex

vortex got lifted and somersaulted at the pier nose below the

device before coming out from the side. The same feature

of the epex vortex at the pier nose is also observed in rectan—

Qular pier, in addition the apex vortex and LESV get sucked

into the separated flow zone at the pier wall.

(ii) TiCl^ Flow Around Streamline Nose Pier Models

Fig. 6.23 a shows a perspective view of the modified vortex

flow (from rear) around wedge nose pier model. The apex vortex

and LESV are observed to move almost parallel to the floor and

ihe pier wall. The lower pressure region behind the pier, and

throwing up of the vertical vortices by LESV in modifying the
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wak€-vortex interaction are also observed. Fig. 6.23 b shows

this phenomenon from front. The apex vortex and LESV are

observed to move along the wedge face, which is also shown in

fig. 6*23 c. A close up view of the parallel movement of

these vortices along the pier wall is observed in fig. 6.23d.

The modified vortex flow phenomenon around the lenticular

pier in figs. 6.24 a-d appears imiJ r to that around the wedge

nose pier observed in the corresponding views in figs. 6.23 a-d.

It may be observed that the vortex movements below the

device, and afler their exit from the confined region in case

of streamline nose piers appeared simpler than that in the

rectangular pier case. It is, therefore, inferred from above

that the modification of HSV around a pier model by a passive

device is dependent on the pier leading edge shape.

The schematic line sketches showing the modified vortex

system around each of these pier models are shown in figs. 6.25 a,

b and c.

^•4.2 Transition to Turbulent Flow

The oscillations of the vortex flow over the upper surface

of the passive device upstream of each of these pier models

Were measured by a 'u' -sensitive hot wire, inserted from the

^op plate in the same manner as in the sections 4.4.2 and 5.4.2.
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The modified vortex oscillations appear to be suppressed

in these cases. The first appearance of oscillation around

the pier model is indicated at Re - 4350, D/6* « 8.3, beyond

which turbulent signals were observed in fig. 6.26a. Low

frequency, low amplitude signals were observed in fig. 6.26 b

and c, in case of streamline nose pier models. The fundamental

Strouhal frequency of these signals was less than 0.05 in these

modified vortex flows.

6*4.3 Turbulent Flow

The modified HSV around the junctions of the rectangular,

wedge nose and lenticular pier models with passive device was

investigated from surface oil flow patterns, floor pressures at

representative stations around the pier models and total head

surveys in the Y-Z plane at their respective mid-spans.

Surface Oil Film Patterns

The surface flow patterns around these three models with

the passive device were obtained at the nominal wind speed of

5 m/sec, corresponding to Re « 7800 and D/S* = 11. The shots

(i) and (ii) were taken as in section 4.4.3a.

(i) Modified Surface Flow Patterns around Rectangular Pier Model

Figs. 6.27 a show the surface flow patterns around the

octangular pier model with device, after a tunnel time of fifteen

-inutes. The formation of AHSV and the surface vortices below

the passive device due to apex vortex

by the accumulation of the powder-oil

and LE5V are observed

mixture. The LESV was
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found to come out of the passive device at about 45° with respect

to the flat leading edge. The overall flow phenomenon below the

device, appears similar to that observed from the corresponding

pictures with round nose pier and the circular cylinder. The

lifting of the apex vortex and LESV is also indicated within

about 1.5D downstream of the leading edge. A comparison with

the surface flow around clean oier in fig. 6.13a shows significant

modification of flow around tne pier walls by the absence of

the separated flow region. Flow is observed to be directed

towards the pier wall by LESV. The wake-vortex system modifica-

tion is also observed.

(ii) Modified Surface Flow Patterns around Streamline Nose
Pier Models

Fig. 6.27 a and b show the modified surface flow patterns

around wedge nose and lenticular pier models respectively after

a tunnel time of fifteen minutes. A misalignment of about 4°

appears in the lenticular model case. However, the nature of

inference drawn does not seem to alter due to this reason.

Both the apex vortex and LESV appear to come out of the

device almost along the leading edge faces of these models,

observed from the surface vortex flow below the device

in each case. The flow is directed towards the piers by LESV.

The vortex flow phenomenon below the device is observed

io depend upon the leading edge of the pier, which is a measure

the physical constraints on the flow at the pier device
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junction. The surface streamlines resulting from figs. 6.27 «,b
and c are sketched In figs. 6.28 a,b and c.

be Pressure Distributions

The modified floor pressures were measured around these
three pier models with the passive device, at the representa-
tive stations, at nomin-' wino speeds of 5.7 m/sec and 8.5 m/sec,

corresponding to Re ^ 8oOO, 11.4 and Re 12,800, -2-
‘=;i4.3

and are presented with the corresponding pressures in clean

pier case. The symmetry of floor pressures with and without

the device, around each pier model is presented separately.

(i) Upstream Plane of Symmetry , U

A reduction in pressure gradient of about 87/. was measured

on the upstream plane of symmetry of rectangular pier model

(fig. 6,29a), whereas it was about 75/ and 70/ in case of

wedge nose and lenticular pier models in figs. 6,29 b and

6.29 c respectively. Pressures on the upper surface of the
\

device in each of ches^lots are also shown, which indicate

the pressure jump across the device, causing the formation

of LESV.

^ii) Leading Edge Corner, Lj^

The presence of low pressure region upto about 0.2D from

^he wall and another pressure dip identified with the region of

HSV extending upto about ID is observed at the location of

rectangular pier in fig. 6.30a, and a low pressure region upto

ebout 0.4D is observed at identified vith the region of HSV
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in case of wedge nose pier in fig. 6,30 b. The passive device

causes a favourable pressure gradient in making the fluid

move towards the wall region.

(iii) Mid-Span,

A pressure recovery of about 30>< appears to be caused

by the device in the case of rectangular pier model in fig.

6.31 a, ano that . ab ut 15/., in wedge nose pier is measured

in fig. 6.31 b. The leading edge region of lenticular pier

model extends to its mid—span. Floor pressures at the loca-

tion, appear to be reduced by 25-30/. as the flow around

the pier model is accelerating upto mid-span in fig. 6.31 c.

(iv) Trailing Edge Corner, T^^

The modified pressures appear to be slightly built up

at this location in rectangular pier (fig. 6.32a) and a

reduction in pressure by about 35/., upto about 0.5D from the

wall is observed in case of wedge nose pier model.

(v) Downstream Plane of Symmetry

a,^um<;tream of the blunt trailing edge
The floor pressures downstream

j 1 to rems in th© sam© as in
of rectangular pier model appear

+ inwpr Re and nominal reductions over
case of clean pier at lower Re.

X X. Re are observed in fig. 6,33a.
those in clean pier at higher Be

nn<if> oier model (fig. 6.33b)
Ihe pressure data behind the wedge nose pier

as that behind the lenticular
shows almost similar variatio

A c) Pressures apppar to be lower by
pier case (fig. 6.33 c; •

^ vweke region. These variations in the
about 10-15/ in the near wake reg
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pressures on the downstream plane are caused by the modified

wake-vortex interaction behind the pier models.

It is observed that the floor pressures provide reliable

and consistent data on the upstream plane of symmetry of the

pier models, both with and without the passive device, whereas

at other locations the local acceleration effects due to the

profile shape ’ ^terferes with the pressures and the presence

of either the original HSV or the vortices from the modified

HSV is not easily differentiated from surface pressures alone,

(vi) The Symmetry of Flow Around Pier Models

The floor pressure distributions on either side of each

of these pier models, at the representative stations, with

and without the passive device are plotted in figs. 6,34 a,b,c

and figs. 6.35 a,b,c and d respedtively . A good agreement of

the data on the respective locations across the models can be

observed.

Total Head Survey

Total head contours were plotted by traversing a shielded

pitot tube in a grid of 30x22 mm at 490 points in the Y-Z plane

3t the mid—span of each pier model. The no. of vortices and

their sense of rotations rere interpreted as in 4.3.3c. These

Plots are presented in figs. 6.36 a,b and c as viewed from

the downs tre an end.
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(i) Rectangular Pier Model

The region to the right of the constant total head

line, HssO is identified as part of the recirculating region

of the separation zone at the pier wall from the sharp leading

edge corner. The group of closed contours at the tip of the

passive device is identified as LESV, The annihilation of

LESV by -t e In " pressure separation bubble is observed by

the direction of movement of the constant head contours indi-

cating counter clockwise rotation of flow. This phenomenon

was also observed from TiCl^ flow visualization in laminar

flow in fig. 6.22 e. ihe annihilation of the apex vortex is

not observed, as it was shown in the close up view in fig.

6.22c, that it got sacked up near the leading edge. A counter

clockwise vortex appears at the pier wall which brings the

surface flow towards the pier. There is a clockwise vortex

on the floor away from the region of influence of LESV.

(ii) Streamline Nose Pier Model!

Fig. 6.36 b presents constant total head contours at

the midspan of wedge nose pier model with device and

ing vortical regions are identified,

1. a large counterclock-wise vortex at z/D ^ 0.4, below

the tip of the device, identified as LESV,

1 i/nTtfix on "tho

2. a small counter clock-wise vortex on

^ -form as a consequence of the inter-
junctioo, appeared to form as

• XU anex vortex at the wall,
action of LESV with the apex vor
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3, a small clockwise vortex at the wall, above the vortex at

2; this is identified as the apex vortex, and

4, a large clockwise vortex at about 1.2D away from the wall.

In addition downward flow region along the wall from

z/WO,b to z/D ^0,2 is also observed.

Fig. 6,36 c shows the constant total head contours at

the mi '.-spt of lenticular pier model with device. The four

vortical regions and a downward flow region in this figure are

found identical to that observed in fig. 6,36 b.

It is observed from the total head contours and the

vortical regions interpreted therefrom, that the streamwise

arm of HSV gets modified significantly by the passive device.

Instead of four vortex or two vortex structure in clean

pier cases, the modified vortex structure comprises mainly

of LESV and the apex vortex. The rectangular pier model

presents an interesting phenomenon, wherein, both the apex

vortex and LESV are sacked into the separation bubble at the

pier wall. In the case of streamline nose pier models, the

apex vortex appears moving dovmstream, above the floor. The

surface flow is brought towards the pier model by LESV. The

size and strength of LESV appear more than that of the apex

vortex in all the pier models.

The modified flo« structure at the side of rectangular,

wedge nose and lenticular pier models has been presented for

ihe first time.
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The structure of HSV around the junctions of pier models

having blunt and streamline leading edges was investigated

to bring out the effect of leading edge geometry in causing a

change in the vortex structure. This aspect vias also studied

when the passive device modified the vortex flow around these

pi«’' mo'^els.

6.5.1 HSV around Clean Pier Models

It can be observed fron the dye patterns around rectan-

gular, wedge nose and lenticular pier models in figs. 6.1,

6.2 and 6.3 that each of these dye patterns is characteris-

tic of the pier leading edge shape. The details of vortex

structure, provided by TiCl^ flow (figs. 6.5, 6.6 and 6,7)

show that at Re - 145C, D/S*«s#4.5, the rectangular pier

model shows oscillatory vortex flow, wedge nose pier

shows four vortices and the lenticular pier model presents

two vortex structure. In addition the rectangular pier shows

s xegion of curling up flow at the wall—floor junction, which

appears due to the annihilation of the secondary vortex O,

formed on the flat leading edge, as it negotiates the sharp

leading edge corner. A similar phenomenon was also observed

in case of wedge noae pier model. This variation in behaviour

and structure of HSV around pier models appears due to change

in their leading edge shapes.
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The onset of oscillations of HSV (figs. 6.10 a,b and c)

around rectangular pier started at Re ^ 1400, D/6* - 4,5,

and in streamline nose pier at Re - 3200, D/6* - 6,9, The

early and delayed onset of these oscillations around rectan-

gular and streamline nose pier models respectively is due

to change in leading edge geometry of the pier model or the

lateral distribution of the cross-sectional area of these

models, which determines tne extent and severity of the

Bernaulli gradient on the pier nose in the shear flow region,

which determines the strength of the secondary vortex 0,

Another important physical parameter of the pier geometry

is the angle which the leading edge region makes with the

parallel walls of the pier model. A 90® turn is a severe

condition, enforcing a strong separated region downstream of

the corner. The wedge nose makes a 26,5® turn. The strength

of secondary vortex on a flat face would be more than that on

a wedge face. It, therefore, appears to be a coupled action

of the leading edge vortex strength and the turning angle,

which would determine the early ordelayed onset of the

oscillatory behaviour of HSV around pier models with different

leading edge shapes.

The effect of leading edge geometry appears in the

difference of the vortex structure around these pier models

in turbulent flow. The surface oil film patterns at Re ^7800,

D/6* ^ 11, and constant total head contours at Re - 8300,

D/6* ^11.3 give consistent results in showing
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(i) four vortex structure of HSV around rectangular pier

model, and

(ii) two vortex structure of HSV around streamline nose pier

models.

The extent of separated flow region can be observed at

the leading edge corners of these pier models in figs. 6.13

, b and c respectively indicative of the leading edge-angle

of turn conoination of each pier model. The maximum scour

depths observed at the sides of streaitdine piers (Tison, 1961)

may be due to such flow separations at the pier side walls.

.

5.2 Aerodynamics of Delta-Viinq-Like Passive Device

It was observed in Chapter V that the flow phenomenon

associated with the passive device mounted at the leading edge

foot of a round nose pier and circular cylinder respectively,

appeared to be identical due to the same leading edge shape,

which means that the physical constraints of the solid bounda-

ries to the vortex flow, below the passive device were identi-

cal.

The constraints appear to be the severest with flat face

leading edge of rectangular pier model. It was observed from

dye flow (figs. 6.19a, b) ,
TiCl^ flow visualization (fig. 6.22

a,b), and surface flow patterns (fig. 6.13a) that the apex

vortex and LESV appeared to move farther away from the spinal

rib while approaching the trailing edge of the device. This
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was apparently caused by pressure gradient due to the pier
below the device. The extent of the recirculatory region,
below the device appeared to increase in the lateral direc-
tion. The typical behaviour of apex vortex at the pier-
device junction was identical to that in case of round
nose pier model and circular cylinder in Chapters IV and V
respectively.

These constraints appeared relaxed with the streamline
nose pier models. The apex vortex moved closer to the spinal

rib and along the wedge nose and lenticular pier models,

indicating reduced lateral extent of the recirculatory

region at the spinal rib. The LESV was found to move closer

to the spinal rib and appeared to follow the wedge nose and

the lenticular pier models in figs. 6.20 a,b and 6.21 a,b

respectively. A similar behaviour of the apex vortex and

LESV was observed from surface flow patterns in figs. 6.13 b

and 6,13 c respectively.

This brings out the effect of the leading edge geometry

in the course of movement of the apex vortex and LESV at the

junction of the passive device with the pier leading edge.

^•^•3 Modification of HSV

The HSV modification process around these pier models by

ihe passive device, remains identical to that around the

round nose pier and circular cylinder as described in the

preceding chapters, except for the changes brought about by the
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leading edge shape, which affects the downstream movement

of the apex vortex and LESV along the pier wall.

Both, the apex vortex and LESV were annihilated into

the separation bubble at the rectangular pier wall in figs.

6.22 a—e by TiCl^ fumes, and also indicated by the surface

film patterns in fig. 6.27 a. The visualization of

modified flov/ around stre imline nose pier models in figs,

6.20, 6.21 and 6.23, 6.24 from dye and TiCl^ flow respectively,

show the smooth exit of apex vortex and LESV from beneath the

device

.

The constant total head contours in figs. 6.36 a,b

and c suppliment these visual observations. The pressure

measurements are presented in figs. 6.29 to 6.33.

The effect of leading edge geometry of the piers

on the structure and oscillatory behaviour of HSV around

their junctions with floor has been brought out from

extensive flow visualization, pressure measurements and

constant total head contours for the first time. Furthermore,

the effect of leading edge geometry of the pier in the

modifying HSV around the pier models by the passive device

has also been described for the first time.
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ChAPTtH VII

CQjNlCLbSIONb A!^D FUHThEu i^GhK

The conclusions of theoresent investigations of HSV and

its modification around the junction of different nose shape

pier models as described in chapters IV, V and VI are presen-

ted in this chapter alongvvith suggestions for further research

in this area.

7.1 THE hOftSESHOt VUKTlX IK L>v/*'JKAR FLOV,

The titanium tetrachloride (TiCl^) technique (Freymuth

et.al., 1985) was adopted for the visualization of HSV around

the junction of circular cylinder. By the application of

liquid TiCl^ on the upstream floor, at Re •=' WSO, D/S' -4.5,

six vortices in ring form were observed, around the cylinder,

extending further downstream, shov\ing a 'neck* formation

in the surface flow due to wake wake-vortex interaction,

thereby showino complete structure of hSV for the first time

from TiCl. fumes. The observations from TiCl^ flow around
^ speed

different diameter cylinders, at the same wind/and B* were

presented in Table 5.1.

Baker (1979) visualized multivortex structure of HSV

around circular cylinder only on the upstream plane of symmetry

from smoke flov\. The number of vortices at Re - 1450, D/S* -4.5

appeared to lie on the borderline between two and four vortices

from fig. 6 of Baker (1979) for a circular cylinder of D/L=2
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and BR~6,2j< and these values are 0.16 and 3/. respectively in

the present work. This shows strona dependence of the vortex

/ t
structure on D/L and BR. The mu^tivortex structure of IISV

observed by Baker (1979) was verified using an independent

flow visualization technique in which dense white fumes of

TiCl^ persist over longer duration.

The HSV structure around pjer models having blunt, round

and streamline nose shapes was xnvei ciceted from TiCl^ flow

visualization and water-dye techniques to bring out the

effect of leading edge shape on the vortex structure and the

extent of the region occupied by the RSV around these pier

models. It can be observed from Tables 7,1 a and b that

the line of primary separation lies farthest on the upstream

of the rectangular pier model and is closest to the leading edge

of the lenticular pier. The HSV showed oscillatory six vortex

structure around the rectangular shape end it was a two vortex

structure around the lenticular ler, at the same

tions, and the only change in the pier moecls was

odge shape. This showed that the voxtex structure

the laiTiinar regime depended upon the oier leading

test condi-

the leading

in HSV in

edge shape.

7.2 THE VORTEX OSCILLATIONS

The oscillations of HSV around circular

figs. 5.6 a and b were found to be steady at

cylinder in

St ~ 0 . 2, in the

range 2400 < Re < 44UC and b< <i^'» like the highly
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random oacillatory bahavrour raported by Baker (1979) and It
was diacussad in chapter V that a Icakaga of air from outside
into the HSV might be one of the reasons for such oscill ations

.

The vortex oscillations around the vertical round nose
pier (fig. 4.6) were similar to that around the circular
cylinder and appeared in better order due to the streamwise
span of the pier model. The vortex oscillations were almost
similar in case of rectangiiar

, ier, and weak oscillations
were recorde<d around streamline nose pier models. The onset
of oscillations in round nose pier and circular cylinder v^as

at Re - 2400, D/6* - 6.0. An early onset of the oscillatory

behaviour around the rectangular pier was observed, while

it was delayed in case of streamline nose oier models (Table 7.2).

It was shov.n in Chapter VI that the early or delayed onset of
vortex oscillations depended on the shape of the leading edge

9nd the turning angle at the leading edge corner.

It may further be arguea from above tnat the cause of the

onset of oscillations of hSV around a pier model, appears to

be a combined action of the following,

(l) the leading edge shape, which determines the strength of

secondary vortex 0, due to the Bernaulli gradient^^

the turning angle at the leading edge corner, which woulo

determine the extent and vorticity of the separated flow

region, and

the turbulence level of the free stream approaching the

pier.



7.3 THE HORSESHOE VORTEX FLOW IN TURBULENT FLOW

3b5,

It was observed from Table 5.2, that a four vortex

structure of HSV was inferred from surface oil film patterns,
around circilar cylinder in the range 7700 < Re < 16,000,

in accordance with Baker (1980). An independent verification

of four vortices was obtained from constant total head

contours at Re 8X0, D/6* c? 11.3. F rthe nore, it was

found that for Re < 4000, D/6* < 5.5, two vortex structure

existed around circular cylinder.

The turbulent vortex structure was found to depend on the

pier leading edge shape, from consistent inference drawn both

from surface oil film patterns (Table 7.3a) and constant

total head contours at the mid-span of each pier model (Table

7.3b) , It is concluded that four vortex turbulent structure

of liSV exists for blunt and round nose pier models, and two

vortex turbulent structure around the streamline nose oier

p'odels, at the oresent test conditions.

It appears aoparent from the variation of witn

leading edge shape in laminar and turbulent flows, and the

vortex oscillations around pier models that tqs. 2.3 in

Baker (1979, 19X) can be modified as

U U n n
Ij-’ ^ ^ ^ Pier Nose shape) in lanunar flow

and

,
iSi? _ fyj (

pier Nose shape) in turbulent flow
D D ^
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Detail floor pressure measurements around the pier models

were presented at the representative stations. Higher pre-

ssures and pressure gradients on the upstream plane of symmetry

of rectangular pier, circular cylinder and round nose pier

than those in streamline nose pier models were observed.

An attempt was made to work out a non-dimensional para-

meter C * = C X K, to ccount for the leading edae shape,

where is the upstrearn pressure and K = ^ and

being the areas of the nose region and the rectangle enclos-

ing the nose region respectively. A tendency of the collapse

of C * on the pressure curve for rectangular pier is indi-

Gated in fig. 7.1. The circular cylinder and the round nose

pier models appear to provide closer agreement with the

rectangular pier.

7.4 THE MEChAixISi" OF riSV MODIFICATION

It was found in Chapter VI that the mechanism of HSV

roodification by the passive device explained with the round

nose pier model depended on the leading edge shape of the

pier model as summarized below,

(i) The delta-wing like passive device prevented the concen-

tration of the transverse vortex filaments at the pier nose,

by the formation of an attenuated HSV (AHSV) at the apex of

the passive device, which reduced tne adverse pressure gradient

on the floor considerably by cr ating a low pressure region
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below the device. The large separation region around the

clean pier was reduced to a localised region of separation

at the apex. The weaker streamwise arms of the AHSV (apex

vortex)with the same sense of rotation as the original HSV

move parallel to the spinal rib and come out of the passive

device by the pier side. The exit of the apex vortex from

the nose region v^as found to depend upon the pier nose shape,

as the apex vortex lifted and somersaulted at the pier like

the turning of a coiled rope in case of blunt and round

edge pier models, and it moved around the streamlined nose

shapes

.

(ii) A strong leading edge separation vortex (LESV) pair

is formed at the leading edges of the delta plate, with an

opposite sense of rotation to the apex vortex, and is the

dominant vortex which brings the fluid towards the pier walls.

It’s movement alongwith that of the apex vortex below the

device and downstream, was found to depend upon the pier

leading edge shape. The apex vortex got lifted along the pier

wall, after its exit from the device in case of blunt and

round edge pier models. In case of blunt edge pier model,

the uESV v.as also lifted up. Both of these vortices moved

almost parallel to the pier wall and the floor in case of

streantline nose pier models.

(iii) The interaction of

the pier models, modified

Was found to depend upon

the vertical vortices behind

the wake-vortex interaction, which

the movement of LESV and the apex
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The above observations from TiCl^ flow visualization

v^ere also indicated by the surface oil film patterns which

showed the modification of the vortex flow from the flow

direction towards the pier wall, but for a small patch in

the region of the leading edge and the spinal rib. The surface

pressures below the passive device were considerably reduced

(Table 7.4a). Ihe total head contours showed that the size
(Table 7,4b)

and strength of LESV /depended on the pier nose shaoe, by

providing a complete picture of the vortex flow at the pier

side. Ihe vortex oscillations measured on the upper surface

of the passive device were suppressed in each case.

The usefulness of the passive device in restrictino

the extent and the depth of local scour around a pier model

of round nose with passive device has been oemonstrated from

experiments in a v.ater flume, with sand bed where reduction

in the extent of the scour region at the pier leading edge

was considerable and upto 67/. reduction in the local scour

depth was observed by Gupta and Gangadharaiah (to be reported),

heglons of deposits of sand along the pier side and at the

rear were pronounced. The physical s>echanism of this process

was clarified in the present work.

7.5 FURTHER WORK

^ vsacoTVP device was determined from
The geometry of the passive aevi e

«n cuplization studies by Gupta (1987)
s series of dye flow visuaii
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for a round nose pier model. The use of this device was found

quito satisfactory in modifying HSV around pier models with

varying leading edge shapes. However, a parametric study of

the geometrical features of this device needs to be carried

out for an optimum passive device.

It is hoped that the field tests of some model bridge

pier with the passive device in actual conditions of varying

Reynolds number and Froude number of approach over longer

durations would be interesting.

The performance of this passive device when mounted at

the leading edge of yawed piers should be of practical

interest to river bridge pier designers.
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SUMMARY LF DATA ON H5V AtNOUND PIER F'ODELS FROM UYL
PATTfcRNO AT Re ^ 32o0, Fr = 0.146.

SI.

No.

Pier Model
^s/D
A

w/d

1. Round Nose 1.25 3.25

2. Circular
cylinder

1.25 3.4

3. Rectangular 1.7 4.1

4. Wedge nose 1 2.9

5, Lenticular 0.88 2.8

^w/D '^neck/D ^neck/D Remarks

0.5 0.5 1 Fig. 4.1

1 1 2.5 fig. 5.

2

1 2 2 fig. 6. la

1.5 1 0.25 fig. 6. lb

2 0.5 0.65 fig. 6.1c

* from L.E.
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SUWi/iAKY OF rilu UNS^.T OF OSCILLATICjNS OF HSV AROUND
PlhR IViOubLS

SI. Pier Re* D/S* Remarks
No. Models

1 Round Nose

2 Circular
cylinder

2392 ,
5-8

2442 ,
5 *8

1424 ,
4,4

3258 ,

fig. 4.6

fig. 5.6 a

3 Rectangular

4 Wedge Nose

5 Lenticular 3313 ,

6o9

7.0

fig. 6.10 a

fig. 6.10 b

fig. 6.10 c
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SUMMAIaY of data on hsv abound pier wodels
FHOiNi SURFACE OIL FILM PATTEFiNS AT Re ^800,D/S*-11

SI. Pier Model
No.

No. of
vortices

^s/D
*

^sl/D
ic

w/D \i/D
Remarks

1 Round Nose 4 0.70 0.19 2.25 0.5 fig .4.6

2 Circular
cylinder

4 0.70 0.17 3 2 fig. 5.

9

3 Rectangular 4 1.25 0.38 3.5 0.5 fig. 6 .13a

4 Wedge Nose 2 0.3 - 2.25 1 fig. 6. 13b

5 Lenticular 2 0.4 2.25 2 fig. 6. 13c

* fromL.E



TABLE 7.3 b

SUMMARY OP DATA OP HSV STKJCTURE PROM TOTAL HilAD SURVEY
AT Re - 8300, D/S* - 11.3

Si. Pier Model
No.

No . of
vorti-

Approximate
pier v/all

vortexlocTtion frcm Remarks

ces
Primary

1

Secondary Primary
2

1. Round Nose 4 0.15D-0.5D 0.5D-0.65D O.65D-0.9D fig.4 .11

2. Circular
cylinder

4 0.2D-0.4D 0,4D-0.5D 0.5D-0.6D fig. 5 .17

3. Rectangula r 4 0.6D-1D 1D-1.2D 1.2D-1.4D f:l^«6.16a

4. Wedge Nose 2 0.1D-0.2D - - fig .6 . 16b

5, Lenticular 2 0.1D-0.2D - fig. 6. 16c
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TABLE 7.4 b

SUfiJ'-lARY OF THE SIZE OF LF5V

Si .No, Pier Model Size of

y/D*

LESV

z/D

Remarks

1. Round Nose 0.1-0 .4 0.3-0.

5

fig. 4 ,23

2. Circular cylinder 0.05-0.5 0.2-0 ,5 fig. 5,29

3. Rectangula r 0.2-0 .4 0.4-0.

7

fig. 6,36 a

4. Wedge Nose 0. 2-0.4 0 . 3—0.5 fig. 6,36 b

5. Lenticular 0. 1-0,4 0.3-0,

5

fig. 6.36 c

* from L.E
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Append i:<

A schsmstic sketch of tlie flow on 3 suirfsce costed

with an oil-suspensi<'.n mixture is given in Fig. A.l. The

velocity profile at 'a* is of the free stream velocity,

and the profile 1 at 'b* is a representation of the flov/

on the free layer of the suspension oil mixture. For

simplicity a linear velocity variation may be assumed

between the top layer and the surface. As the oil is

drained away, this profile gets modified due to change in

the layer thickness. A compatibility of the free stream and

the consistency of the oil mixture, would appear to determine

the nature of the surface oil patterns after certain time.

It thus appears that the surface flow patterns due to oil

film technique in general, may be treated as trend of the

surface streamlines. Time or duration of the wind tunnel

man is an important factor and there appears no alternative

to making number of trial runs while using surface oil film

technique.

Langston and Boyle (1982) pointed out that the results

of their -novel surface streamline technique* needed to be

verified from pressure measurements. Total head survey of

the stream wise arm of HSV at the mid

confirmed the inferences from surface

in the present v/ork.

span of each model

0.11 i.'j'lm technique





a. PLAN VIEW

b. TOP FRONT VIEW

C. TOP REAR VIEW

1 DYE PATTERNS AROUND RECTANGULAR PIER MODEL
L/D *=6, BR = 10%, Re = 3197, Pr = 0.146
(FLOW FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)



C . TOP REAR VIEW

Fig, 6,2 DYE PATTERNS AROUND WEDGE NOSE PIER MODEL,
L/b =6, BR = 10%, Re = 3197, Pr = 0,146
(PLOW PROM LEFT TO RIGHT)



plan viewa.

b, TOP FRONT VIEW

Fla 6 3 DYE PATTERNS AROUND LENTICULAR PIER MODEL,

L/b =6, BR « 10%, Re = 3197, Fr = 0.146
(FLOW FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)
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a . perspective view

Pig. 6.5 TlCl^ PLOW AROUND RECTANGULAR
L/D « 6, BR=3%. Re = 1450, D/r
(FLOW FROM LEFT TO RIGHT) *

PIER MODEL

« 4.5,



a. PERSPECTIVE VIEW

b. TOP FRONT VIEW

C. TOP REAR VIEW

Fig, 6.6 Tie FLOW AROUND WEDGE NOSE PIER MODEL,

L/D = 6, BR = 3%, Re = 1450, D/c’*' - 4.5
(FLOW FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)



b. TOP FRONT VIEW

Udtw-

TlCl^" FLOW AROUND LENTICULAR PIER MODEL
LA> = 6, BR = 3%, Re = 1450, D/r* = 4.5
(FLOW FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)
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FIG. 6- 12 VARIATION OF u AND u UF

L/D = 6,BR = 3%



t «= 15 Min .

Pig. 6,13a SURFACE OIL FILM PATTERNS AROUND
PIER MODEL, L/D . 6, BR - 3%, Re

rectangular
- 7800, D/s*=ll



t = 15 Min.

Pig. 6,13b SURFACE OIL FILM PATTERNS AROUND WEDGE NOSE
PIER MODEL, L/b=6, BR=3%, Re=7800, D/^* » H



a« t = 15 Min. (FLOW ON)

t = 15 Min."

Pig. 6.13c SURFACE OIL FILM PATTERNS AROUND LENTICULAR
PIER MODEL, L/0=6, BRa3% Re=7800, D/r* » H
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Fig. 6.17b A VIEW OF WEDGE NOSE PIER MODEL WITH PASSIVE

DEVICE
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Pig, 6.17c A VIEW OP LENTICULAR PIER MODEL WITH PASSIVE
DEVICE



Passive device

D = 25mfn

FlG.6-18a RECTANGULAR PIER MODEL WITH PASSIVE
DEVICE
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D

Fie.6-18c LENTICULAR PIER MODEL WITH PASSIVE
DEVICE



a. PLAN VIEW

b. TOP FRONT VIEW

C. TOP REAR VIEW

Fig. 6.19 DYE PATTERNS AROUND RECTANGULAR PIER WITH
PASSIVE DEVICE L/D=6, BR = 10%, Re = 3026,
Fr ® 0.135, (FLOW FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)



a. PLAN VIEW



a, PLAN VIEW

C. TOP REAR VIEW

Fig, 6.21 DYE PATTERNS AROXJND LENTICULAR PIER WITH
PASSIVE DEVICE, L/D * 6, BR » 10%, Re 3026,
Fr a 0.135 (FLOW FROM LEFT TO RIGHTl ^



a,. PERSPECTIVE VIEW

b. TOP FRONT VIEW

C. CLOSE UP VIEW
-‘a,'

‘

*1
=,—— —

Fig. 6,22 TlCl^ FLOW AROUND RECTANGULAR PIER WITH
P^SiyE

4
DEVICE, LA> = 6, BR = 3%, Re * 1450,



f, SURFACE PLOW PATTERNS



a* REAR

PERSPECTIVE VIEW

Fig. 6,23 TiCl^ PLOW AROUND WEDGE NOSE PIER WITH
PASSIVE DEVICE LA> = 6, BR = 3%, Re a 1450
D/g* = 4.5



a. REAR

• CLOSE UP VIEW

Fig. 6.24 TiCl^ PLOW AROUND LENTICULAR PIER WITH DEVICE
L/b = 6 , BR = 3%, Re = 1450, D/j* - 4.5
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Somersault ing of
apex vortex at the

pier

device ANNIHILATION OF APEX VORTEX
AND LESV INTO SEPARATION
BUBBLE AT PIER WALL

FIG. 6-25Q SCHEMATICS OF MODIFIED VORTEX FLOW
AROUND RECTANGULAR PIER MODEL



Passive device
Apex vortex

LESV

FIG-6'25b SCHEMATICS OF MODIFIED VORTEX FLOW
AROUND WEDGE NOSE PIER MODEL .
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LE5V

FlG.6'25c SCHEMATICS OF MODIFIED VORTEX FLOW
AROUND WEDGE NOSE PIER MODEL
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b. t = 15 Min.

6.27a MnniFIED SURFACE OIL FILM PATTERNS AROUITO

PIER Wl-m PASSIVE DEVICE, L/D

BR = 3%/ Re = 7800, D/ * = 11



a. t = 15 Min. (FLOW ON)

t». t = 15 Min.

Fig. 6.27b MODIFIED SURFACE OIL FIIM PATTERNS AROUND
WEDGE NOSE PIER MODEL VilTH PASSIVE DEVICE
L/D = 6/ BR = 3%, Re = 7800^ D/^* = 11



t = 15 Min. (PLOW ON)

Fig, 6.27c MODIFIED SURFACE OIL PIIW PATTERNS AROUND
LENTICULAR PIER MODEL WITH PASSIVE DEVICE,
L/D = 6, BR'= 3%, Re * 7800, DA* » 11
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FIG.6’28a MODIFIED SURFACE STREAMLINES AROUND
RECTANGULAR PIER MODEL
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FIG’6-28b MODIFIED SURFACE STREAMLINES AROUND
WEDGE NOSE PIER MODEL



Separation

I i ne at apex

FIG-6-28C MODIFIED SURFACE STREAMLINES
AROUND LENTICULAR PIER MODEL
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